WHAT IS AN Influencible?

A listener. Specifically, a Storz radio listener. Influencibles are the "in-touch" young moderns with ideas...buying ideas. It stands to reason that when you talk to the greatest number of people in a given market, your product or service gets known, and bought, faster. Got something to sell? Influence the Influencibles. On a Storz station you get action where it counts—in sales.

1965 Storz Broadcasting Co., Inc.

WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul (Blair)
KXOK St. Louis (B.A.R., Inc.)
KOMA Oklahoma City (Blair)
WHB Kansas City (Blair)
WTIX New Orleans (Eastman)
WQAM Miami (Blair)

Fourth network rescued: ON is off; call it United. p23
Full '66 figures in: Another record for spot TV. p26
Spot-radio 3d-quarter report: GM is out in front. p30
ETV on the move: Carnegie, LBJ proposals endorsed. p60

COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7
How did a couple of people like Terry Nance and Peggy test market project in such a way?
They called their Blair man. In a hurry.

Terry and Peggy are at Young & Rubicam, Chicago. They had to buy a six-week spot TV flight for six test markets in a hurry. Also needed was a measurement of how much awareness the TV schedule would add to the other media the client was already using.

Answer? Their Blair man, Walter Farrell. First, Walter had Blair Research set the TMP awareness study in motion. When the before-study was completed, spot schedules were started, and then the effects were measured.

Why does Blair provide so much service? Simple. We do everything we can to help advertisers and their agencies make their advertising more effective.

That's how we built such solid relationships with agency and advertiser managements.

That's how we got to be the leading station representative company in the broadcast industry.

That's why, in market after market, we represent the top TV and radio stations.

And that's also why, when you need anything—from the buying tools to the services to the best availabilities—you'll get it fast when you do as Terry and Peggy did. Just call your Blair man. In a hurry.
The most recent television audience report confirms that KRLD-TV continues to deliver the greatest impact on the nation's 12th ranked television market.

Channel 4 reaches 28.0% more homes; 12.1% more men; 23.0% more women; and 29.0% more total viewers per average quarter-hour than the second station in the market.*

To put impact in your next schedule, contact your H–R representative for select availabilities on the impact station, KRLD-TV.

* January 1967 ARB Television Audience estimates Sunday thru Saturday 9 AM to Midnight
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BROADCASTING, March 13, 1967
Almost enough rope
Nicholas Johnson, FCC’s neophyte commissioner, may be grabbing newspaper headlines with his blistering disses critical of his majority colleagues, but he isn’t making friends or influencing people in his own party in high places. That, at least, was report last week after his dissent in station license renewal proceedings (see page 46).

When Mr. Johnson, 32-year-old Iowa Democrat, was appointed to FCC last June by President Johnson, after tempestuous two years as maritime administrator, he reportedly was told “to observe FCC operation.” Inference was that with newly appointed Chairman Hyde named to serve three years (until 1969) young Johnston (named for seven-year term) would be in line to succeed to chairman- ship. At this writing his chances for chairmanship are regarded as nil.

Updating station pay
New affiliation contract form is being worked-up by NBC-TV and its Affiliates Board of Delegates. Purpose is to bring it into line with current selling practices, as CBS-TV did with its affiliation agreements year ago (Broadcasting, March 21, 1966). Current NBC contract bases station compensation on gross hourly rates, which no longer represent bulk of sales, rather than on participations, which do—as will be recognized in new rate card that goes into effect in September. Aim is to devise new comp formula that will pay affiliates same as on equivalent business, and hope is that it’ll be ready by midsummer. Switchover will be optional for affiliates with time to go on current contracts, but NBC hopes they’ll switch voluntarily for next fall.

Flimsy figures
Grumbling is being heard more and more among stations and station reps, directed at wide range of demographic breakdowns offered by local-audience rating services. Nub of gripe is that it’s unnecessary expense because agencies don’t really want (or need) so many different breakouts and that, even if they do, many demographics are based on sub-samples so small as to make ratings virtually meaningless. Some experts think that in many cases demographics become questionable any time they divide total respondents more than three ways, or at most four.

For these critics, relief may be on way. Issue is being studied by Committee on Local Television and Radio Audience Measurement (COLTRAM) with eye toward development of recommendations to Broadcast Rating Council. In addition, COLTRAM consultant, Gerald J. Glasser, New York University professor of business statistics, is drafting manual on “disclosures” that rating services ought to make. One that he’s suggested is disclosure of standard error (or sample size) for each demographic class. If these were put into effect, many demographic breakdowns might soon be discontinued, according to some authorities, because extent of their value—or meaningless-ness—would be readily apparent.

Spectrum grab
Pressures by lobby representing users of land-mobile radio were apparent when FCC appeared before House Appropriations Subcommittee last week on budget requests. Congressmen, led by Representative Robert Giaimo (D-Conn.), were said to be interested in FCC’s re-allocation to land-mobile use part of spectrum now assigned to UHF television. Commissioners made no promises, they said they were studying problem.

Commission was testifying President’s proposal to reallocate $19.1 million for fiscal year beginning July 1. This would be $1.2-million increase over amount appropriated for current year. Hearing was said to have gone well, but FCC officials weren’t counting on anything. They recall friendly hearing before same group last year too, followed by deep cut in funds.

Watchers-buyers
A. C. Nielsen Co. is set to announce new service that relates network television viewing, by program, to product and brand usage. Nielsen salesmen have already been offering new tabs as supplementary data to Nielsen Television Index clients and availability would be almost immediate, according to company source. First such report is based on last fall’s network shows. It covers over 100 product and service categories, more than 300 brands and 170 daytime and nighttime programs. Research was done by questionnaire and diary, using Nielsen’s master sample but not regular diary or Audimeter panels.

Change of heart
Edward Petry & Co., onetime member but long-time dropout from Station Representatives Association, is rejoining. Founder Edward Petry was also one of SRA founders but subsequently withdrew in disagreement over SRA policies. But times, issues and policies change, and Petry firm now is in accord with SRA’s current objectives, thinks it’s making strong contribution to both spot broadcasting and spot advertisers and is happy to give up its distinction as one of biggest reps outside 20-year-old independent-rep organization.

Gift horse
All is not serene in educational-television ranks. This was evident at ETV conference in Washington last week (see page 60). While educators naturally like money, whatever its source, some aren’t overjoyed about Carnegie-White House Jones as subject for national public-television project on ground it would preempt their field and commit funds for single purpose. They prefer greater autonomy in use of funds to cover needs that may be more immediate than ETV (new physics laboratories, upgrading or faculties, etc.).

Reactions aren’t regarded as sufficiently strong or organized to complicate drive toward nationwide effort, but there are ports of dispute in consideration of legislation for non-commercial Corp. for Public Television advocated in President Johnson’s message to Congress (Broadcasting, March 6).

Football already
Seven Arts Television, climbing aboard TV sports bandwagon, is reported to be placing into syndication in few weeks for fall start on stations 15 half-hour programs titled NCAA College Football. Produced in color, series will consist of one pre-season program, 11 of regular season game highlights and three post-season contests.

High price for FM
New boon to FM is planned acquisition by multiple radio station owner of FM outlets in Philadelphia and Boston for in excess of $1 million. Acquisitions, expected to be completed this week, would give operator FM outlets in six of top seven markets.
"You'll swing for this, every last man jack of you."

Sir Alec Guinness stars with Dirk Bogarde and Anthony Quayle in the tense drama of a deadly clash of wills between two strong-minded men aboard the English warship, "Defiant," during the Napoleonic wars. "Damn The Defiant!" In color. One of Screen Gems' Post-1960 Feature Films for Television, Volume II. Screen Gems
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"Book" MACON, the rich middle Georgia market...

YOU ASKED FOR IT... the data on the 28-county Macon Retail Trading Zone... America's largest single-station market. It's now in the book! We gladly offer you the facts and figures you want about the market, about your products, and about the Station's exclusive coverage.

WMAZ-TV has Georgia's "largest industry" — Robins Air Force Base; plus a total market that is leading the South in per-capita retail sales increase. Book Macon now!

Please contact Avery-KnodeL, or the Station, for cooperation, availabilities, and facts about the Macon market.

Signal Coverage in the Southeast...

Offering advertisers coverage of more than 1-million homes in six southeastern states.

WBIR-TV    WFBC-TV    WMAZ-TV

Represented Nationally by AVERY KNODEL, INC.
Friendly hits out at ‘The System’

CHARGES ‘RESPONSIBILITY’ KNUCKLES UNDER TO PROFITS

Advance glimpse of book that is bound to generate widespread talk in—

and about—broadcasting is contained in part one of two-part adaptation from

Fred Friendly book in March Life, out today (March 13).

Mr. Friendly, former president of CBS News, says in part one that “mercantile advertising system” has “disastrous” influences that “must be changed,” and indicates he will tell how this can be done in part two, scheduled for March 24 issue. Adaptations are from his book, “Due to Circumstances beyond Our Control,” to be published March 27 by Random House.

Mr. Friendly devotes most of part one to blow-by-blow version of events leading up to and including his resignation as head of CBS News when network refused to clear live coverage of Senate testimony by former Ambassador George Kennan (Broadcasting, Feb. 14, 1966). Losses from earlier pre-emption and feeling of need to protect CBS stockholders contributed to refusal, in his view. Question, he says, was not between two programs but “whether to interrupt the morning run of the profit machine to make the audience privy to an event of overriding national importance.”

Although refusal was made by John A. Schneider, newly named head of all CBS broadcast operations, Mr. Friendly says it really stemmed from “the system” and “Schneider was merely in charge of the stop light.”

Buffer Role • He charges that Mr. Schneider’s role was “created as a buffer” so that Board Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton “could avoid the embarrassment of having to say no to CBS News on matters of news judgment.”

Mr. Friendly writes that whatever bitterness he feels over his departure “is against the system that keeps such unremitting pressure on men like Paley and Stanton that they must react more to financial consideration than to their own taste and sense of responsibility. The fact that I am not sure what I would have done in these circumstances, had I been chairman or president of CBS, perhaps tells more clearly than anything else what is so disastrous about the mercantile advertising system that controls television, and why it must be changed.”

Other highlights of article, headlined “The Great Sellout to Soap Opera”:

• For six months before resignation Mr. Friendly had been in “constant disagreement” with Dr. Stanton over news coverage of Vietnam. Although Dr. Stanton supported him publicly, he privately thought some CBS reporting “crossed the line into editorializing.”

• When Mr. Friendly scheduled interview with Senator J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.), Dr. Stanton said: “What a dirty trick that was to play on the President of the United States…”

• Mr. Friendly arranged for virtually continuous coverage of Pope Paul’s visit to U. S. while Mr. Paley was still questioning whether it deserved full coverage, and was reprimanded when Mr. Paley learned about it afterward, even though both Mr. Paley and Dr. Stanton were “enthusiastic” about how coverage had turned out.

• In discussion of protecting stockholder interests, Mr. Paley once said, “I suppose the mistake we made was in going public.” Nobody doubted full coverage of Pope’s visit and Sir Winston Churchill’s funeral was in public interest or might hurt profits; questions instead were “what is enough profit?” and “what is enough public service?”

• Though Mr. Paley never hesitated to clear special news reports up to and through World War II, expansion of TV brought vast growth to CBS, ratings became vital and by 1965 “Paley and Stanton looked on while programs proliferated which assuaged their personal sense of taste, but they seemed incapable of stopping the flight from quality.”

Commission upholds anonymity request

FCC has refused request of WHAM Rochester, N. Y., for name of person who filed complaint against station. Commission said complainant “feared reprisals if his identity was disclosed.”

WHAM had requested name of complainant in petition for review of staff action refusing to make name of complainant available (Broadcasting, Jan. 23). Staff previously had routinely transmitted complaint.

WHAM also petitioned commission to over haul system it uses in referring to stations complaints from persons requesting confidentiality.

Commission turned this request down also. It noted that station had not been requested to respond to complaint, that matter had been referred only to afford station opportunity for comment.

Consequently, “there is no present necessity or occasion for promulgating general rules or procedures,” as station requested, commission said in letter.

Complaint originated with listener who alleged that station, through open mike program, engaged in racist propaganda. Station branded allegation as “false, scurrilous, malicious and libelous.”

Commission was unanimous in adopting letter. But Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox, in individual comment, said that grievance was serious enough to require further information. If additional details supported initial charges, information then received should have been forwarded to licensee who should then have been required to reply, he said.

National drive for Michelob

Anheuser-Busch Inc., St. Louis, through D’Arcy Advertising there, kicks off first national advertising drive for Michelob beer this week to run until fall using spot TV, radio and magazines. Color TV commercials will run

Networks deny payola to political parties

Network news organizations went on record Friday (March 10) denying published reports that they had offered payment to political parties to induce them to hold their conventions in one city next year to facilitate TV coverage, particularly in view of probable use of color equipment.

Richard S. Salant, CBS News president, said “our function is not to control or affect the news, but rather to cover it wherever or however it may occur.” NBC News President William R. McAndrew said question of money had never come up in discussion with parties. ABC News said it was not “involved” and had not been mentioned in reports alleging payment offers.
Judd L. Pollock, president, named to newly created post of chairman of board and Arnold Kaiser, VP, sales and production, named president of MPO Videotronics Inc., New York. Mr. Pollock served in present position since 1947 and was one of founders of TV commercial and industrial film company. Mr. Kaiser joined MPO in 1950.

Reuven Frank, VP of NBC News since January 1966, named executive VP of division. He joined NBC News in 1950 after serving for three years on editorial staff of Newark (N. J.) Evening News. During his NBC News tenure, Mr. Frank has been executive producer of various news programs and documentaries.

Marvin Antonowsky, VP and director of media research, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, gets added responsibility of manager of spot buying in broadcast department. He'll coordinate all spot buying at JWT (see page 43).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

in three-week flights alternating with three-week radio flights in 26 markets except for August hiatus. Over 60 TV stations and over 70 radio outlets will be used.

Cox to buy out two California CATV's

Cox Broadcasting Corp. has agreed in principle to purchase 100% interest in cable TV systems in San Diego and Bakersfield, Calif., operated by Transvideo Corp., for 155,000 shares of its treasury stock.

At Friday's (March 10) CBC New York Stock Exchange price of 47%, deal for CATV systems, with total of 34,472 subscribers, had paper value of about $7.3 million.

Cox already owns 50% of Bakersfield system and holds 16% of Transvideo. Two California CATV's will continue to be managed by Transvideo President Lee Druckman as part of Cox Cablevision, wholly owned CBC subsidiary.

J. Leonard Reinsch, president of Cox, said cable company acquisition could be expected to increase CBC's per-share earnings in current fiscal year.

Emmy sponsors set on ABC

Sponsorship of June 4 (9-11 p.m. EDT) Emmy awards telecast on ABC-TV was announced by network Friday (March 10). Advertisers: Bristol-Myers Co. (Young & Rubicam), Autolite division of Ford Motor (BBDO), Remington (Y & R) and Bulova (Doyle Dane Bernbach).

All-channel group reorganized by FCC

FCC has reconstituted Committee for Full Development of All Channel Broadcasting, and extended its life for two years (CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 6). Commission, in action announced Friday (March 10), dissolved executive committee and gave to one unit of CAB functions, involving TV station operations, that were formerly performed by three subcommittees. These include availability of TV programs and effects of pay TV, CATV, and ratings on television stations.

Lawrence M. Turet, Field Communications Corp., will be chairman of reconstituted group. Seymour N. Siegel, WNYC-AM-FM-TV New York, will be vice chairman. Commissioner Robert E. Lee will continue to supervise committee, as he has since its inception in February 1963.

Persons wishing to become members or observers of reconstituted group are asked to contact Mr. Turet, Field Communications Corp., 212 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee 53203.

AA shows net loss

Allied Artists Pictures Corp. has suffered net loss of $100,112 for first half of fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 1966, as compared with net profit of $307,539 in corresponding period of previous year, it was reported Friday (March 10). Gross revenues dropped to $2,393,-

of TV commercial and industrial film company. Mr. Kaiser joined MPO in 1950.
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Marvin Antonowsky, VP and director of media research, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, gets added responsibility of manager of spot buying in broadcast department. He'll coordinate all spot buying at JWT (see page 43).
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Two of the big ones in **oo** from

*another great selection of feature motion pictures for television*
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**MARCH**


March 12-17—Sixth annual Women's Page Workshop and the 1966 J. C. Penney-University of Missouri Journalism Awards sponsored by the University of Missouri, University of Missouri, Columbia.

March 13—Deadline for comments on proposed FCC rulemaking to establish a table of assignments for the 20 educational FM channels (channels 201 through 220, 88.1 mc through 91.9 mc).

March 13-14—Annual meeting of NBC television affiliates and NBC officials, Beverly Hilton hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., preceded on March 12 by reception at Century Plaza hotel. Meeting events at Beverly Hilton: Walter D. Scott, board chairman, and Julian Goodman, president of NBC, will give luncheon addresses March 13 and 14 respectively; business sessions; a visual presentation of network activities, and the program schedule planned for the fall season plus a discussion on news with a panel of NBC News correspondents.

March 15—Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters dinner for Pennsylvania congressional delegation. PAB's Gold Medal will be awarded entertainer Gene Kelly. Statler Hilton hotel, Washington, D.C.

March 15—Deadline for comments in FCC inquiry to amend commission rules to reallocate frequency bands 455.5-451 and 455.5-456 mc to land-mobile use in general (other than remote pickup) and to reduce to 50 kc spacing of assignable frequencies in bands 450-450.5 and 455-455.5 mc for use by remote pickup broadcast stations.

March 16—Annual meeting of stockholders of Cox Broadcasting Corp. to elect a board of directors and to transact other business. White Columns, Athens.

March 17—Annual spring meeting of Indiana Broadcasters Association. Marriott hotel, Indianapolis.

March 18—Deadline for entries to the "Golden Rose of Montreux" television contest sponsored by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU). Entries should be submitted to: Television suisse, 6, place des Exaux-Vives, 1200 Geneva, Switzerland.


March 23-24—Spring meeting of the Louisiana Association of Cable TV Operators. Ramada Inn, Houma.

March 25—Deadline for entries for awards for the best use of radio, television and film productions to make known on-going programs in library radio-television-film public relations, sponsored by the American Library Association. Five awards will be offered: radio spot, radio program, television spot, television program, and film. Rules and entry blanks may be obtained from, and entries should be submitted to: Miss Kathleen Molz, c/o Television Information Office, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York 10022.

March 25-26—Annual meeting of Broadcasters Association of Puerto Rico. Speakers include Vincente Mosquera, president of National Association of Broadcasters. San Juan.

March 27—Deadline for national awards entries from members of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences and from television producers.

**APRIL**

April 1—Technical committee meeting and board of directors dinner meeting of the Association of Maximum Service Telectars. Sheraton-Blackstone hotel, Chicago.

April 1—Technical committee meeting and executive committee meeting of the Association on Broadcasting Standards. Conrad Hilton hotel, Chicago.

April 1—Region 2 conference of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society. Columbia, S. C.

April 1-7—Convention of the National Association of FM Broadcasters. Conrad Hilton hotel, Chicago.
This is how Dan Rather covered the Vietnam war. Up front. In combat. It's the only way to get the facts — to understand what's happening.

"In World War II and even in Korea," said Walter Cronkite, summing it up for all correspondents, "we had a choice whether to go into combat or not. There's no such choice in Vietnam."

We've sent our best to Vietnam. Young newsmen like Morley Safer, Charles Kuralt, Ike Pappas, Adam Raphael. Veterans like Cronkite, Sevareid, Hottelet, Collingwood.

Men like these impart their first-hand knowledge and insight to our listeners. Hour by hour. Every day.

CBS RADIO NETWORK
PULSE RATED

NUMBER ONE

Now No. 1
Mid-Michigan Radio Station
three ways:

WILS
8 to NOON

WILS
NOON to 6

WILS
6 to MIDNIGHT

On handling handouts

Editor: [In connection with] your editorial regarding Governor Reagan's filmed handouts [BROADCASTING, Feb. 20], I am writing on behalf of both myself and Nancy Reynolds (who, incidentally, is not on leave from KPIX but has quit her job there to work for the governor.)

Let me say that both Nancy, who dreamed up the two-minute broadcast, and myself agree with you 100%—that these handouts ought to be treated just like any other kind. It is our job and the governor's to make them so newsworthy that television stations will want to use them. If they don't that is their affair. The only difference between these and press releases is the expense, and that is borne privately.

—Lyn Noftziger, communications director, governor's office, Sacramento, Calif.

FM coming on strong

Editor: It is very interesting to note that discussion of the death of AM radio on the part of a variety of "unctuous" observers has come to your edi-

OPEN MIKE

ING, Feb. 13].

I understand that KMEX not only carried the governor's three reports, but also went to the extra expense and trouble to provide a simultaneous translation from English to Spanish on one of the broadcasts...

—Nancy Clark Reynolds, assistant press secretary, governor's office, Sacramento, Calif.

Giving the devil his due

Editor: In your issue of Feb. 13 you list Dante Inc. and Shields Inc. as moving from Norman, Craig & Kummel Inc. to Harold Breitner & Co.

I think the printers devil was at work here, as NCK got the account in 1966.

—Robert S. Morgan, assistant to the president & director of public relations, Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York.
No wonder children are “bustin’ their buttons!” They look at WMAR-TV because WMAR-TV looks out for them! WMAR-TV is currently airing “ROMPER ROOM,” “SUPERMAN,” “GIGANTOR” and “PROFESSOR KOOL.” These top children’s programs, plus adjacencies to “CAPTAIN KANGAROO” and the Saturday morning CBS lineup, offer an unparalleled opportunity to reach this ever-growing market. If you are advertising toys — or any other product for the “small fry” — remember — in the Baltimore/Maryland market the kids are where the shows are — on WMAR-TV.

No Wonder.... In Maryland
Kids Watch COLOR-FULL
WMAR-TV

CHANNEL 2, SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
In March. A bonus for subscribers—first official census of CATV, all the names and all the numbers of U.S. cable systems, all the broadcast owners of CATV, all the CATV groups. Another exclusive: track records of major agencies in picking the shows buy into. Hind sight: why the 1966-67 season went the way it did. Call or write Television Magazine, 1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. (202) 638-1822. Or bureaus in New York, Chicago and Hollywood.

Free-enterprise test

EDITOR: In your Feb. 20 issue appeared an article headed "Magnuson wants equal time for antismoking." Following that was a piece by "Moss asks even tauter reins on smoking ads".

To smoke or not to smoke, that is the question.

A question that must be answered by the individual, not by government, the National Association of Broadcasters, the FCC or anyone else. Where is the voice that challenges this infinitesimal group of self-appointed, righteous, honest, well-meaning people? Who gave them the right to dictate or tamper with the behavior of millions of Americans?

Let's preserve individual rights by respecting individual choice.

* If you are an American and want to smoke, you should. And be sure to select a brand of your choice.

* If you are a manufacturer of cigarettes and would like to advertise, you should. And be certain to prepare copy that will enhance and sell your product.

If you don't believe in these two propositions, you don't believe in the free-enterprise system. —Donald D. Allen, Los Angeles.
The Broadcasting Community is cordially invited to attend MARK CENTURY CORPORATION’S SIXTH ANNUAL PROGRAMMING AND SALES SEMINAR. It will be held on Monday, April 3, 1967, at 8 A.M., in the Waldorf Room of the Conrad Hilton. The topic will be

‘radio--the big sale’

Included in the discussions will be four talks that can have a marked effect on your sales picture:

“how to get more of those national sales dollars”

“how to use your programming to increase your sales”

“what an ad agency looks for when selecting its stations and markets”

“the radio programming revolution”

Guest panelists will be: Mr. Philip Nolan, Radio Programming Mgr. — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Inc. ... Mr. Thomas C. Harrison, Pres. of Radio-John Blair & Co. ... Mr. Kent Burkhart, Vice-Pres., Gen. Mgr.—Radio Station WQXI, Atlanta, Ga. ... and Mr. Martin J. Simmons, Exec. Vice-Pres., Treas.—Stern, Walters & Simmons, Inc., Advertising Agency.

Philip Nolan

Thomas C. Harrison

Kent Burkhart

Martin J. Simmons

Over the past five years, our Seminars have been heavily oversubscribed. If you plan to attend, please RSVP, using the coupon below ... or write to us on your letterhead.

cordially,

Marvin A. Kempner

MARK CENTURY CORPORATION
Warwick Hotel, The Tower
65 West 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: 212 PL 2-3035

While at the convention, make sure you SEE THE MAN FROM MARK CENTURY
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Viewers don't tune out sponsors who tune in McLuhan

The advertising world's biggest booby trap? Indifference.
Not the indifference of your boss to a good earth-shaking idea that you might be promoting. I'm talking about the monolithic indifference of all those consumers out there in television land. They couldn't care less about your advertising.

This is the kind of indifference that kills a marketing campaign in spite of all of your originality, knowledge about the demographic aspects of market research and things like that. Simply address today's crowd in terms of yesterday's audience and the whole thing lays an egg.

But advertising people are meeting this challenge. Contemporary television commercials, for example, are picking up the mood and mode of today's world.

Take the current "Chevy mod spot" as one illustration. It could not have been conceived 10 years ago in the "beat" decade. Or even five years ago. The ingredients simply didn't exist.

Mod Mood • If you recall that Chevy spot perhaps you remember the downplaying of the narrator. What he said simply fed the feeling that permeates the spot. A feeling that warms up the ears and uses them as part of the fun. They are not just a couple of two-ton machines which some pitchman tries to promote with the hard-sell approach.

Perhaps you also recall there was no story. Story commercials are usually structured to pose a problem, then offer a resolution. Everyone knows the product will save the day. But unless they're spoofed, they're apt to be a drag.

No, no story in the Chevy spot. Just a happening. A moment stretched out to beguile the viewer for 60 seconds with a good up-feeling for those swingin' Chevrolets.

McLuhan's Credo • Even Marshall McLuhan would approve, I think, because the mood and temper are timely and emotionally conditioned to build an attitude that goes beyond simply the description "new."

This typical "mod" spot uses the medium according to the McLuhan gospel in this sense: It assumes that people can absorb meaning on several levels simultaneously—which explains why the superimposed images of the dancers and the cars are not confusing. It doesn't attempt to funnel everything into mere words but makes an assault on all the senses.

But getting to use TV as it should be used is sometimes an uphill struggle. Sometimes a client may not be completely alert as to what this medium is all about. His idea of communication may be how many words the narrator can say about the product in 60 seconds.

As Professor McLuhan points out, there are people professionally associated with TV who are still hung up on the notion that what is coming out of the tube is word-information. They don't see that the medium is an important part of the message.

Television-inspired habits of watching or listening also have changed many other techniques in the communications business. Consider what is happening in print—particularly in magazine ads. They are showing an increasing skill in using the full-sensorium concept—communicating at several levels.

TV's Print Impact • They lean more toward an emotional persuasion than to pure sequential reasoning. The accent is not on the product but what McLuhan would call the process—the user involved with product in a credible and appealing way.

A few current magazine examples: Mansfields shoes, Premium saltines, Polaroid, Max Factor, Shapely Girl shirts, Colgate Palmolive 007, Tab, Marlboro, Coca-Cola and Bigelow carpet.

I think on balance they show a warm full-bodied use of the magazine medium—and a sure grasp of how things really are out there in television land. Many are on the right wavelength for an audience that is habit-conditioned by radio, telephone and TV. Just compare these with the magazine ads of 1928 (before the electronic media happened) if you want to see how far print has progressed.

In a much shorter span of time we also have come a long way in television—one medium that hastened this change in communication habits. If you doubt this just take a look at the TV advertising of, say, 16 years ago. The 1951 commercial resounds with all the ponderous hoofbeats of inductive reasoning—its temper is influenced by the printed philosophy of the time. The medium is not being fully utilized.

In the past few years, though, the use of TV has moved a long way away from the step-by-step logic of deductive reasoning toward a communication that combines several levels of consciousness and emotion.

Keep Up or Get Off • We live in a world that's revolving faster and faster. Many things bid for our time and attention. In a world of supersonic transport and television even the word "modern" has been shortened to "mod."

When we think of people out there in television land it is well for all of us to remember that an individual's listening span (assuming maximum concentration) measures some 7 to 15 seconds. Yet this is still exactly the same species that would listen to a debate of the Lincoln-Douglas variety for as long as four hours.

That's why today's marketing communications have deserted the advertising forms of yesterday. The old sequential step-by-step syllogism has given way to the communication that combines sight, sound and color and will tend to move a market by means of revelation rather than reason.

Put your advertising message in this world's frame of reference and the world will listen. Put the same message in terms of yesterday's interests and you are in a world of your own.

If the audience's indifference doesn't drive you mod, you'd better look for a new profession.

---

F. Ellsworth Fish joined Campbell-Ewald in 1953 as a copywriter on the Chevrolet account. For a decade before that he had been in retail advertising with such firms as the J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit. In recent years at Campbell-Ewald Mr. Fish was associate copy director and group creative director. Last year Mr. Fish was elevated to vice president for staff personnel, responsible for recruitment and promotions as well as the agency's training program.
chomp!

Want the tastiest bite of the market?
Buy Jacksonville's first full color station.

wfga-tv \ Jacksonville

NBC AFFILIATE / REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIMM, WOODWARD, INC.
"BIG TUBE" COLOR

The Secret's in the "Big Tube"
STUDIO CAMERA

... Makes Every Picture Sparkle

SPECULARS WITHOUT LIGHT STREAKS—Reflections (speculars) are handled without halo or flash. Jewelry, sequins, crystal, lighted candles are pictured as they actually appear.

The big 4½-inch image orthicon in the luminance channel of this live color camera makes a spectacular contribution to color performance. Its large image is the secret of the TK-42's greater sparkle and brightness. This has been proved in demonstrations and in actual use by broadcasters.

WORLD'S MOST EXCITING CAMERA

The combination of the "big tube" with three color tubes leads to sharper pictures, purer colors, more exciting contrasts. This provides unexcelled dynamic range, from hot reds to cool blues. It adds color dynamics to programs and commercials... gives production people a more versatile tool for creative effects.

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP

With the TK-42 you get the benefits of RCA's technical advances: Self-correcting circuits, which permit it to operate for days without picture deterioration; transistorization for top reliability; modular design for highest performance and easy maintenance.

See your RCA Broadcast Representative for complete details or write to RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.

LIVING FLESH TONES—Fleshtones are vibrant and realistic in widely varying light levels. Color tracking is accurate down to subtlest shades.

DRAMATIC EFFECTS—The camera responds to mood lighting for highly dramatic effects. Silhouettes, for example, no longer present a problem.

SNAP AND SPARKLE—The "big tube" imparts high-definition brightness to produce a sharply defined color picture.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
WBTV ranks 20th among 185 CBS affiliates - ahead of Kansas City, Milwaukee, Houston, Providence and Cincinnati (tie).*

WBTV's "Early Report" tops all local early-evening newscasts in Washington, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Miami, Baltimore, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Dallas.**

WBTV delivers more Television homes than the leading station in Providence, Louisville, New Orleans, Denver or Syracuse*** — reaching 505,400 homes each week.****

WBTV's "Early Report" tops all local early-evening newscasts in Washington, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Miami, Baltimore, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Dallas.**

WBTV delivers more Television homes than the leading station in Providence, Louisville, New Orleans, Denver or Syracuse*** — reaching 505,400 homes each week.****

* ARB/65 TMA (avg. qtr. hr. 9 am-mid., M-S)  ** Mar./66 ARB  *** ARB/65 TMA (ADC prime-time)  **** ARB/65 Coverage Study
New blood in new network

Cue for May 1: kill Overmyer, punch up United; western syndicate, part still underground, part tied to Mutual, takes control of fourth force

A rescue mission of wealthy western businessmen, half of whom remain anonymous, has saved the fourth television network from death in the womb. Last week the syndicate assumed control of the Overmyer Network, renamed it the United Network and announced a target date of Monday, May 1, to begin operations.

Three of the identified stockholders in the new United Network are also stockholders in the Mutual radio network. Officials said there would be no other connection between the two enterprises.

In all, there are 14 members of the syndicate that formed the United Network Inc. Seven of them were identified: James W. Nichols, a Texas advertising and public-relations man whose origins were in religious broadcasting; Jack V. McGlothlin, a Texas oil operator; Willard Garvey, a Kansas grain dealer, oil investor and land developer who also holds interests in broadcasting stations and publishing; George F. Thagard Jr., a Los Angeles oil man; Bob G. Bailey, a Texas contractor whose company specializes in highway and bridge construction; Rush K. Evans, manager of three Colorado broadcast stations that Mr. Garvey owns, and J. Dwain Schmidt of Wichita, Kan., an attorney for the Garvey interests.

Spokesmen for the group refused to identify the other seven investors. They would describe them only as businessmen with interests in oil, construction and insurance in Texas, California, Kansas and Colorado.

Back Seat: Daniel H. Overmyer, who was the founder and sole owner of the Overmyer Network, retains 20% of the stock in the successor United Network, but has no seat on the board and reportedly will take no part in the United Network management. Mr. Overmyer, whose principal holdings are in warehousing and leasing, retains ownership of his UHF station interests, the operating WDHO-TV Toledo, Ohio, and construction permits for outlets in San Francisco, Cincinnati, Atlanta and Houston. He is also an applicant for a U in Dallas. Mr. Overmyer said last week that he hoped to put the San Francisco and Cincinnati stations on the air within a couple of months.

No money changed hands in the transformation of the Overmyer Network into the United Network.

Oliver E. Treyz, onetime president of ABC-TV and president of the Overmyer Network since its founding last July, will remain as president of the United Network. Lewis M. Marcy retains his position as executive vice president. Both will serve on the United Network board, along with the seven stockholders who have been identified.

The Wheels: Key figures in the new ownership are said to be Mr. McGlothlin, who is chairman of the board; Mr. Garvey, chairman of the executive committee, and Mr. Nichols, vice chairman of the board. All three have interests in Mutual (see story page 24).

Messrs. McGlothlin and Nichols are residents of Abilene, Tex., attended Abilene Christian College and have been associated in business. Mr. McGlothlin's brother, Ray McGlothlin Jr., also a graduate of the same college, was for a time a partner of Mr. Nichols in Fidelity Enterprises of Abilene, an advertising agency, public-relations firm and film production house. Ray Jr. sold his interests in Fidelity to become president of the McWood Corp. of Abilene, of which his father is chairman. The McWood Corp. deals in petroleum and liquified petroleum gas and is credited with sales exceeding $150 million a year.

McWood Corp. stockholders last month approved a merger into Occidental Petroleum, headed by Armand Hammer, at one time owner of the Mutual Broadcasting System. Mr. Hammer and associates bought Mutual in August 1957 and sold it a year later to A. L.
Mutual's stockholders brought to light

The ownership of the Mutual radio network was fully identified for the first time last week, disclosing a broad spectrum of interests ranging from paper boxes, granaries and vending machines to metal alloys, oil and roller bearings.

The complete list of Mutual stockholders, it was learned last week, numbers 19, of whom 15 have not been publicly identified with the ownership since it bought the network from the 3M Co. last summer for a reported $3.1 million (Broadcasting, May 16, July 11, 1966).

Mutual is owned by Mutual Broadcasting Corp., and authorities have said there are about 14 shares of stock outstanding. Thus some stockholders own less than a full share.

In general it is said that the stock is fairly evenly distributed among the owners, but it is believed that the major owners are John P. Fraim, chairman of the board, and Loren P. Berry, his father-in-law.

When plans for the purchase were announced last summer Mr. Berry, considered to be one of Ohio's wealthiest men, was reported unofficially to be the key financial figure in the new group. He is founder, board chairman and principal owner of L. M. Berry & Co. of Dayton, Ohio, a nationwide telephone directory advertising company. Mr. Fraim has been a vice president of the Berry company and also has been active in aviation, education and business management, among other interests.

Other owners originally identified publicly with Mutual were Neil F. Campbell, head of a Los Angeles investment and financial consulting firm bearing his name; Wiley T. Buchanan of Washington, former State Department chief of protocol with rank of ambassador, and John G. Pew of Philadelphia, senior vice president of Sun Oil Co.

Mr. Campbell, who was vice president and treasurer of Mutual Broadcasting Corp., resigned last month for personal reasons (Broadcasting, Feb. 27) and reportedly also disposed of his stock interest in the company.

The Roster • The list of owners was obtained last week from FCC sources. Mutual officials have supplied it as a courtesy since the network owns no stations and is therefore not obligated to file such information.

In addition to Messrs. Berry, Fraim, Buchanan and Pew, the list names Matthew J. Culligan, Mutual president, as one of the owners. Presumably he acquired his interest in connection with his designation as president and chief executive officer last fall, succeeding Robert F. Hurleigh (Broadcasting, Oct. 17, 1966).

Unofficial sources speculated that Mr. Culligan, a former head of NBC Radio and subsequently chairman and president of Curtis Publishing Co., may be one of the larger shareholders of the Mutual company.

Others on the list included two identified with the new organization that bought out the Overmyer Network and are operating the United Network (see story below): J. V. McGlothlin of Abilene, Tex., and the Jayhawk Trust of Wichita, Kan., understood to be a family trust of Willard Garvey, whose wide range of interests include grain and grain storage, oil and broadcasting.

The McGlothlin interest in Mutual reportedly is through a corporate representation in which another of the Overmyer Network buyers, James W. Nichols, holds a small interest.

The McGlothlin and Garvey interests in Mutual are believed to be about one share (one-fourteenth of total stock) each.

Assortment of Interests • Others on the ownership roster supplied to the FCC were the following, with identifications as compiled by Broadcasting from various sources:

Samuel S. Davis of Columbus, Ohio, a longtime key figure in the paper-box field, developer of a "liqui-box" container for packing milk and for many years president of the Containerized Container Corp., Columbus.

The Jasam Foundation, also of Columbus.

B. D. Gilbert of New York and M. P. Gilbert, also of New York, who is said to be a descendant of John D. Rockefeller.

NEW BLOOD IN NEW NETWORK continued

Guterman in one of a series of trades that Mutual has gone through.

Jack McGlothlin, who is 37, is vice president of the McWood Corp. and president of the Premiere Oil Refining Co. of Texas.

The McWood Corp. has been listed as one of the clients of Mr. Nichols' Fidelity agency which has engaged not only in advertising and public-relations representation of other commercial enterprises but also in fund raising for a number of colleges (among them Abilene Christian and Pepperdine College of Los Angeles) and in the production of television films—for the Churches of Christ, among other clients.

Fast Mover • Mr. Nichols, who is 39, only recently bought control of Ted Workman Advertising, Dallas, an agency with a string of regional accounts.

Mr. Nichols is no stranger to broadcasting. Early in the 1950's after finishing a graduate course in speech at the University of Iowa (where one of his professors was Wendell Johnson, father of Nicholas Johnson, now a member of the FCC), Mr. Nichols persuaded a local congregation of the Churches of Christ, where he had been preaching, to put up the money for a religious program on WMB Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Mr. Nichols was so encouraged by the response to his show that he returned to his hometown of Abilene and began raising funds from the Churches of Christ for a larger enterprise.

In February 1952 the Churches-of-Christ-sponsored Herald of Truth began on ABC Radio, with Mr. Nichols as one of the featured speakers. Two years later Mr. Nichols retired from the program to buy out an Abilene publishing company specializing in religious material. When that venture proved unsuccessful, he went into the agency business.

Mr. Garvey, the chairman of the board of the new United Network, is based in Wichita, Kan., but has diverse interests in this country and abroad in grain cultivation and storage, oil exploration and production, land development and ranching.

Mr. Garvey owns KRAM Pueblo, Colo., and KKF (FM) and KKV (TV) Colorado Springs. He also holds a 1.16% interest in Kansas State Network Inc., which owns KARD-TV Wichita, KCFT (TV) Great Bend and KGSD (TV) Garden City, all Kansas, and KOMIC (TV) McCook, Neb. He, his mother and his wife collectively own 4.8% of Stauffer Publications which owns newspapers in several states and WBBW-FM-TV Topeka, KSOK Arkansas City and KSEK Pittsburg, all Kansas; KOPF Shawnee, Okla., and KONAM-FM-TV Amarillo, Tex.

In 1961 Mr. Garvey began publ-
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high of about $1,000 to a low of under $100 per week. Stations that take the UPI service will pay the United Network, which in turn is to pay UPI half of the take.

One problem in selling the news service is that it cannot be offered exclusively to any station in any market. An antitrust decision against exclusive AP contracts with newspapers in any community set the precedent.

Mr. Treyz said that UPI salesmen had gone into the field last week, after the network changed hands and UPI made the decision to start service on May 1.

United will have at the outset a good deal of unused network time on its hands. It has contracted with AT&T for eight hours a day of network lines and will be programming only four hours on weeknights and three and a half on Saturdays and Sundays. Mr. Treyz said last week that United saw an opportunity to offer network services to others during its unused network hours but that no exploitation of the opportunity had yet been attempted.

He denied reports that United had offered network services to educational-television interests, but he did not rule out the possibility of such a development.

Speed-Up • The United takeover of Overmyer was signed at 4 p.m. Saturday, March 4. Early last week the network staff moved from quarters it had occupied in Overmyer office space to its own new offices at 144 East 44th Street, New York.

A staff build-up was immediately begun.

Eugene C. Wyatt, former director of network sales for United Artists Television, joined the new United Network as director of sales. Before joining UA-TV, Mr. Wyatt served with Mr. Treyz at ABC-TV in various capacities, including director of program sales, advertising sales manager and national sales manager.

J. Frederick Mullen, who has been operating as a public-relations man in New York, Washington and Wilton, Conn., became associate director of public relations. Mr. Mullen was with United Press from 1936 to 1952 in Boston and Washington and was director of public information for the Department of Justice in 1952-57.

Old Ties • United also hired a New York advertising agency, Jacobs Gibson Vogel Inc., whose principals were with Doyle Dane Bernbach, the agency for ABC when Mr. Treyz was at that network.

Orville McDonald, a Dallas lawyer and public-relations man, is serving as a consultant to the United owners. Mr. McDonald is another graduate of Abilene Christian College.

The known owners of United were created from two groups, associates of Mr. McGlothlin and associates of Mr. Garvey. As explained, Mr. Nichols has been both friend and business associate of Mr. McGlothlin for years.

Mr. Bailey, whose construction business is run out of Abilene, Tex., is another in the same circle. Mr. Thagard, the Los Angeles oil man, has been in business deals with Mr. McGlothlin.

Mr. Garvey brought in Mr. Evans, who is executive vice president and general manager of the Colorado stations that Mr. Garvey owns, and Mr. Schmidt, lawyer for Garvey enterprises.

When It Began • The Overmyer Network was announced July 12, 1966 by Messrs. Overmyer and Treyz. The latter had been operating a station-representation firm, with Mr. Overmyer’s Toledo station among his clients, before taking over the presidency of the new network.

Overmyer originally appointed the William Morris agency to supervise production and recruit the talent for the planned Las Vegas show. That arrangement was later discontinued and the Ashley-Famous agency engaged. Ashley-Famous is now the production and talent agent for the show.

When the Overmyer Network was announced, only NBC-TV was feeding a late-night program, the Johnny Carson Show. The Overmyer feed from Las Vegas was intended as a competitor to Carson for non-NBC stations that wanted an alternative to late movies and also as a vehicle that could be used at other times in other circumstances.

Since then ABC-TV has made firm plans to enter late scheduling with the Joey Bishop Show which begins April 17. CBS-TV has still announced no firm plans to program the late periods.

BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Another bonanza year for spot TV

TVB reports gross time billings for both fourth quarter and all of 1966 set new records;

P&G stays in its accustomed number-one niche

Gross time billing in 1966 for national and regional spot television advertising rose 10.6% over 1965 to a record $1,189,346,000, according to a report being issued today (March 13) by the Television Bureau of Advertising.

It was the third successive year that spot TV investments exceeded the $1-billion mark.

The total year’s spot-TV billing was released in conjunction with TVB’s report on fourth-quarter 1966 spot investments. A detailed report for the full year will be made public by TVB in about two weeks.

The fourth quarter of 1966, TVB stated, showed a gain of 3.6% over 1965, rising to $303,935,000, a new high for any quarter. It was stated the percentage increased was based on the same number of stations (377) reporting in the fourth quarter of both years. Spot-TV billings are compiled by LNA-Rorabaugh Co. and are released by TVB.

Substantial fourth quarter gains were achieved in these product classifications: automotive; clothing furnishings, accessories; consumer services; cosmetics and toiletries; gasoline and lubricants; transportation and travel.

TOP 100 SPOT RADIO ADVERTISERS—FOURTH QUARTER 1966

(Source: TVB/LNA-Rorabaugh)

1. Procter & Gamble $19,447,700
2. General Foods 10,606,400
3. Coca-Cola Co./bottlers 10,063,500
4. Colgate Palmolive 8,777,200
5. William Wrigley Jr. Co. 5,361,100
6. Warner-Lambert Pharma. 5,183,600
7. Lever Brothers 4,530,600
8. Bristol-Myers 4,464,700
9. PepsiCo, Inc./bottlers 4,357,500
10. General Mills 4,105,500
11. Miles Laboratories 3,853,400
12. American Home Products 3,496,500

BROADCASTING, March 13, 1967
The action station in the action city!

If you recently had moved to Charlotte, you would be among the new-comers that have swelled this city's population 56% in the past decade. Your family's favorite station here would be WSOC-TV. Top choice in homes with children; the college educated, young marrieds. Within a 75-mile radius of Charlotte there are 129 smaller cities and towns. Their populations range up to 47,000. WSOC-TV can give you more action for your money in this entire Charlotte market. Let us or your H-R man show you.

NRC-ABC/Represented by H-R
American Express readies return to TV

American Express Co., New York, will kick off its re-entry in TV this spring with an off-season, 25-week, half-hour series, "National Football League Action," featuring color specials of the 1966 football season packaged by NFL Films. The series, which will be sponsored in 24 major U. S. markets, marks American Express' first use of TV in over three years.

The advertiser, which continues to be a heavy network and spot radio user, will spend more than $1 million for the NFL package. Ogilvy & Mather, New York, is the agency.

Eight new one-minute color spots are being prepared on the theme, "Travel without a worry in the world, go American Express." The company has already filmed spots in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and the U. S. for messages about its travelers checks, credit cards and travel tours.

Each of the programs will include three commercial minutes. Host of the TV series will be CBS sportscaster Frank Gifford, a former NFL star of the New York Giants. The films will contain coverage of the Super Bowl and NFL Championship games.

Updating the files

In its first use of network radio in its 103-year history, the Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I., begins a sponsorship of CBS Radio's "Worldwide Sports" program with Frank Gifford on April 3. Commercials for the Nicholson line of hand tools will be delivered by Mr. Gifford as part of an effort to reach a mass audience of men. George J. Arke.dis, CBS Radio network vice president and general manager, said Nicholson will average two and one-half minute program participations weekly on Worldwide Sports. The agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.

BBDO reports 1966 billing of $312 million

BBDO billed $300 million in advertising last year. This total includes the U. S. and Canada. Overseas activity accounted for another $12 million in billings.

The agency reported its billing level last week in a marketing business indicator booklet BBDO publishes on a quarterly basis ($1.50 a copy, $5 for the year's four issues).

Under a chapter giving "quick facts about BBDO," the agency said it maintains, in addition to its New York headquarters, offices in 20 major cities (13 in the U. S., two in Canada and five in Europe). Billing, BBDO said, has more than doubled in the past decade. The agency is "mutually owned" by 278 stockholders (active and working in the company) none of whom owns more than 6% of the stock. The agency has a total of 2,340 people worldwide.

Broadcast billings, not mentioned in the booklet, are estimated to have been 52% of total billing in 1966 (Broadcasting, Nov. 28, 1966).
BEELINE® COUNTRY...

AWFULLY BIG IN SHIPPING

...and BEELINE RADIO
KFBK is a proven way
to reach an important
part of this market.

From Sacramento's $55 million port the products of California's Sacramento Valley are shipped around the world... one more reason why people in this prime agricultural area have over $3.44 billion to spend. You reach these people effectively when you put your message on Beeline Radio KFBK. KFBK is just one of four Beeline Stations and the key to California's rich Inland Valley.

Data Source: Sales Management's 1966 Copyrighted Survey
What's good for GM is good for radio
AUTO MAKER SPENDS NEARLY $7 MILLION IN THIRD QUARTER

General Motors Corp. was the top network-national spot radio advertiser in the third quarter of 1966. GM spent more than $5 million in spot alone during the period, according to the Radio Advertising Bureau.

RAB is issuing today (March 13) its listing of the top 100 advertisers in spot radio for the third quarter and estimated expenditures by brand. A similar listing covering the quarter for network radio, led by GM's $1,668,000, was reported a month ago (Broadcasting, Feb. 6).

Spot radio in the quarter was estimated to be up 9% over the comparable period in 1965, RAB reported.

TOP 100 SPOT RADIO ADVERTISERS THIRD QUARTER 1966
(BY BRANDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>est. expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. General Motors Corp.</td>
<td>$5,016,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buick Div.</td>
<td>446,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadillac Div.</td>
<td>366,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevrolet Div. cars</td>
<td>1,683,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delco Div. United Motors</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigidaire Div.</td>
<td>126,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Trucks</td>
<td>595,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC Trucks</td>
<td>148,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward's</td>
<td>104,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldsmobile Div. cars</td>
<td>271,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pontiac Div.</td>
<td>414,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corp.</td>
<td>518,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chrysler Corp.</td>
<td>3,622,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. American Tobacco Co.</td>
<td>3,344,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlboro cigarettes</td>
<td>44,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half &amp; Half filter cigarettes</td>
<td>37,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky Strike filter cigarettes</td>
<td>323,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky Strike menthol cigarettes</td>
<td>201,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucky Strike regular cigarettes</td>
<td>465,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montclair cigarettes</td>
<td>225,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo cigarettes</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pali Mall filter cigarettes</td>
<td>1,040,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pali Mall regular cigarettes</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Caporal cigarettes</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarentoey cigarettes</td>
<td>364,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenneyson cigarettes</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ford Motor Co.</td>
<td>3,187,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Div. cars</td>
<td>2,697,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Div. trucks</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>118,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln-Mercu Div. cars</td>
<td>366,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The Coca-Cola Co.</td>
<td>2,802,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>2,384,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanta</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresca</td>
<td>118,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td>55,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tab</td>
<td>143,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage campaign</td>
<td>27,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Foods Div. Butternut coffee</td>
<td>64,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. P. Lorillard Co.</td>
<td>2,707,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danville cigarettes</td>
<td>214,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent cigarettes</td>
<td>746,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport cigarettes</td>
<td>856,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Gold filter cigarettes</td>
<td>227,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True cigarettes</td>
<td>664,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. PepsiCo Inc.</td>
<td>2,852,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi-Cola</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet Pepsi</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Dew</td>
<td>192,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patio Diet Pepsi</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi-Cola</td>
<td>2,140,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teem</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frito-Lay Div.</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiesta Snacks</td>
<td>46,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritos</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato Chips</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towee olives</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. J.R. Reynolds Tobacco Co.</td>
<td>2,320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camel filter cigarettes</td>
<td>31,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camel regular cigarettes</td>
<td>615,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day's Work chewing gum</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Albert tobacco</td>
<td>36,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem cigarettes</td>
<td>275,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston cigarettes</td>
<td>1,366,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Royal Crown Cola Co.</td>
<td>1,789,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet Rite</td>
<td>783,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift</td>
<td>32,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quench</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Crown Cola</td>
<td>970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.</td>
<td>1,406,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottler &amp; Director</td>
<td>266,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Milwaukee beer</td>
<td>337,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlitz beer</td>
<td>803,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Home Products Corp.</td>
<td>1,360,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anbesol</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacin</td>
<td>376,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentin</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation H</td>
<td>965,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-Eze</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Oil Co.</td>
<td>1,227,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoco gas &amp; oil</td>
<td>658,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoco heating fuel</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard gas &amp; oil</td>
<td>271,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard heating fuel</td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tires, batteries &amp; accessories</td>
<td>274,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. American Telephone &amp; Telegraph Co.</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Great ads can make poor products fail faster—Bernbach

An overflow crowd of more than 300 Los Angeles-area advertising people came to hear William Bernbach tell them about the importance of being creative.

Speaking for more than an hour, without text, before a luncheon meeting of the advertising club of Los Angeles, Mr. Bernbach, president of Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., New York, left his audience in the mood for more. They laughed, they cheered and more impressively some lined the back walls and crowded the doorways so as not to miss the occasion (normal seating for the meeting is 200). It was as if Willie Hoppe had come to show the poolroom boys how to put all the balls in the side pocket.

"We're not magicians or medicine men," Mr. Bernbach set his audience straight from the beginning. "The one magic element is the product itself." Great advertising, he indicated, only would make a poor product fail faster.

But once an agency is given a good product to work with and full knowledge about it, the only thing left is artistry, the renowned ad-maker explained. He compared artistry to love. "It can't be analyzed," he said. "It's in the finger tips. You feel it in your gut." He defined it as "the execution of principles in an exciting way." He cautioned against researching it to death.

No 1 Sin • According to Mr. Bernbach, the "biggest and most expensive sin is boring people." The counter-measure, he suggested, was to make people stop, look, listen, believe and act. The answer to that, he stressed throughout, is, again, artistry.

As a major part of his presentation, Mr. Bernbach showed slides of and commented on some of Doyle Dane Bernbach's more successful print campaigns. Included were El Al Israel Airlines, American Airlines, the French Government Tourist Office, Utica Club beer, Orbach's, Volkswagen, Chivas Regal Scotch, Calvert whiskey, Levy's rye bread, Polaroid and Clairol. In conclusion, he showed samples of the agency's TV work but offered no comments. Included were Dreyfus Fund, American Airlines, Levy's rye bread, Cracker Jack Co., Volkswagen, Jamaica Tourist Board, Polaroid, Gillette, Ocean Spray Cranberries, Continental Insurance, Breeze detergent, Laura Scudder's potato chips and Mobil oil.
Top brands—services

in spot radio during third quarter

1. Ford cars $2,691,000
2. Coca-Cola $2,384,000
3. Pepsi-Cola $2,120,000
4. Chevrolet cars $1,181,000
5. Mall Fail filter cigarettes $1,640,000
6. Plymouth cars $1,471,000
7. Winston cigarettes $1,398,000
8. American Tel. & Tel. Co. $1,208,000
9. Dodge cars $1,066,000
10. Chrysler cars $1,017,000

45. Delta Air Lines $337,000
46. Air Travel $337,000
47. Cities Service Oil Co. $334,000
48. Citgo gas & oil $334,000
49. Amoco Oil Co. $311,000
50. Sunoco gas & oil $319,000
51. Sunoco heating fuel $12,000
52. Trans World Air Lines, Inc. $330,000
53. Air Travel $330,000
54. Chesapeake-Ponds, Inc. $326,000
55. Angel Skin $11,000
56. Fire Start $14,000
57. Pertussin $14,000
58. Ponds skin cream $183,000
59. Vaseline hair tonic $12,000
60. Revlon, Inc. $216,000
61. Color Silk $3,000
62. Natural Wonder $151,000
63. Sunny Side Up $87,000
64. Top Brass $76,000
65. Esquire shoe polish (Knomark Div.) $2,000
66. Eastman Kodak Co. $304,000
67. Cameras & Film $304,000
68. Standard Oil of California $297,000
69. Chevron gas & R.P. oil $252,000
70. Chevron heating fuel $5,000
71. American Express Co. $290,000
72. Credit cards $46,000
73. Money orders $3,000
74. Travelers checks $241,000
75. International Minerals & Chem. Co. $279,000
76. Accent $276,000
77. Super fertilizer $3,000
78. The Borden Co. $278,000
79. Comstock tile fillings $4,000
80. Danish margarine $4,000
81. Gold milk $43,000
82. Ice cream $30,000
83. Old London foods $24,000
84. Relemon $98,000
85. Snow's canned clam & fish products $39,000
86. Wise potato chips $72,000
87. Wyler soups $2,000
88. Pie Bros. $273,000
89. Pie's beer $273,000
90. National Biscuit Co. $254,000
91. Cream of Wheat $11,000
92. Cookies & crackers $243,000
93. Water Specialties Co. $254,000
94. Miracle White soap & detergent $254,000
95. Menley & James Labs $252,000
96. Contac $252,000
97. Lever Bros. Corp. $247,000
98. Breeze $1,000
99. Dove liquid $28,000
100. Good Humor (Thos. J. Lipton Div.) $28,000
101. Lipton Tea (Thos. J. Lipton Div.) $27,000
102. Lipton Tea $165,000
103. Lifebuoy $3,000
104. Lucky Whip $123,000
105. Rinso $8,000
106. Ommaya Brewing Co. $247,000
107. Club Shoe Co. $239,000
108. Miles shoes $20,000
109. Thom Mbn shoes $219,000
110. Pearl Brewing Co. $230,000
111. Country Club malt liquor $100,000
112. Pearl beer $130,000
113. Robert Hall Clothes, Inc. $222,000
114. Clothing stores $222,000
115. B. F. Goodrich Co. $221,000
116. Rayco Div. products $3,000
117. Tires & tubes $218,000
118. Miller Brewing Co. $218,000
119. Getelman beer $9,000
120. Miller High Life beer $209,000
121. International Nickel Co. $215,000
122. Nickel products $215,000
123. Macleans toothpaste $212,000
124. General Tire & Rubber Co. $210,000
125. Tires & tubes $210,000
126. Phillips Petroleum Co. $210,000
127. Phillips "66" gas & oil $210,000
According to Webster...

**Night** (nīt) *n* 1: the time from dusk to dawn when no light of the sun is visible 2 a: an evening or night taken as an occasion or point of time b: an evening set aside for a particular purpose 3 a: DARKNESS b: a condition or period felt to resemble the darkness of night: as (1): a period of dreary inactivity or affliction (2): mental or moral darkness c: the beginning of darkness

**Day** (dā) *n* 1 a: the time of light between one night and the next b: DAYLIGHT 2 a: the period of the earth's rotation on its axis b: the time required by a celestial body to turn once on its axis 3: the mean solar day of 24 hours beginning at mean midnight 4: a specified day or date 5: a specified time or period 6: the conflict or contention of the day 7: the time established by usage or law for work

According to Nielsen...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Night</th>
<th>1: The time when the CBS Television Network presents eight of the Top 10 regularly scheduled programs, 13 of the Top 20. 2: The time when the CBS Television Network attracts the biggest average audience, for the 12th consecutive season. 3: The time when the CBS Television Network presents seven of the 10 most popular special broadcasts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day (Monday-Friday)</td>
<td>1: The time when the CBS Television Network presents all 10 of the Top 10 regularly scheduled programs. 2: The time when the CBS Television Network attracts the biggest average audience, for the 9th consecutive season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>The time when the CBS Television Network presents eight of the Top 10 children’s programs. 2: The time when the CBS Television Network attracts the biggest average audience for children’s programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on National Nielsen Television Index average audience estimates for the season to date, October 1966-February 1967, and for October-April periods in prior seasons, subject to qualifications available on request. “Night” covers 6-11 pm, Monday through Sunday. “Day” is 7 am-6 pm. “Specials” defined as programs aired not more than once a month.

According to American business, the largest single advertising medium for the 13th consecutive year.
Network sales: the heat’s on

NBC readies bullish report
for affiliates this week
as networks set new season

Sponsors were jumping heavily into a new network television schedule last week as the prime-time program board for 1967-68 shifted slightly under their feet and promised a few more quakes before it would lie still.

NBC-TV reported $176 million in sales had been achieved through the close of business March 9, called the outlook “bullish” and was preparing to greet its affiliates, convening this week in Hollywood, with news of a firm schedule and healthy business.

ABC-TV, at week’s end, said close to 60% of its new schedule was sold while acknowledging that several changes were probably in store for its tentative program lineup.

CBS-TV remained mum on the precise extent of its 1967-68 sales but reported brisk business.

CBS grabbed attention by promising to bring back Gunsmoke next fall for its 13th season after giving notice of its cancellation only two weeks earlier. The program, which will run Mondays at 7:30-8:30, has been given a death notice, apparently because its rating demographics had shown a tendency to older viewers. Its reinstatement was reportedly in response to advertiser and affiliate pressure.

NBC-TV, which was withholding formal announcement of its schedule until today (March 13) was understood to have flip-flopped the Jerry Lewis Show and Star Trek, the former moving to Tuesday (8-9 p.m.), the latter to Friday (8:30-9) but otherwise was sticking to a previously published though unofficial schedule (Broadcasting, March 6).

Big Buys: NBC officials said six sponsors had each purchased between $10 and $20 million worth of the 1967-68 spread: Chevrolet, Bristol-Myers, Reynolds Tobacco, Kraft, Chrysler and P. Lorillard. Another four were in the $5-million-to-$10-million bracket: Procter & Gamble, Kellogg, Brown & Williamson and American Home Products and 13 had bought between $2 million and $5 million in the schedule; General Mills, Vick Chemical, Metropolitan Life, Kodak, Yardley, PepsiCo, Menley & James, Carnation, Sterling Drug, Burlington Mills, Shirltopp Corp. and Breck.

Within these broad lists the following specific commitments were reported: Procter & Gamble for full sponsorship of Mothers in Law; Kellogg and Yardley, co-sponsors of The Monkees, Brown & Williamson, one-quarter of Ironside, one-quarter of Run for Your Life and a minute a week in Daniel Boone, Kellogg, participations in 1 Spy and Saturday Movies, P. Lorillard, weekly minutes in Tuesday Movies, Dean Martin, Virginia and Saturday Movies; Reynolds Tobacco for half-sponsorship of Dragnet, two minutes weekly in Virginia, one-quarter of 1 Spy, one-quarter of Danny Thomas and participations in Saturday Movies. Also Pepsico, one minute weekly in Man from U.N.C.L.E. Run for Your Life, Ironside and Tarzan; Breck, one minute weekly in Run for Your Life, U.N.C.L.E. and Saturday Movies. These were in addition to the well-known commitments of Kraft in Kraft Music Hall, Chevrolet in Bonanza, RCA in Disney and Bell Telephone’s Hour.

Five sponsors have been reported to date for NBC’s American Football League schedule: American Tobacco, Liggett & Myers, Chrysler, Shulton and RCA.

ABC-TV, which said its sales had reached 55% of available new-season inventory, reported a renewal by F. B. Williams in Lawrence Welk, good for $6 million, plus new scatter-plan business.

Heavy Bristol-Myers orders, approximately $20 million, plus Ford’s renewal of F.BI and some $15 million in business from Colgate added to orders from Quaker, P. Lorillard, American Tobacco, R. J. Reynolds, Chevrolet and Menley & James made up a major share of the network’s new-season business.

Parker Pen moving to DDB

The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis., will move its account, representing $2 million in domestic billings, from Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, to Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., New York, at a date to be announced. Last year Parker conducted a $750,000 campaign—heaviest in spot TV—for its new Touche pen (Broadcasting, July 4, 1966). Leo Burnett has been with Parker since 1961.

Rep appointments ...

MISSING CHILD RESCUED BY WLW HELICOPTER

Pammie Cameron is a bright-eyed, 2½-year-old charmer from suburban Cincinnati. At dusk one afternoon this fall she wandered away from home. An all-night search by neighbors and police proved fruitless. At daybreak, police asked WLW’s traffic-copter to join in the search. At 8:05 a.m., our pilot’s voice boomed over the radio, “I've found her! I’ve found her!” He landed at the edge of a field, picked Pammie up and flew her back to the arms of her anxious parents. The touching rescue, in all its drama, was broadcast as it happened on WLW-Radio/700.

“Avco is there when it happens” is our Public Service pledge. We back it up with aggressive, on-the-go newsmen, a fleet of mobile units including helicopters, and the most advanced integrated communications system in the industry. It’s no wonder all eyes are on Avco!

TO HEAR NEWS AS IT HAPPENS, LISTENERS TUNE TO THE FORWARD LOOK — WLW-RADIO
From refrigerators to a White House hot seat

President Johnson’s new special assistant for consumer affairs, succeeding the redoubtable Mrs. Esther Peterson, is a lady who conceives she doesn’t know the price of eggs. Betty Furness, who came to national prominence by gracefully opening Westinghouse refrigerator doors on TV, was charmingly flustered last week.

“I’m in a very difficult position. I haven’t had a chance to do my homework on this new job. Really, the job found me. Just one day there was a call from the White House offering the position, and I accepted.”

Miss Furness had just arrived in her fashionable East Side New York apartment from a speaking engagement in Detroit. The night before, she had been in Washington at the federal women’s award dinner, and in the morning she was to leave for Philadelphia to tape a Mike Douglas Show guest appearance.

Her immediate plans in her new capacity are based on “the biggest program of on-the-job training in history.”

She sees her job as “liaison” between government and consumers—informing consumers how government can help them, reporting consumer problems and desires to the administration. “I’ve been interested in using show-business techniques for disseminating information for some time,” she says.

The Texas White House made the surprise announcement March 4 that Miss Furness will succeed Mrs. Peterson in the delicate role of presidential assistant on consumer affairs. Mrs. Peterson will devote her energies to her other post as assistant secretary of labor after three years in the dual role.

In accepting the position, Miss Furness said she was appalled at the inadequacy of laws to insure consumer protection and vowed to do her part to protect customers from unfair or unsafe practices.

Some Washington circles, however, saw the move as a substitution of a person who is closely identified with advertising and industry for an aggressive consumer-interest backer who has been the target of much advertising and business criticism and has also differed with the President over policy. But the appointment was praised by several members of Congress who also gave enthusiastic acclaim to Mrs. Peterson for her efforts.

After her $100,000-a-year employment between 1949 and 1960 as Westinghouse TV spokeswoman, Miss Furness became hostess of At Your Beck and Call, an hour-and-a-half weekday telephone information show on the old WNTA-TV Newark, N. J.

In 1962, she went on the CBS Radio network with Dimension of a Woman’s World, and in 1965, Ask Betty Furness. Since 1964, she has done extensive lecturing and volunteer recruiting work for the Headstart and Vista programs.

Her opinion of advertising? “If it’s honest, it probably helps consumers. If it’s dishonest, it probably hurts them.”

H-R stations will tie directly to computer

FULL LINKUPS SEEN BY LATE 1968; IBM 360 ON ORDER

Matching strides with fast developments in the computer age, H-R Television is announcing today (March 13) plans for the installation of new IBM 360 equipment, which eventually will provide direct communications to and from its New York-based data center and its regional offices and represented stations.

Delivery of the new equipment in New York was expected by this week and installation will be completed shortly thereafter, a company official said. He estimated that sending-receiving equipment will have been installed at the company’s 11 regional offices by the end of this year and at its represented stations by the end of 1968. This will mark the first time that H-R offices and outlets will be linked directly to the computer.

The new system will connect all H-R offices and stations through a computer-controlled WATS (wide-area telephone service) line and sending-receiving units consisting of a high-speed paper-tape transmitter and a standard electric typewriter with the capability of reading and punching paper tape. The New York-based message-switching system will read automatically incoming messages (now sent by TWX, mail or telephone), assign inquiries to the 360 job stream for information retrieval, and resend the answer to the original sender at a speed at six to 12 times that of TWX.

When the system is fully operational, H-R regional offices and stations will be “called” on a frequent and regular basis during each business day on a prescheduling polling cycle that will vary according to the volume of messages currently sent to and from each office and station. When an office is polled by the computer, all messages on a reel of punched paper tape will be fed automatically via high-speed data transmitter to New York, where the messages will be read and assigned to their proper slot by the computer. Replies to the original sender will be received on the same equipment in punched-tape form and then typed out.

The new system is annually budgeted at $350,000, as compared with the firm’s present data-processing budget of approximately $250,000 a year.

Edward P. Shurick, H-R Television president, said that from its three years of experience in data processing, H-R is convinced that the system “works for us” and eventually must work for the industry in general.

Business briefly ...

Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass., through Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., New York, will sponsor NBC-TV’s The Saint, beginning Sunday, May 21 (10-11 p.m.) and the Tuesday Movies, Star Trek, and the Saturday Movies.

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, through Tatham-Laird & Kudner, also Chicago, has purchased sponsorship in
We've passed every eye test, magna cum laude!

Tsk. Tsk. Everybody's staring at our new process! Station Engineers are goggle-eyed about the high-level of color fidelity! The critical-eyes of the networks are pleased by our broadcast quality! Sharp-eyed producers are raving about the consistency of our quality! Ad agencies do a double-take when we meet every deadline! Millions of TV viewers have their eye on us in commercials for Hamm's, Birdseye, Goodyear, Ford, Plymouth, TWA, Winston. Even our competitors are casting envious eyes! Such flattery could go to our heads; but we won't let it! We're too busy giving you the high-level color fidelity, broadcast quality, sensible prices, and on-time delivery you need! If you believe your eyes, try us sometime soon—or send now for an eye-pleasing demonstration print! ACME Film & Videotape Laboratories, a subsidiary of Filmways Inc., 1161 North Highland Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. 90038, phone (213) 464-7471, or 51 West 51st Street (Filmways Inc.), New York, New York 10036, phone (212) 581-9200.
For the week ended March 5, network television revenues totaled $30,459,200 and had reached $285,722,800 for the year, according to estimates compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports.

In the first five days of March, the BAR total came to $21,499,400. The television network's net revenues in February had totaled $123,451,000, putting the total for the first two months of the year at more than $264 million in time and talent (Broadcasting, March 6).

BAR noted that five companies accounted for more than 22% of BAR's February network estimates: Procter & Gamble Co. with $9,976,800, Bristol-Myers Co. with $5,734,500, American Home Products Corp. with $4,154,000, General Foods Corp. with $3,935,900 and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. with $3,499,600.

The top five brands on network TV in February, by BAR's compilation, were Winston cigarettes ($1,286,800), Anacin tablets ($1,206,700), Salem cigarettes ($1,114,700), Pall Mall Gold cigarettes ($1,093,400) and Alka Seltzer ($1,004,400).

In the Feb. 27-March 5 week, BAR's estimates showed CBS-TV with $11,829,700, NBC-TV with $9,835,800 and ABC-TV with $8,793,700. For the year through March 5 BAR reported CBS-TV's net revenues at $112,636,366; NBC-TV's at $93,953,100 and ABC-TV's at $79,133,100.

The following table presents BAR's estimates for the week and for the year through March 5, and for the first five days of March by day-part, by network and in total:

BAR Network TV dollar revenue estimates—week ended March 5, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Networks Week ended</th>
<th>Cume</th>
<th>Cume</th>
<th>Week ended</th>
<th>Cume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday ABC-TV</td>
<td>1,588.4</td>
<td>944.9</td>
<td>13,964.0</td>
<td>Monday-Sunday ABC-TV</td>
<td>5,685.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,022.4</td>
<td>4,248.1</td>
<td>63,213.7</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18,230.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday ABC-TV</td>
<td>596.3</td>
<td>956.3</td>
<td>8,193.5</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>623.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,718.7</td>
<td>5,102.4</td>
<td>71,407.2</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18,853.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday ABC-TV</td>
<td>444.4</td>
<td>350.1</td>
<td>3,969.7</td>
<td>Monday-Sunday ABC-TV</td>
<td>11,829.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New reporting plan showed by Nielsen

The A. C. Nielsen Co. demonstrated a revised method for reporting its TV station index data in New York and used microfilm to cut the new mountain of material down to size.

The new reporting method—still being tested, according to Nielsen officials, but very likely to be introduced on a regular basis in some form—divides the country for audience-reporting purposes into 196 designated market areas (DMA). The American Research Bureau has already introduced a similar system.

The market divisions run along county lines with counties assigned to that market area whose television stations get the largest share of audience in them. Each county is assigned to only one designated market area.

Smaller markets, usually those with only one station, are not identified in the DMA list if stations in the adjoining larger markets gain bigger audience shares in the smaller market's home county. The influence of boosters, translators and satellite stations as well as community antenna systems are taken into account in drawing the DMA lines.

Nielsen's demonstration of the new reporting method used data from last fall's NSI all-market survey as reported in the regular Viewers in Profile pocket pieces.

The research company's 80 full-service clients, mostly advertisers and agencies, will receive the demonstration report in a microfilm form called microfiche. Microfiche cards, approximately four by six inches, carry the data in the form of film negative, which can be blown up to readable size with a simple projection system. Nielsen is providing...
Who cares about Mrs. Towers' son in Vietnam?

WHO SAW HIM IN VIETNAM?
WHO Radio-TV News Director Bob Wilbanks, that's who! Bob talked with Airman Towers and hundreds of other Iowa boys. Sent back exclusive sight-and-sound "Iowa impression" interviews. Another Iowa public service "first" in the tradition of WHO News — four times cited as the "Outstanding Broadcast News Operation in the Nation" by the International Radio-TV News Directors Assoc.

January 8, 1967

Dear Mr. Wilbanks,

We wish to thank you for your interview with our son, Richard Towers of Windsor. It was the best Christmas present we have ever had. News on radio. The 24th of Dec. later on TV.

May God bless you and everyone that had anything to do with making your trip possible. You will never know how much it meant to us.

Yours truly,

Mrs. Robert E. Towers
Windsor, Iowa

COLORFUL TV 13 • IN DES MOINES, IOWA • CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO 1040

Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Every day GE live-color cameras bring you history in the making.

ABC-Television selects General Electric PE-250's for network news programming.

When ABC-TV brings you the news, Peter Jennings reports it with the perception, depth and historical perspective that come only from first-hand experience. And General Electric PE-250's report it with the color, detail and brilliance that come only from the finest live-color camera in television.

No single feature makes the PE-250 best. But a unique combination of advanced design and operating characteristics does. Its four lead oxide pickup tubes, for example. A separate luminance channel. All-solid-state plug-in circuitry. Easily accessible components. Compact size and light weight—less than 160 pounds, fully operational. And it costs you less, too.

This winning combination is the reason why General Electric PE-250 live-color cameras are used by ABC-TV News in New York, Washington and Chicago. And by leading group and independent stations throughout the U.S. and Canada.

When to cover?

This can be a tough decision for a deskman... but not for Lederle's Emergency Coordinator. Her job is to “cover” each and every request, whether on the job or at home enjoying a leisure hour. Her assignment sheet involves the shipment of urgently needed life-saving drugs to all parts of the nation and the world. It could be antirabies serum, botulism antitoxin or gas gangrene antitoxin, but whatever it is, it has to get there fast. Every such request received at Lederle Laboratories at any hour of day or night sets emergency procedures into motion. Lederle's Emergency Coordinator, who keeps a set of airline schedule books by her kitchen telephone, checks routing possibilities and makes arrangements for the fastest possible shipment to the trouble spot. In the meantime, Lederle physicians and other personnel are carrying out their assigned tasks. This emergency shipment program operates around the clock, day and night seven days a week. Unlike the news media, the question “when to cover?” is never a problem.
the projection equipment during the demonstration period.

Smaller Nielsen clients, who subscribe to the service for a limited number of markets, will have access to the demonstration data in the form of computer readouts.

Nielsen officials said the microfiche system, which could eliminate stacks of printed materials, might cut the expense of reproducing the NSI data to one-tenth the current cost. About 55 pages of NSI material can be stored on one microfiche card.

JWT names manager of spot purchasing

In a realignment of spot-buying functions at the J. Walter Thompson Co., Marvin Antonowsky, vice president and director of media research was given additional responsibilities last week as manager of spot buying in the broadcast department of the New York office.

A spokesman said that in the past this function was handled in the broadcast department, but no single individual was entrusted with over-all responsibility. In his new post, Mr. Antonowsky will coordinate all TV and radio spot buying, will supervise agency relations with broadcast-station representatives and will oversee the training of buyers.

Mr. Antonowsky, 38, continues as JWT’s director of media research, heading a department that analyzes audience data produced by the various research services and the nation’s radio and TV stations, newspapers and magazines. His dual role, the agency said, results from the increased use of JWT’s computer as a storehouse of vast amounts of research data used by timebuyers in determining purchases.

Mr. Antonowsky said that “computerization of local rating reports, such as those of the American Research Bureau and A. C. Nielsen will free buyers from endless paper work” and will give them time for advance planning, evaluation of trends and new types of programming, fact analysis and study of cost structures.

The new manager of spot buying joined JWT in 1965. Earlier he had been in various media research executive capacities with Norman, Craig & Kummel and with Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Metro picks regional firm

Metro TV Sales, New York, said last week it has in effect opened an Atlanta office by appointing a new regional representation firm, Hal Parks Inc., Atlanta, to represent Metro’s 11 TV stations in the Southeast area. The Atlanta office is at 1819 Peachtree Road, N. E. Hal Parks, who had been manager of Adam Young Co.’s Atlanta office for two years, last month opened a new regional rep firm. Parks will continue to rep other station clients in the area. Metro TV sales, a division of Metromedia Inc., reps Metromedia’s station group and seven other TV stations.

Street & Finney celebrates

Street & Finney, New York, which celebrates its 65th anniversary March 15, is announcing that 1967 will be the most successful year in its history. Billings are expected to reach $18 million, of which almost 80% is in broadcast media. The agency specializes in package goods, including a number of Colgate-Palmolive products.

February network billings up 15.4%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January-February</th>
<th>Dayton</th>
<th>Nighttime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>30,133.1</td>
<td>78,911.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>39,530.9</td>
<td>86,333.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$39,100.6</td>
<td>$176,831.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 1967—Leading National Advertisers
1966—Leading National Advertisers/Broadcast Advertisers Reports

February network billings up 15.4%
Radio-TV gets Expo funds

Half of $4-million budget going to broadcast; spots to focus on northeast U.S.

U.S. television and radio broadcasters, who had feared they were being left out in the cold by the planners of Canada's Expo '67 (BROADCASTING, Aug. 22, 1966), will instead get half of a $4-million-plus budget allocated for the period from last December into May.

Lance Bellows, head of advertising for the international exhibition, which will be held in Montreal from April 28 to Oct. 27, told BROADCASTING last Thursday that the budget totaled over $4 million for advertising in the U. S. and would be divided 50-50 between broadcast and print advertising.

He said the first flights of the radio and TV campaign in this country started in December. For the most part it's being conducted east of the Mississippi and north of the Mason-Dixon Line, where Expo '67 officials feel that most of their U. S. visitors will come from, but he expected that there would be some exceptions to this geographic targeting.

He said that instead of buying strictly by station rate cards, Expo '67 representatives were "negotiating package buys individually." In the December rounds, he said, they found a surprising number of unsold commercial positions available at prices substantially below card rates. He wasn't sure whether that situation would still prevail the next time around, or whether by then the market would have tightened.

Starting Markets • The first TV flight in the U. S. ran December 28-12-23 on 23 stations in seven markets: New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit and Rochester. The next flight, to start soon, will run for 13 weeks in these markets (but not necessarily on the same stations) and also in 18 other markets.

The opening guns in the U. S. radio campaign, starting with a short burst in December and followed a little later by an eight-week drive that is now in its closing stages, were fired on 64 stations in 30 markets. Another radio flight will start in a few weeks, again not necessarily on the same stations as before.

Mr. Bellows flatly denied reports that stations were being required to carry additional publicity and promotion for Expo '67 in order to get commercial business.

He said the television commercials were not commercials in the usual sense but amounted to a cross between testimonials and documentaries. They're in color, one minute in length, and feature name talent pictured against backgrounds in the countries whose Expo '67 pavilions they promote.

For instance, actor James Mason promotes the British pavilion; George Jessel, Israel's; Maurice Chevalier, France's; Victor Borge, the Scandinavian countries' and cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, Russia's.

The Cockfield Brown agency of Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver is handling Expo '67 advertising, which is placed in cooperation with three other Canadian agencies.

COMMERCIAL PREVIEW: Natural man's beer

The two-minute television commercial will carry the bulk of the selling load in a new Duke beer campaign prepared for enticement of the heavy beer drinker. According to agency Lando Inc., Pittsburgh, 75% of the TV exposure of its client, Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, in the campaign will be via the two-minute message. Shorter takes of one minute and 20 seconds also are in the campaign, which also includes radio.

Radio-TV get most of Duke's $1.4 million yearly advertising budget.

All of the commercials, built on "the natural man" theme, are in color. They sell Duke's "natural" brewing and aging, and feature actual working men—not models or actors—in action. Key to the theme and sound-track is a mood-building folk song, "Natural Man." Duke's rendition, which retains some of the original lyrics, was recorded by The Back Porch Majority, a folk group, under the direction of Randy Sparks, whose New Christy Minstrels had introduced the song.

The commercials concentrate on men who make their livelihoods outdoors. A hand-held camera is used to "follow" the men as they work up a thirst—and ultimately prepare to enjoy a beer. One commercial focuses on a highway-construction foreman at work in Somerset, Pa., another on a tow-boat crewman who hauls coal barges down the Monongahela and Ohio rivers (see pictures).

According to Lando, the emphasis on two-minute commercials was sparked by a belief, which the agency said was supported by a recent study of Schwerin Research Corp. (commercials testing firm), that a mood commercial needs time for the telling. The campaign, which also includes radio commercials, is to be run in selected Duke territory markets in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Your money does a lot of talking on WHIO-TV... goes out and reaches 42 surrounding counties versus only 33 for our major competitor. We also outscore him with more daytime viewers, more prime time nighttime listeners, more color programming.*

If you want your money to talk, talk to WHIO-TV... longest reach in the Dayton area.

*Source: ARB. Comprehensive Report of TV Circulation. The figures quoted are estimates and subject to the standard deviations inherent in the survey.
Johnson wants to uplift programs
Berates FCC colleagues for ‘abdicing’ responsibility in reviewing applicants’ programming; recent batch of renewals also stirs Cox

The FCC's performance in reviewing programming proposals of license-renewal applicants came under sharp attack last week from one commissioner who said the agency should be more demanding and another who said it should be more honest.

Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox criticized the commission for renewing the licenses of a group of stations whose proposals in the field of information and inspiration he felt were so low as to warrant further examination.

Commissioner Nicholas Johnson said the commission, in renewing the licenses, gives the appearance of employing a public-interest standard when it does "nothing of the sort." He said the commission has a "complacent and comfortable hear-no-evil, see-no-evil slouch in front of the radio and television sets of America."

At issue was a staff action, expressly authorized by the commission, renewing the licenses of five Florida stations—wqon Miami, wdcj Arlington, wgo New Smyrna Beach, wons Tallahassee and wpec Marathon.

But far more stations than those were involved in the dissents. Commissioner Cox applied his statement to cases involving 43 stations in the Feb. 1 renewal group—those in Florida, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. These include stations already renewed and others that will be as soon as other difficulties are resolved. He also applied it to 42 North Carolina and South Carolina stations whose licenses were due for renewal Dec. 1, 1966.

All 206 Cited — Commissioner Johnson applied his statement to the renewal of all 206 AM stations in the Feb. 1 group. Thus there appeared to be some procedural confusion in that the dissents applied to grants made not only by the staff but, in the case of five stations used by the commissioners two weeks ago in launching a new policy of reviewing stations' commercial policy, by a unanimous commission (Broadcasting, March 6).

As summarized by Commissioner Johnson, the Florida renewal applicants included: two stations proposing no news programming; seven proposing no public-affairs programming; a total of 23 stating that they plan to devote less than 1% of their time to such programming; and 88 stations proposing to spend less than 5% of their time on all "other" (agricultural, religious and instructional) programming combined.

Commissioner Cox said that such proposals, on their face, "reflect too little service in the informational and

FCC should encourage local criticism, says Johnson

FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson says the commission could do an effective job of upgrading broadcast programming by encouraging local groups to play an active role in the station-licensing process and in enforcing their own standards on local stations.

It would be "like involving the poor in the program directed toward poverty."

Commissioner Johnson expressed the view in an interview aired Sunday on WNEW New York and conducted by Richard Doan, columnist for TV Guide. The program is to be rebroadcast by stations of the National Educational Radio Network.

The proposal, reminiscent of one that had been advanced by former FCC Chairman E. William Henry, was much on the commissioner's mind last week. He touched on it in his dissent to the license renewals of Florida stations (see above).

As to the broadcasting of the FCC and trying to get the federal regulatory commission more deeply involved."

But at the present time, he said, the commission is following neither approach. And since individual communities are uninformed as to their opportunities, he said, "we not only have the kind of programming we do but the kind of complaints about it."

He was also critical of the commission for failing, in his view, to "play a more creative and constructive role" in the field of educational broadcasting. He acknowledged that the Ford Foundation proposal for a domestic satellite system whose profits would be used to finance educational television was made in an FCC proceeding. He also paid tribute to FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde for making "a great contribution to the field, even though this hasn't always taken the form of a public role."

But he said he would have liked to see "the FCC come in earlier with
inspirational areas and too great a concentration on entertainment and, in some cases, perhaps, sports." He said proposals may be justified, but that the commission shouldn't routinely renew the licenses without making further inquiry to determine whether the stations are reasonably serving the needs of their communities.

**Not Enough News** The commissioner, noting one station (WABC Jacksonville, Fla.) that devoted 2.9% of its time in the last renewal period to news and now proposes to devote less time to that category in the next three years, said: "It seems to me that it—and I'm afraid other stations—are downgrading their commitments in the more expensive and difficult, and often less popular, program categories because they feel the majority of the commission won't do anything about it. I think this represents abdication of one of our major regulatory responsibilities."

Commissioner Johnson sounded the same note in contending that the renewal action constitutes "the total abdication of commission responsibility" in the field of programing. He sees harm in that situation since the mere existence of the commission "creates a sense of security and complacency for the citizenry, snug in its assumption that there is effective regulation," he said. "So assuming, it does not demand more."

Commissioner Johnson said it is "conceivable that an analysis might lead to the conclusion that the public interest in programing is best served by broadcasters creating formats designed to produce "the greatest possible advertising revenue."

**Make It Explicit** "If that position held by some broadcasters—has now been endorsed by the present commission majority, as it appears to have been," he added, "I would prefer that we make this an explicit, public, reasoned judgment rather than go through the motions of appearing to review programing against a public interest standard when in fact doing nothing of the sort."

He said the commission's "ambivalence toward program review is indicated by the fact that the commission requires renewal applicants to fill-out a "searching questionnaire" concerning programing proposals—and then puts the questionnaire "to little if any useful purpose whatsoever."

Commissioner Johnson, while agreeing that the licenses of some of the Feb. 1 renewal group should not be renewed with further inquiry, expressed doubt that the prescription of programing categories is the best long-range approach for the commission to take. He said that the wide variety of local conditions makes it unrealistic for the commission to establish uniform programing standards for all stations.

Commissioner Johnson said "many paths are open to a commission seeking an effective way of contributing "to better programing in the public interest." But in this connection he said it is essential that the commission "stop abiding the foolishness that the no-censorship provision of the Communications Act bars commission activity in the area of programing."

The "paths" Commissioner Johnson suggested indicated a willingness on his part to shift some responsibility for program surveillance and control from the commission to local audiences. Among other things, he said, the commission might hold public hearings on the public service of selected radio stations, provide "more meaningful opportunities" for applicants competing with stations doing least well in serving their communities, or encourage more letter writing from the public to the FCC and the broadcasters.

**N.Y. study reflects color processing boom**

A wide expansion in the color film processing industry in New York has been reported in a study issued by the New York City Department of Commerce with Industrial Development.

The boom in color TV programing and commercial production was cited as a strong factor in the department report, which noted that three new firms have begun operations and three others have expanded their facilities.

The new processing companies are Telecolor Film Laboratories, which is spending almost $2 million to construct a laboratory and to purchase equipment; Coastal Film Laboratories, which now employs 160 persons and expects to hire an additional 100, and Esprit Productions, which recently has taken space on the West Side of the city.

Companies enlarging their facilities and staffs, according to the report, are Movie Lab Inc., which has increased its working staff 20% and projects sales of $11 million for the current year; DuArt Corp., which has increased its technical staff more than 25% over the past year, and Color Service Co., which has 20,000 square feet of space in its present quarters and has leased an additional 50,000 square feet in a renovated building.
A new fairness doctrine foray

Institute for American Democracy enters complaints against stations carrying right-wing attacks

An organization that came into existence last November for the stated purpose of opposing extremists of the left and right appears likely to generate a rash of fairness-doctrine complaints against stations carrying commentators of the right.

The Institute for American Democracy is not concerned solely with broadcasting. And it was expected, initially at least, to operate as a coat-holding operation—it would supply the encouragement and information and let other groups, national and local, do the fighting.

But IAD last week filed fairness-doctrine complaints with the FCC against two Florida stations and was hoping its example would inspire other groups to take similar action.

The stations are WSWN Belle Glade and WEDR-FM Miami, which carried two broadcasts that IAD says were attacks on it and its officers by Richard Cotten. The stations, IAD said, have declined to make time available for reply.

The organization may file similar complaints this week against other stations that carried the Cotten broadcasts, as well as against some that carried a broadcast by William Steuart McBirnie, which IAD feels was an attack on it and its officials. The Cotten and McBirnie broadcasts were said to have identified IAD officials with Communist-front organizations.

Hand Forced * "We got into this radio matter before we intended to," Charles R. Baker, IAD executive director, said in Washington last week. "We wanted local groups to deal with the stations in their communities. But Cotten and McBirnie attacked us, so we felt we had to answer."

IAD believes some 39 stations carried the Cotten and McBirnie programs. Thus far, 11, including the two Florida stations, appear unwilling to play the tapes IAD has prepared as rebuttals.

In letters to the commission concerning WSWN and WEDR-FM, Mr. Baker cited not only what he said was the stations' refusal to grant time but their failure to notify IAD and its officials in advance of the alleged attacks, as required by the fairness doctrine. Mr. Baker asked the commission "to take appropriate action with respect to the conduct of [the stations] so that the public interest may be served."

IAD was able to keep the FCC informed of its correspondence with all the stations involved. The McBirnie broadcast, aired Dec. 28, 1966, is believed to have been carried by 16 stations. The Cotten program, which IAD said was heard on Jan. 10 and 11, is understood to have been carried by 23 stations.

Mr. Baker acknowledged that while IAD was established to oppose extremism of both left and right, the organization's principal, virtually total, concern is with the latter. The radical left, he says, hasn't been a serious problem since the late 1940's. But he sees the radical right as spending "tremendous amounts" of money to "brainwash" the public with its attitudes on issues.

Programs Cited * Besides the Cotten and McBirnie programs, he mentioned those of Dr. Carl McIntire, Billy James Hargis, Dan Smoot and Clarence Mannion, as well as the Life Line program and the activities of the John Birch Society in various media.

IAD is a kind of spiritual successor to the National Council for Civic Responsibility, which was organized in September 1964 to produce programes to combat what it called coordinated propaganda activity of extremist right-wing groups (Broadcasting, Sept. 28, 1964). That group, headed by Arthur Larson, former head of the U. S. Information Agency, went out of existence less than a year later.

Mr. Baker said IAD grew out of discussions involving members of the National Council of Churches and the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith who felt "let down" after the Larson group folded and who were concerned about "extremists of both left and right." These concerned individuals, Mr. Baker said, saw similarities between the two extremes in that "they were at war" with those occupying the middle ground.

Mr. Baker, 46, who operated a public relations firm in Toledo, Ohio, was asked to go to Washington to put together what is now IAD. He had had experience in political and community interest campaigns and in doing research on right-wing groups.

He says IAD is funded by church, fraternal and trade-union groups, as well as individual contributors. However, he declined to identify them. To do so, he says, may subject them to "harrassment." But the organization publicizes its 66 sponsors, who are headed by Dr. Franklin H. Littell, president of Ohio Wesleyan College, as chairman.

The sponsors list contains a heavy sprinkling of names of individuals who have been associated with liberal causes, including Mr. Larson; Dore Schary, national chairman of the ADL and motion picture writer and producer; Steve Allen, radio and television personality; Senators Clifford Case (R-N.J.) and Gale McGee (D-Wyo.); Walter Reuther, president of the United Auto Workers, AFL-CIO; Roy Wilkins, executive director of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and Harry S. Ashmore, director of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions.

Mum on Budgets * Mr. Baker was reluctant to discuss the organization's finances. He said only that IAD has "no meaningful budget" as yet for 1967 but that hopes expenditures "exceed the amount [of money] now available."

He said he is still raising funds and attempting to put the organization on the tracks.

IAD doesn't defend causes, as such, Mr. Baker says. Rather, it attempts to stimulate action on the part of national and local groups. He and Dr. Littell lecture before various groups. IAD has circulated a newsletter (Home-front) to some 30,000 individuals. "A steady stream of memos" has gone out to local groups.

One result of this activity, Mr. Baker says, is that individuals contact IAD to ask what action they can take.

"We tell them to write to the FCC, to contact the local station, to work to get equal time," Mr. Baker said.

Foreign opinion offered

Seven Arts Television has placed into syndication a weekly news featurette in color, Overseas Opinion, a two-and-one-half minute editorial on the U.S. scene by a Washington-based foreign correspondent. Six foreign correspondents who will be featured are Anthony Howard, London Observer; Leo Sauvage, Le Figaro; Simon Malley, Jeune Afrique; Zygmunt Broniarek, Warsaw Trybuna Ludu; Ajit Bhattacharjea, Hindustan Times and Hisanori Isomura, Japan Broadcasting Corp. A seventh segment will be filed by a special correspondent assigned to the week's major news break.
Sandra Lee Roberts. Milpitas, Calif., Miss Teenage America 1967

Sandy Roberts owns 1967. Quite an achievement—owning something so big and important so early in life. But Sandy can handle it. Sandy owns the 1967 crown of Miss Teenage America and all that goes with it... rewards, fun, excitement, travel and—responsibility. Sandy is 17, a B+ senior at Samuel Ayer High, a cheerleader, a member of the pep club and drama club. She doesn’t believe in going steady—loves football, The Beach Boys and David McCallum. She represents the teen-world to personages such as The Crown Prince of Sweden and various political and industrial leaders. The teen market identifies itself with Miss Teenage America—she’s part of it! She could be your key to new business, increased billing, enhanced community image and improved market position.

We’ll show you how—at no obligation.

Miss Teenage America*

 Influencing the Teens of Today...Tomorrow’s Women

©1967 Teen America Associates, Inc., 2927 Southland Center, Dallas, Texas 75221 — Phone: (214) R1 9-0987
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Changing sound of FM radio

NAB survey shows
FM no longer haven of classical music

FM, once regarded as the sacrosanct province of classical music, can no longer claim such a distinction. Today its programming patterns are nearly as wide as its AM brothers, and the FCC has been partly responsible for the change.

Those are some of the conclusions developed from a study of FM members of the National Association of Broadcasters. Commenting on a survey, which elicited usable responses from 461 (43%) of the 1,064 stations queried, Sherrill Taylor, NAB vice president for radio, said the results show “a healthy, exciting diversity of program content in FM.”

The survey, begun last month, covers past and present FM programing, relationship of AM and FM programing, the effect of the FCC’s 50% nonduplication rule on commonly owned AM-FM operations, percentage of national and local business, and other sales-oriented information.

The sample was broken down into small (under 100,000 population) and large markets, the latter further split into a sub-group to show replies from 33 FM stations directly affected by the 50% nonduplication rule.

Middle Roaders • The majority of stations (61%) have middle-of-the-road music as their basic programing. Other top choices were milder contemporary (16%), classical (7%), country-western-folk (5%), top 40 (4%), light classical (3%), Broadway-Hollywood (3%).

In the large-market sub-group, 37% programmed middle of the road, 18% classical, 15% top 40, and 12% each milder contemporary and light classical.

Of the 393 FM stations that said they were in common ownership with an AM in the same market, 83% said they duplicated some AM programing. Among small-market stations, 38% duplicated 76%-100% and 30% duplicated 1%-25%. Almost none of 10 large-market stations duplicated less than 50% of the time; 46% duplicated 1%-25% and 40% duplicated 26%-50%. In the sub-group, 74% said they duplicated 26%-50%. None exceeded 50% duplication.

A total of 23% of the stations said they had changed their FM programing in the past year. All the sub-group stations said the change was caused by the nonduplication rule.

Of the stations that did change, middle-of-the-road music was given by 39% as best representing their previous programing. Classical music was named by 13%, milder contemporary by 12%, light classical by 10% and top 40 by 9%. In the sub-group, 19% had switched from a heavy talk format.

Automation • More than half (52%) of the respondents said their stations were not automated. In the small markets 68% said this was the case. About a third (34%) of the large-market stations said they were completely automated and in the sub-group this grew to 53%. Overall, 22% said they were fully automated and 26% said they were partially automated.

The lack of national business on FM showed up with 81% of the respondents to the question saying three quarters or more of their business was local. This ranged from 75% of stations in large markets (73% in the sub-group) to 86% of stations in small markets.

The stations were almost evenly divided on their sales approach with 51% using “mass audience” and 49% using “class audience.”

Mr. Taylor, who will make a formal presentation of the survey on FM Day (April 2) at the NAB convention in Chicago, said there had been an “information gap” about FM programing, considering the “rapid changes that have taken place” in FM in a relatively short period.

NAB surveys FM, too

A detailed report on FM programing will be a highlight of the National Association of FM Broadcasters annual convention in Chicago March 31-April 2. The programing data will be based on an NAFMB survey conducted by Inquiry Research Inc.

Alex Smallens, WABC-FM New York, chairman of NAFMB’s program research committee, who will make the presentation on March 31, said the association had received more than 800 returns on its 1,600 station mailing.

The survey will cover stereo broadcasting, vertical polarization, AM duplication, network affiliation, automation, and a description of FM programing by day and time periods and by size of market.

Artists’ rally starts fee push

Few appear; some suggest fear of reprisals; Kenton set to testify next week

Less than 20 performing artists, musicians, arrangers, song writers and record producers turned out last week in Beverly Hills, Calif., for a “mass” protest rally to help win copyright protection for recorded performances. Those that did attend heard bandleader Stan Kenton, chairman of a recently formed group called the National Committee for the Recording Arts (Broadcasting, March 6) tell them that “it would almost take a stupid human being to fail to see the moral validity” of their cause.

This cause was described as a more-than-30-year fight for the “fundamental economic right” to copyright protection for the use for profit of recorded performances by radio, television, juke boxes and other media in the U. S. and the rest of the world. Mr. Kenton and other members of his committee claimed that record companies lose money on five out of six single records and on 50% of all albums. They further claimed that of the 3,000 record producers licensed by the American Federation of Musicians, only 300 are making a profit. This economic situation was then compared with the broadcasting industry’s “outstanding” record of profits, which, it was argued, “has been built on the use of phonograph records.”

Continually during the meeting, Mr. Kenton stressed the need for the support of every recording artist.

Boycott Worry • At one point during the meeting, Mr. Kenton was asked if he thought participation in the NCRA movement would hurt artists in their dealings with radio stations. The bandleader conceded that some of the younger performers that he had approached for support seemed fearful of being boycotted. But Mr. Kenton pointed out that their fears are exaggerated and that he expects no such retaliatory action. Commenting further on the question he praised the National Association of Broadcasters as being a “distinguished” body and predicted that it “would bend over backwards to be fair.”

Mr. Kenton is scheduled to present testimony on March 21 in Washington before the subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee that is considering copyright revision.

50 (PROGRAMING)
CUSTOMIZED SOLID-STATE MODULAR VIDEO SWITCHERS

another key to better color

The key to Visual Electronics' unquestioned leadership in advance-design video switching systems is our belief that there is no such thing as a "packaged" switching system in today's complex color broadcasting operation. Instead, your system is customized to your exact requirements. Your customized system is completely solid-state, including FET (Field Effect Transistor) mixing and clamp circuitry of modular design — for long, minimum-maintenance operation, unlimited accessibility, and flexibility for future expansion. Regardless of the program complexity, the number of input sources and switchable feeds, or the previewing and monitoring facilities required . . . your customized solid-state Visual Video Switcher is designed to meet those needs!

visit with "visual"
• at the 1967 NAB Convention
• at the Visual Post-NAB Technical Seminar, April 6th.

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
356 west 40th street • new york, n.y. 10018 • (212) 736-5840
Domestic distribution for USIA's output?

ADVISORY COMMISSION URGES 'OPEN DOOR' POLICY

An advisory commission on U. S. information, headed by Frank Stanton, president of CBS, last week called for an end to the domestic embargo on material distributed overseas by the U. S. Information Agency.

The citizen panel in its yearly report called on Congress to remove the veil from the agency's activities. The law authorizing the creation of the agency was passed in an atmosphere of congressional suspicion and skepticism, the panel said, and efforts were made to assure that the agency would not be used for domestic propaganda. "The time has come when the vigilance of Congress and the press may be relied upon to provide sufficient safeguard against partisanship and the promulgation of a particular administration's point of view," it reasoned.

Immediate congressional reaction to the proposal, however, was divided. Senator J. William Fulbright, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, rejected the idea. "I disapprove of the federal government—whether it's the Defense Department or USIA—subsidizing this kind of propaganda. It's a matter of principle, and I thought it was in the law."

Another lawmaker, Senator Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) said: "Certainly the American public should have access to [USIA] information. But the problem will remain—how to police such material so as to prevent any administration in power from taking unfair advantage."

Representative John E. Moss, (D-Calif.), chairman of the House Government Information Subcommittee, tentatively endorsed the proposal. He said he was in fundamental agreement with the move as long as the agency was not allowed to disseminate material on its own initiative. "I have always said that the USIA should not undertake to propagandize the American people. But this proposal does not allow any overt effort. It would just let them

Lights, some action, but still no cameras

Broadcasting last week received encouraging news about the prospects of gaining access to congressional hearings. At the same time television was laying the groundwork to overcome technical problems in such coverage.

Part of a congressional reform measure approved by the Senate last week gave hope to the possibility that most committee hearings would be open to radio and television coverage.

The legislative reorganization bill, which passed the Senate, contained a provision that each hearing conducted by Senate and House committees shall be public unless the committee feels the contents are of a national security matter, might reflect adversely on the reputation or character of an individual or divulge confidential matter. When a hearing has been declared open to the public, it may be broadcast by radio or television under rules drawn by that committee.

In the past, Senate hearing broadcast rights have been left to the discretion of the chairman and a majority and have been forbidden in the House. The new proposal would allow a committee to adopt rules permitting broadcasts in advance instead of making a decision before each hearing.

Also last week, technicians gained access to the hearing room of the Senate Commerce Committee to install a system of lighting for demonstration and testing. The temporary system of lighting was set up last week and demonstrated to senators and staff members to try to work out an amount and placement of light that would be agreeable to the Senate and to the TV networks. It was hoped that if an arrangement could be reached, the system might be installed permanently, dressed up and serve as a model for other committees. However, a handful of senators that were introduced to the temporary system and staff members expressed some inconvenience with the light intensity, glare and heat.

Adjustments were made to relieve the inconvenience and Tuesday, March 14, the systems will be used to test live color coverage of hearings. The system will function during a Commerce Committee hearing on the feasibility of electric powered vehicles. The hearing will be covered as if it were being broadcast live in color although it will not be shown on TV.
make their material available."

USIA Director Leonard Marks said the agency would have no objection to making its material available for domestic use.

"Open Door" Wanted - The advisory committee report said "the American taxpayer should no longer be prohibited from seeing and studying the product a government agency produces with public funds for overseas audiences..." the commission recommends the Congress effect the same 'open door' policy on overseas-intended information materials as decreed by the 'Freedom of Information' Act (the Moss Act, became law July 4, 1966) for the domestically based governmental operations." It also said the prohibition of distribution of USIA material in this country was an unwritten rule and not contained in any statutes. It said the commission sought action making the material available only and not promoting internal distribution.

The commission also recommended foreign-service status for USIA representatives overseas as a means of improving morale and stemming the high turnover rate in personnel. The problems of instability have also extended to USIA's broadcasting arm, the Voice of America, it said. It said the Voice would have to recruit a new generation of talent to replace its veterans. It also praised the Voice for its modernization in program content as a step in meeting the needs of the growing world youth population.

USIA among its many activities produces television programs for overseas distribution and the Voice of America is this country's broadcasting arm overseas. Congressional approval had to be obtained in the past to make any of their material available in this country. One recent example was clearing "John F. Kennedy - Years of Lightning, Days of Drums," a film on the life of President Kennedy, for domestic showing.

Brechner hits gags on 'public trials'

In an attack on attempts to gag pretrial information, Joseph L. Brechner, WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla., charged that lawyers and judges who decide that pretrial information is prejudicial, "are generally incompetent or are not honestly objective in determining what information the public should receive" and "are not qualified to direct or attempt to regulate and manage the information channels of our country."

Speaking on broadcasting day at the University of Florida, Gainesville, last week, Mr. Brechner assailed the American Bar Association's Reardon Report on pretrial publicity as a "distorted and dangerous document" that would abridge freedom of speech and press. He called the report "a bagful of legal, professional, patronizing pap in its consideration and interpretation of the rights of defendants and the obligations of a free press."

He accused lawyers and courts of having "distorted" the Constitutional guarantee of a "speedy public trial before an impartial jury" by referring to it as the right of a "fair trial." The Reardon Report, he added, continually uses the "fair trial" expression although "there is nothing in the Constitution" referring to it.

Is the ABA, he asked, "afraid that the expression 'public trial' as understood by the public would dispose of their specious arguments for proposed news restrictions before and during a trial?"

Mr. Brechner also attacked lawyers and courts' attempts to "immunize juries" from pretrial information and their expectation that those who serve on juries should have "existed in a news or social vacuum to insure a so-called fair trial."

He accused the bar associations "by their canons" and the courts "by recent rulings" with assuming "powers and authority over freedom of news media far beyond their obligations or authority." They are extending their authority, he added, "by denying the public full information in violation of their inherent right to full information, by abridging the freedom of the news media to furnish that information."

The bar and the courts, Mr. Brechner charged, are trying to make the news media "the whipping boy for their own carelessness, prejudices and maladministration... and... for self-serving purposes are deceiving the American public..."
Cameraman's fine upheld in court contempt case

The conviction of a television news photographer accused of violating a court order against taking pictures in a courthouse, was upheld last week by the U. S. Court of Appeals in New Orleans.

The court said that the freedom of press provision in the U. S. Constitution applies only to the dissemination of news, not the gathering of the information.

The ruling was in the case of William O. Seymour, news cameraman for KRTV (tv) Fort Worth-Dallas, who defied a judge's ban by taking pictures in the hallway outside a courtroom. The court fined him $25 for contempt. He is a member of the Texas Freedom of Information Committee of Sigma Delta Chi, national journalism society.

Attorneys for the Texas news photogragher were studying the appeals court decision to determine whether to appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court.

AP reports record total of radio-TV outlets

The Associated Press was serving a record total of 2,924 TV and radio stations at the end of 1966, it was announced last week by Wes Gallagher, AP general manager, in his annual report to members. The new total constituted a net gain of 99 broadcast outlets over 1965.

Mr. Gallagher noted that broadcast membership covers 2,600 radio stations and 324 TV outlets. It said that more than 1,100 stations have been added in the last 10 years.

During the past year, Mr. Gallagher continued, there was a net gain of 29 television and newspaper subscribers to AP's wirephoto network, bringing the number of subscribers to a record high of 693. He said the organization's News Channel Projector service for CATV systems is either in service at, or on order for, 74 systems.

Way paved for contract talks

The Screen Actors Guild served notice last week that its current collective bargaining agreement with the producers will end at midnight June 30, thus clearing the way for negotiations with motion-picture producers for a new television film contract.

The guild's television agreement, signed in 1964, had until 1968 to continue, but a provision allowed either party to the contract to open negotiations for a new agreement in 1967. It's expected that new negotiations will start considerably in advance of the contract termination date. Initial negotiations will be with the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers and with the three television networks.

Carlton Fredericks

TV health show set

Nutritionist-health specialist Carlton Fredericks is scheduled to return to the air in a new half-hour across-the-board daytime syndicated series which is being produced by ABC Films in association with the Triangle Stations.

Mr. Fredericks had conducted a popular radio series on nutrition and health (Livin Can Be Fun) for more than 25 years and had been in television briefly. Less than two weeks ago the FTC dismissed a complaint against Mr. Fredericks (BROADCASTING, March 6), who has been a center of controversy among medical groups and government agencies for his outspoken views on nutrition and health subjects.

The new TV series will be produced in color each day at the studios of WFLX-TY Philadelphia and syndicated by ABC Films to stations, starting in early April. Harold Golden, president of ABC Films, noted that the TV series will be different from the radio program in which Mr. Fredericks appeared.

Religious freedom enters WXUR case

Freedom of religion has become an issue in the controversial WXUR-AM-FM Media, Pa., license-renewal case. The station has appealed to the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington against the commission's order setting its renewal application for hearing.

The FCC ordered a hearing on the renewal in January after petitions for a hearing and revocation of the stations' licenses had been filed by the Greater Philadelphia Council of Churches and others (BROADCASTING, Jan. 30). The commission's order raises issues involving the agency's fairness doctrine and also whether the stations have been used to "serve the sectarian and political views of its principals" rather than the general community. The WXUR stations are owned by Faith Theological Seminary Inc., whose principal is Dr. Carl McIntire.

The hearing order brings the religious question into issue, the stations declared and therefore the commission is contravening the First Amendment. The stations also question the legality of the FCC's fairness doctrine.

A similar test case on the commission's fairness doctrine is pending in the U. S. District Court in Washington. This challenge was made in WGBB-AM-FM Red Lion, Pa., which is principally owned by the Rev. Mr. John M. Norris. General manager of both the Media and the Red Lion stations is John H. Norris, son of the Reverend Norris.

'A Naked City' reprise

Somebody at Bill Burrud Productions, Hollywood, had a great idea for a program in the company's syndicated Wonderful World of Women series. "Let's explore the philosophies and activities of nudists," it was decided. So the Glen Eden Nudist Camp near Lake Elsinore, Calif., was chosen as the target for the all-revealing television camera.

But somebody else reminded the production company that in Rome you must do as the Romans. That's why a six-man Bill Burrud production crew was scheduled to invade a California nudist camp last weekend traveling light. They'll all work nude.

A White House first: LBJ live in color

The first live color telecast of a presidential news conference took place last Thursday (March 9).

The news conference, in the East Room of the White House, was covered by four color cameras plus four shot-
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gun microphones. Lighting intensity at the President's podium was 325-foot-candles, about three times the normal lighting required for black-and-white cameras. The coverage for the conference was by NBC acting for the TV pool this month. William B. Monroe Jr., chief of NBC News' Washington bureau, was in charge; Aaron Stephenson, senior lighting director, NBC-TV, New York, was in charge of lighting.

This is not the first time President Johnson has been colorcast; the other times, however, were always on film or tape.

13 buy Screen Gems' 'Post 60' in 2 months

Screen Gems Inc. has sold its new package of 'Post 60' features of 60 films to 13 markets over the past two months, it was announced last week by Dan Goodman, vice president in charge of syndication sales for SG.

Stations that have licensed the features, half of which are in color, are: WABC-TV New York; KABC-TV Los Angeles; KPIX-TV San Francisco; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WBBM-TV Chicago; WTVJ (TV) Miami; WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.; WTVR-TV New Orleans; KPXF-TV Salt Lake City; WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.; KEVC-TV Mankato, Minn.; KOLO-TV Mason City, Iowa; and WNMV-TV Saginaw-Bay City-Flint, Mich. The package includes "Bye Bye Birdie," "Five Finger Exercise," "Good Neighbor Sam," "Damn the Defiant!" "Fail Safe," and "Love Has Many Faces."

Program notes...

Republic division • The feature film backlog of Republic Corp., sale of which was completed Feb. 13, will be distributed by National Telefilm Associates, Beverly Hills, and Emery Pictures Inc., New York. NTA will handle TV and theatrical rights to the Republic product in the U. S., while Emery will distribute them to the rest of the world.

Now it's 'Batfink' • Screen Gems Inc. reports it has acquired worldwide TV distribution rights to 100 five-minute episodes of the Batfink cartoon series, exclusive of the 40 key markets previously sold by Mission Productions, the TV subsidiary of Wham-O Manufacturing, San Gabriel, Calif. The series is produced by Hal Sezar Productions and features a little bat with wings of steel and his husky Japanese assistant.

Brown opinion show • King Features Syndicate TV has signed Helen Gurley Brown, author of "Sex and the Single Girl" and "Outrageous Opinions," to star in a new daily, half-hour talk series in which she will clash with opinion leaders on all aspects of the modern woman's life. Titled Outrageous Opinions, the series will be taped in New York and will be offered to stations next month for a fall start.

Bob Kline will produce the series for King Features with Al Brodax, TV head of KFS, as executive producer.

At NAB • Seven Arts Associated will place Volume 12 of its Films of the 50's and 60's feature films into syndication on April 2 during the NAB convention in Chicago and TFE '67. Among the 52 titles, of which 28 are in color, are "Esther and the King," "Mr. Belvedere Goes to College," "Les Miserables," "Tonight We Sing," "Carmen Jones," "Call Me Mister" and "Pickup on South Street."

Radio case closed • Two ministers convicted of violating the corporate securities laws while raising $500,000 through a radio program (Broadcasting, Feb. 6), were placed on probation for three years. The Rev. Clarence Theodore Walberg, who was convicted on 10 counts, was also fined $1,000. The Rev. Wayne Davidson, found guilty on nine counts, was fined $500. The money reportedly was solicited through a daily radio show Rev. Walberg conducted on KGER Long Beach, Calif.

AhoY, mates! • The U. S. Coast Guard has made available a series of 13 16mm films, 28 minutes in length, depicting various Coast Guard duties. The films may be obtained by writing Lt. James R. Ward, Press Officer, U. S. Coast Guard, Washington 20226.

Snap-in replacement • Snap Judgment, a new game show in which guest stars and contestants try to match word associations, will replace Reach for the Stars Monday, April 3 (10-10:25 a.m.) on NBC-TV.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

MCA sets up quarterly dividend policy

MCA Inc. reported last week that gross income in 1966 climbed to a record high but consolidated net income declined by approximately $2.6 million from the 1965 figure.

Lew R. Wasserman, MCA president, explained that returns from some of the company's feature motion pictures in theatrical release during 1966 were "very disappointing." He added that the management believes that features released theatrically this year will show "greatly improved results."

He also announced that the company's board of directors has established a policy of paying quarterly cash dividends on MCA common stock, and, in compliance, the board last week declared a 20 cents a share quarterly dividend payable April 10. For shareholders of record on March 27. Mr. Wasserman noted that this is the first dividend of any kind paid by MCA Inc. on its common stock since becoming a public company in October 1965. He said the MCA board also has declared a dividend of 37 1/2 cents a share on its outstanding convertible preferred stock to preferred stockholders of record on March 17, payable March 31. For the year ended Dec. 31:

- 1966
  - Earnings per share $2.76
  - Gross income 218,128,000
  - Consolidated net income 13,018,000

- 1965
  - Earnings per share $3.31
  - Gross income 198,915,000
  - Consolidated net income 16,230,000

RCA dividends declared

RCA has declared dividends on both its common and cumulative first preferred stocks. A quarterly 20 cents per share dividend of common stock will be paid April 24 to holders of record at the close of business today. Holders of preferred stock will receive 87 1/2 cents per share on July 1, for the period April 1 to June 30, at the close of business June 6.

'66 set high marks, Cowles report shows

Cowles Communications Inc. announced record revenue and net income in 1966. Cowles is a diversified corporation in the communications field whose holdings include WREC-AM-TV Memphis, KRN-AM-TV Des Moines, Iowa, and WISH-TV Dayton, Ohio, and as well as Look and Family Circle magazines. For the year:

- 1966
  - Total revenue 146,213,000
  - Income before federal income tax 6,623,000
  - Net income 4,637,000
  - Common shares outstanding Dec. 31 3,406,130

- 1965
  - Total revenue 140,406,000
  - Income before federal income tax 7,890,000
  - Net income 4,580,000
  - Common shares outstanding Dec. 31 3,300,000

*Restated to reflect pooling or interest.
*Based on average number of common shares outstanding during year: 1966:3,306,106; 1965: 3,200,000.
*Before a non recurring net gain resulting from sales of operations of $697,900 (20 cents a share), after federal income taxes.
*After preferred dividends of $15,000.
Gross gross up 8%
but net jumps 13%

Gross Telecasting Inc., owner of WJIM-AM-FM-TV Lansing, Mich., recorded record highs in both sales and earnings in 1966 for the fifth consecutive year. Earnings were up 13%, while gross income increased 8%.

The firm declared an extra dividend of 40 cents a share for the second consecutive year, making a total of $2 a share paid on its common stock in 1966. In addition to broadcasting, the firm has a CATV franchise in Lansing, and operates restaurant and bar facilities at the Lansing airport. The company's interest in Keltec Inc., an electronics firm in Alexandria, Va., was sold during the year.

For the year ended Dec. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Income</td>
<td>3,148,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income</td>
<td>940,508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerald Block is new
Republic president

Republic Corp., which recently sold its film library and is in the process of dealing off its film studio (BROADCASTING, Feb. 27), last week changed presidents. New president is Gerald B. Block, the 36-year-old financial vice president and treasurer of the company. He replaces Victor M. Carter, who continues as chairman and chief executive officer. Mr. Carter relinquished the presidency at a board meeting following the company's annual meeting in Hollywood. A sharp upturn in first quarter profits was reported at the meeting.

For the three months ended Jan. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>14,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>780,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DDB raises dividend
to 20 cents a share

Stockholders at Doyle Dane Bernbach's annual meeting in New York learned that over half of DDB's 1966 billing ($195,826,476) was in television. Maxwell Dane, vice president and general manager, said DDB is completing a $400,000 TV-studio complex at its New York headquarters to handle the creative development of TV commercials.

Begun last November, the new TV complex is set to begin operations this month. It will include a closed-circuit color-TV system hooked to about 10 screens in rooms throughout the agency, a TV theater for viewing 35mm and 16mm films, a TV studio with two
SEC's January report of transactions

The Securities and Exchange Commission has reported the following stock transactions of officers and directors and of other stockholders owning more than 10% of broadcasting or allied companies in its Official Summary for January (all common stock unless otherwise indicated):

- Aveco Corp.—Herman H. Kahn, holding 5,000 shares personally, sold 1,000 shares benefically held trust account, leaving 4,000.

- C-E-I-R Inc.—Peter Langhoff Jr., bought 100 shares of class-A voting stock, giving total of 500.

- Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.—Robert W. Gelles sold 300 shares, leaving 400.

- CBS Inc.—Arthur Hull Hayes exercised option on 1,600 shares giving total of 6,626. Bennett L. Newman sold 13,000 shares, leaving 57.

- Cowles Communications—Gardner Cowles sold 400 shares, leaving 276,085, plus 11,882 benefically held with wife, 13,202 benefically held with children, 600 benefically held in trusts, and 205,000 benefically held in holding companies.

- Gross Telecasting—Raymond W. Mistel, holding 100 shares personally, bought 600 and sold 1,000 shares on beneficially held Palme-Warrenson & Curtis trading account, leaving none.

- Jerrold Corp.—W. W. Keen Butcher bought 3,000 shares, giving total of 2,000, plus 3,000 benefically held with wife, and 8,100 benefically held on Butcher & Sherrerd investment account. Walter Grobman bought 2,000 shares, giving total of 5,150, plus 30 benefically held for minor child. Phillo Zimman bought 1,000 shares and sold 700 shares, giving total of 1,051.

- A. C. Nielsen Co.—Warren N. Cordell, holding 400 class-A shares personally, sold 100 class-A shares benefically held as custodian, leaving 300; and sold 100 class-A shares beneficially held with son, leaving 200, plus 1,000 class-A shares benefically held with wife.

- Official Films Inc.—Louis C. Lerner bought 7,018 shares, giving total of 511,615; and bought 1,800 shares on benefically held Victoria Investment Co. account, giving total of 22,350, plus 29,000 on benefically held Lerner & Co. investment account, 2,000 benefically held with wife, and 44,670 benefically held on Lerner & Co. trading account.

- Screen Gems Inc.—Lloyd Burns sold 2,000 shares, leaving 1,906, plus 87 on benefically held retirement and, and 12 benefically held with son. Donald S. Straien, holding 1,068 shares personally, sold 1,000 shares beneficially held in trusts, leaving 12,550, plus 2,106 benefically held with wife.

- Seven Arts Productions—Armand S. Deutsch bought $200,000 in 8% convertible subordinated debentures for beneficially held trusts, giving total of $350,000. Alan Kirscheif bought 750,000 in 6% convertible subordinate debentures, giving total of $750,000.

- Storer Broadcasting Co.—Harry A. Steensens sold 400 shares, leaving 16,000.

- Walt Disney Productions—Roy O. Disney sold 446 shares, leaving 102,456, plus 52,060 benefically held on Redina Inc. account. Oliver R. Johnston bought 446 shares, giving total of 1,307. Following exercised stock options: Orbin V. Melton, 500, giving total of 1,185; Spencer C. Ollin, 396, giving total of 1,130; Denn B. Tatum, 604, giving total of 1,371; Lawrence E. Tryon, 112, giving total of 1,115; E. Carden Walker, 1,481, giving total of 2,753, plus 515 benefically held on Carvin Co. account.

Cameras (with facilities for conversion to color), an audio studio for demonstrating radio commercials, and facilities for editing, storage and moviola units.

Mr. Dane reported that DDB's current quarterly dividend of 15 cents a share will be increased to 20 cents on class A stock and class B stock, payable April 15 to holders of record March 31.

DDB said its foreign billings registered an 80% gain over 1965, rising from $10 million to $18 million. The report broke these down as follows: London from $1.5 million to $3 million, Germany from $7.5 million to $10 million, Mexico City from $27,000 to more than $1.5 million and Canada (Toronto and Montreal) from $2 million to over $3 million.

Earlier this year, DDB announced billings in 1966 rose 45.9% over the previous year (Broadcasting, Jan. 30, Feb. 6).

MGM management vote sends Levin to court

Victory for the management slate at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer emerged last week when results of balloting among shareholders was announced at the reconvened stockholders meeting on Wednesday (March 8) by President Robert H. O'Brien.

But director Phillip J. Levin had already filed a plea in a Delaware federal district court asking that 800,000 votes, more than the margin of victory, be set aside. As announced at the meeting, the maximum number of shares voted for any opposition candidate was 1,881,764. The minimum for any management nominee was 2,572,739.

The votes contested by Mr. Levin were those of Allen Klein, Baldwin Securities, and the Hamilton Fund, in which ABC and International Telephone and Telegraph have interests.

Verbal OK reached in NBC-Arnold Palmer deal

NBC last week said it has a verbal agreement to buy most of golfer Arnold Palmer's business interests and as a result obtain rights to his personal appearances on radio and television.

Though the papers hadn't been signed (Broadcasting, March 6), NBC stated that under the terms of its agreement it will acquire most of Mr. Palmer's business enterprises, which handle the licensing and merchandising of his name and the furnishing of his personal services.

Provisions call for Mr. Palmer and his business representative, Mark H. McCormack, to act as managers of a new NBC unit. One report indicated that NBC's pending contract did not include the Arnold Palmer Golf Co., in which Palmer has a 35% ownership. The deal, however, is said to include Arnold Palmer Enterprises, in which Mr. Palmer has a 60% ownership.

CBS execs expect 'excellent' 40th year

A prediction that CBS's 40th anniversary in 1967 would be "excellent" in both sales and profits was made last week by Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton in a letter accompanying CBS Inc.'s annual report to shareholders.

CBS's chief executives pointed out that 1966 was the "best year" in the company's history, with net sales exceeding 1965's by 16% and net income by 31% as previously reported (Broadcasting, Feb. 14). They noted that CBS's compound annual growth rate of earnings per share has been 14.1% over the past 10 years and 22.6% over the past five years.

The report stated that advertising expenditures in national spot TV and in network TV in 1966 grew by 10% over 1965 and network radio climbed about 6% over 1965. National spot and local radio expenditures grew by 10% in 1966.

By the beginning of the 1967 fall season, according to the annual report, all regularly scheduled programming on CBS-TV will be presented in color. It added that all five CBS-owned TV stations are now equipped to broadcast live, locally produced color programs in addition to network color presentations and local film and tape color shows.

TV helping Chris-Craft to regain even keel

Chris-Craft Industries Inc., Oakland, Calif., has reported a 10.9% decline in its earnings for 1966. The dropoff was blamed on a series of strikes in its boat division during the firm's peak season. John G. Bannister, president, pointed out that second half net earnings were at their highest levels since the early 1950's.

Mr. Bannister said that Chris-Craft began 1967 with improved revenues in the television division (Kron[Tv] Los Angeles, KPTV[Tv] Portland, Ore. and WTRCN-Tv Minneapolis-St. Paul) and a
Cowles to buy firm in educational publishing

Cowles Communication Inc., New York, has announced an agreement to acquire the Cambridge Book Co., its affiliated companies and Cambridge Paperbacks Inc. The Bronxville, N. Y., companies will be operated with their present managements within the Cowles Education Division.


In addition, Cambridge publishes Work-a-Text, a combination text and workbook for elementary and intermediate grades.

Cambridge Paperbacks distributes “The Basic 150” series of paperback classics and contemporary literature.

Cowles Education Division currently comprises the Cowles Comprehensive Encyclopedia, and College Publishing Corp., which distributes 200 test preparation books.

Cowles broadcast holdings are: KNRT-AM-TV Des Moines, Iowa; WESH-TV Orlando-Daytona Beach, Fla.; WREC-AM-TV Memphis and Universal Cable Vision Inc., Winter Haven, Fla.

The WJEF Countrypolitan

Just average listeners — but what an average!

What’s the average WJEF Countrypolitan like?

He or she is about 29, married, and has three children. Typically, the family has two cars and is buying their home.

They have quite a lot already — but they need a lot, and are buying more every day.

What kind of income are they buying with? Well, Countrypolitans span the spectrum of professions, services, trades, and farming. But often as not he works in one of the 50 Kent and Ottawa County plants employing over 400 people at real good salaries and wages.

They’re inquisitive; they listen to WJEF to know what’s going on, as well as to be entertained.

And they’re acquisitive; they’re prompted to get the things she hears about while making her shopping list, or he hears about driving home.

Ask Avery-Knoedel about WJEF — the country music station listened to by people with lots of needs and the means to meet them.
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Countdown starts on public TV

Educational broadcasters endorse Carnegie report, feel LBJ's legislative proposal for government support is a 'step in the right direction'

Educational broadcasting, both TV and radio, seemed poised on the pad for a launch into a new dimension following a three-day meeting last week in Washington.

More than 350 ETV managers and members of their patron boards heard heartening words on the future of ETV and educational radio, principally money. At the end of the meeting the noncommercial broadcasters seemed to stand taller than ever before.

They're back at their homes this week, prepared to enlist support for a grassroots campaign to persuade Congress to pass the President's recommendations on ETV (BROADCASTING, March 6).

The group, at the meeting sponsored by the Educational Television Stations Division of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, heard pledges of support from a host of national political and educational figures.

At the close of the meeting, the educational broadcasters agreed on the following:

- Endorsed "in principle" the recommendations and conclusions of the Carnegie Commission report, and expressed the feeling that the President's message and bill are a "step in the right direction."
- Called for the extension and strengthening of ETV stations, the "core" of ETV.
- Emphasized that the Corp. for Public Television, recommended by both the Carnegie group and the administration, must be insulated from political pressures; called for assurances that CPTV will not become engaged in operations, and asked that CPTV be authorized to make grants to local stations for local and regional programming, as well as its stated purpose to underwrite national programming.
- Asked that a study be instituted immediately to determine how present, conventional interconnection facilities can be used for ETV now. Other proposals talk of instituting a study of how satellite communications can be used for ETV interconnections.
- Strongly endorsed the recommendation of the Carnegie report on the training and education of personnel for ETV. This is becoming a vital need, it was reported.

The meeting heard Senator John A. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee, promise that "something substantial will be done for ETV in the 90th Congress."

The independence of the proposed Corp. for Public Television was stressed repeatedly. Dr. James R. Killian Jr., chairman of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, told those attending that there must be no compromise with this principle. "If Congress should approve the excise tax, but require those annual procedures . . . then we will have failed, excise tax or no excise tax," Dr. Killian said. The Carnegie recommendation had been that CPTV be funded by an excise tax on television receivers.

"It is the principle [of not being required to ask Congress for annual appropriations] that is fundamentally important and any alternative that would compromise the independence of the corporation should, in my view, be rejected," he added.

McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foundation and former White House aide, added his support to Dr. Killian's stand.

"It is fundamental," he said, "that there not be a constant scramble over every line item in an enormous appropriation bill. It is fundamental in a sense that the Congress itself should be protected from an appearance of immediate responsibility for the specific decisions of a corporation whose independence is critical to the whole enterprise."

Principal speeches to the assembly were made by Dr. Killian, who is chairman of the corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Mr. Bundy, and James McCormack and Joseph V. Charyk, chairman and president, respectively, of the Communications Satellite Corp.

Free and Independent - The independence of the proposed public television corporation was stressed by Dr. Killian. Not only must it be insulated "to the greatest possible degree" from political control, he said, but it must be directed by men and women of "eminence, talent and responsibility."

The President's recommendation for a 15-member board, to be named by him and confirmed by the Senate, is "not different enough to raise any fundamental issue," Dr. Killian observed. The Carnegie Commission had recommended that the CPTV's board consist of six members named by the President, with six others to be chosen by the first six.

Responding to several questions about political programming, Dr. Killian suggested that this should be handled on a live network basis by CPTV. He said he would assume the corporation would turn to the National Educational Television center to work out plans for equality of treatment to meet the re-
said, "would the sial issues. mitttees the business of identifying and support-
mend worthwhile projects and panels of experts
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field political scientists, minority political parties, journalists,
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The Carnegie plan and the Ford plan (proposing the use of a specialized domestic satellite TV) have many more points of agreement than divergences, Mr. Bundy said.
He expressed satisfaction that the President’s message called for Congress to make it legal for the common carriers to offer ETV preferential rates for interconnections. He said that the administration’s recommendations sets a “practical” course for educational, non-commercial broadcasting.
He heartened his audience when he said that the Ford Foundation, which has spent $130 million on ETV over the years, expects to continue aiding ETV and educational radio, particularly on the instructional side.
In commenting on the differences between the Ford satellite proposal and that proposed by Comsat (a general, all-purpose system), Mr. Bundy observed that broadcasters should be supporting the Ford plan because it proposes a domestic-satellite system solely for TV and radio.
Comsat officials maintained that a multipurpose satellite for all domestic users of telecommunications is bene-
official to all potential users, not just broadcasters. Mr. McCormack said that a division of domestic-satellite sys-
tems, such as that proposed by Ford, would penalize all users, particularly the general public.
Dr. Charyk said Comsat was ready to start a domestic-satellite system within two years after receiving authorization from the FCC. The first element would be a single synchronous satellite capable of handling 12 TV channels; by 1978, he said, the system would have four satellites in orbit, offering 48 TV channels, capable of being used for national coverage, or broken down into regional and local channels.
Although he acknowledged that TV would be the principal user during the first few years, he contended that later

Killian sees parallel in book publishing

What would the climate be for program producers working in educational television following the establishment of a Corp. for Public Television as recommended by the Carnegie Commission on ETV and by the President in his message to Congress?

Dr. James Killian, chairman of the corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and chairman of the Carnegie group, essayed to answer that question last week at the conference on educational TV in Washington. Compare television to book publishing, he invited. Commercial television seeks “best sellers.” Educational TV, on the other hand, would be like the university presses, the little magazines, the “how-to” publications, the scholarly periodicals.

“Occasionally,” he added, “PTV will indeed produce a best seller, but its programming would not be exclusively shaped toward that purpose. In consequence, the whole attitude of its producers, writers and all involved in program making would be different from that of commercial television. It would be different in motivation and would have a different style. There would be a new freedom to experiment, to innovate, to work without the pressures that arise whenever a program seeks to be a best seller.”

But, he warned, the proposed ETV system is not for the “cultural elite.” “PTV,” he said, “must avoid like the plague elitism and wretched pedantry.”

Dr. Killian It’s time to act

Mr. Bundy We’ll still help
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EVP President Hubert H. Humphrey dropped in on the educational TV reception last week and told the assembled broadcasters that he was in their corner. Shown here with the vice president are the leaders of the conference (from l to r): Jack G. McBride, University of Nebraska's KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., chairman of the Educational Television Stations division of the NAEB; William G. Harley, president of NAEB, the vice president, and C. Scott Fletcher, executive consultant, ETS division.

non-TV users would be dominant. He also suggested that CPTV could become an "authorized user" with FCC approval and thus save considerably by being able to deal directly with Comsat.

And, he added, if Congress orders that channels for education be free, Comsat is ready to provide circuits on that basis.

ETV tax opposed

Robert Sarnoff calls for aid for general government revenues

Robert W. Sarnoff, president of RCA, went on record last week as favoring financial support of a noncommercial system of television through general government revenues.

By indirection, Mr. Sarnoff took an opposing view to that of the recent report of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, which favors support of "public television" through an excise tax on TV sets. Though he did not spell out the commission's preference on raising revenues, Mr. Sarnoff made it clear that he felt that the basic financial requirements of a noncommercial system, which he called "a vital national objective," could be met by general government revenues that would "provide the needed assurance of adequate and stable financial support on a permanent basis."

In fact, Mr. Sarnoff quarreled with the Carnegie Commission's characterization of noncommercial TV as public television. He pointed out that commercial television is directed to a total audience rather than a particular segment or level of taste; includes broad-appeal entertainment and a substantial measure of news-and-public-affairs programming and is supported by advertisers seeking to reach the total public. Commercial television, Mr. Sarnoff insisted, is for "all the people" and fits the statutory standard of "the public interest."

True Public TV "This service for the entire public is therefore, truly 'public television,' " Mr. Sarnoff asserted.

Mr. Sarnoff's views were offered in a talk on the implications of developments in the communications field for the future during the 27th anniversary Gold Medal Award banquet of the International Radio and Television Society in New York last Thursday (March 9). Mr. Sarnoff was the IRTS's honored guest as recipient of its 1967 Gold Medal "for his distinguished record of public service through broadcasting."

He told the group that the future of communications in general and broadcasting in particular will be basically influenced by new technology, social and economic pressures and government regulation. He cited growing affluence, leisure time and educational needs as factors that are generating new...
demands in broadcasting and electronic services.

Mr. Sarnoff pointed to the advent of movable type and of broadcasting as the first two “great communications breakthroughs” and said the world now stands at the threshold of the third great breakthrough. He said the complete synthesis of computers, graphic systems, broadband channels and satellites will “result in a capability and flexibility able to erase time and distance.”

In broadcasting, the new communications technology, he noted, will bring a substantial increase in the number of stations and channels through development of broadband cable and microwave, as well as conventional VHF and UHF and program distribution via satellite, initially to stations and eventually directly to the home.

Stations ask for clarity in ID rule

Three licensees and a law firm last week asked the FCC for clarification of a broadly phrased rulemaking proposal designed to prohibit broadcasters from misleading listeners and viewers about the city they are licensed to serve.

WFQM Inc., licensee of WFGM and WBNE-FM, both Fitchburg, Mass.; Matta Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLOA-AM-FM Braddock, Pa.; Truth Publishing Co., licensee of WJSV (TV) South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.; and Scharfeld, Bechoofer & Baron, Washington attorneys, stated that they had no quarrel with the objective of the proposed amendments, namely to prevent station audiences from being deceived by misleading station-identification and promotional announcements. But they also agreed that the commission’s proposal would leave a degree of uncertainty in the minds of broadcasters as to what is actually a “correct” announcement in the eyes of the FCC.

The proposed rulemaking was foreshadowed in a hearing case in which KABL Oakland, Calif., was charged with violating the station-identification rules. The FCC concluded that the station had violated the letter of the law but had violated its intent through announcements tending to link the station with San Francisco (Broadcasting, Dec. 19, 1966).

As a result, the commission proposed a rule that would prohibit AM, FM and TV licensees from broadcasting “station-identification announcements, promotional announcements, or any other broadcast matter” that either leads or attempts to lead listeners to believe that a “station has been assigned to a city other than that specified in its license” (Broadcasting, Jan. 30).

Matta Broadcasting said that broadcaster uncertainty over what the proposed rules really mean “could easily lead to substantial monetary forfeitures because of a difference of interpretation of the effect of true and correct statements broadcast by a station.”

Scharfeld, Bechoofer & Baron, Truth Publishing, and WFQM Inc. expressed concern that the commission’s amendments would not provide for legitimate existing and proposed dual-city identifications and other broadcast matter describing surrounding geographic areas.

Broadcaster Services Inc., licensee of WBAO and WBAO, both Eau Claire, Wis., urged adoption of the rules to eliminate what it believes is a “flagrant misuse of station identification in its area.” The licensee alleged that WAXX Chippewa Falls, Wis., is making an illegal effort to identify with the Eau Claire area.
Clash over cableless CATV proposal

AT&T, COMSAT OPPOSE CATV-PROPOSED RULEMAKING

CATV interests clashed with AT&T and the Communications Satellite Corp. last week over a rulemaking proposal that, if adopted, would permit CATV systems to operate without the use of cables.

The CATV petitioners, mostly multiple owners and some 12 in all, voiced their strong support for the proposal, filed last month by Teleprompter Corp., New York, that the FCC adopt rules making available on a national scale 448 megacycles of spectrum space between 18.349 and 18.797 gigacycles for high capacity, local distribution CATV purposes (Broadcasting, Feb. 6).

AT&T and Comsat argued against the allocation, which they alleged would affect their interests in domestic communications satellites, on the grounds that frequencies already granted for local distribution of TV and FM signals are sufficient to accomplish the objectives of Teleprompter’s proposal. They did not specifically object, however, to a future allocation for such service once the FCC has determined basic frequency needs for common carriers.

The band requested, with frequencies above 18 billion cycles per second, is within the millimeter-wave region that Teleprompter and Hughes Aircraft Corp. have been using in the operation of an experimental CATV project in Manhattan. The test, authorized by the commission last April (Broadcasting, May 2, 1966), was designed to determine whether short-haul microwave can be used as a substitute for primary trunk cable lines to link a CATV headend plant to large distribution points.

For The Plan = Aligning themselves with Teleprompter’s position last week were Clear Vision CATV System, Meridian, Miss.; Community TV Corp., Laconia, N. H.; Pioneer Valley Cablevision Inc., Greenfield, Mass.; Better TV Inc. of Bennington, Bennington, Vt.; See-More TV Corp., Westville, Ill.; Ruidoso Cable TV Inc. and Color Cable TV Co., both Ruidoso, N. M.; Grants Cable TV Co., Grants, N. M.; Tularosa Cable TV Co., Tularosa, N. M.; Jack Kant Cooke Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.; Telesystems Corp., Glenside, Pa., and Gencoe Inc., Austin, Tex.

The CATV interests argued unanimously that allocation of the super high frequency for CATV purposes would serve a vital communications need by providing an economical means of communicating with small isolated communities and farm residences.

A majority of the petitioners felt that adoption of the proposal would remove the need for congested overhead cable lines in metropolitan areas. Most agreed that the allocation would improve the quality of CATV service by eliminating cable failures that result from accidents, temperature changes and storms.

If adopted, the rules could revolutionize the scope and costs of CATV services in cities and isolated areas. Such services today are deemed too expensive to be provided with cables.

Comsat and AT&T, both participants in the FCC’s inquiry concerning the establishment of domestic communications satellite facilities, argued that commission sanction of Teleprompter’s proposal would be “haphazard” and premature. “Such belief,” Comsat said, “is based on common knowledge that in the next few years substantial segments in the upper portions of the usable spectrum will be required to meet the rapidly growing needs of the communication satellite services.”

AT&T also criticized the “limited nature” of the Teleprompter-Hughes New York experiment (conducted over approximately an eight-month period between two points in Manhattan) as “hardly a sound basis for establishing rules for a nationwide frequency allocation and a new radio service. . . .”

Mrs. Humphrey salutes women broadcasters

Mrs. Hubert H. Humphrey (r), wife of the Vice President, was the guest of honor last week at the American Women in Radio and Television’s fifth annual international broadcasters reception in Washington. Julie Chase Fuller, WTAC Worcester, Mass., AWRT president (l), greets Mrs. Humphrey at the reception in the State Department, as Pat Gates, WFAX Fairfax, Va., president of AWRT’s Washington chapter, looks on.

The reception also honored four foreign women broadcasters: Edvick Jureidini Shayboub, Lebanon; Goh Thean Chye, Malaysia; Hiam S. Tabba, Syria, and Felicity Munganwa, Uganda. The four are now on a two-month tour of the U. S. and will conclude their visit at AWRT’s national convention in Atlanta, May 3-7.

Mrs. Humphrey paid tribute to all women broadcasters, noting that “without effective and far-reaching communication such as your media provide, efforts to build a united world community would never be successful.” She said in global travels with her husband she had been “impressed with the number of women who are involved in the most vital area of communications.”
Translator group opposes CATV

A regional group of television translator owners and operators has decided to go national and the first move, after changing its name, was to go after CATV.

The eight-year-old Tri-State TV Translator Association formally adopted a new name of National TV Translator Association during its annual meeting in Billings, Mont., March 4 and 5.

More than 220 members and guests at the two-day meeting passed resolutions calling on the FCC to prohibit broadcasters and common carriers from owning CATV systems and extend to all markets the present CATV rules regarding top 100 markets. This would require any CATV system to get FCC permission to import a distant TV signal into its community.

The recommendations were made after association members heard indictments of CATV from William L. Putnam, Springfield (Mass.) Television Broadcasting Corp., and from Joseph S. Sample, Garryowen Stations. Both are group broadcasters.

The group also urged the FCC to permit the establishment of FM translators, origination of programing by translators, and to authorize higher power for VHF translators. Present FCC rules on VHF translators forbid origination and limit power to 1 w.

FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox told members that translator licensees were the second largest group in the broadcast service regulated by the commission (the first is AM radio).

Also speaking was Loren McBride, CCKK-TV Regina, Sask., who discussed microwave-fed, unattended TV satellite stations.

Elected as president was Nat Allen, Roundup, Mont. He succeeds E. B. Craney, retired veteran broadcaster. Other officers elected: Robert J. Thelen, Marceline, Mo., vice president; and Mrs. M. Paul Mains, Farmington, N.M., secretary-treasurer.

Named to a panel of broadcasters to advise the association were Henry W. Slavick, WMC-TV Memphis; Mr. Sample, KOOK-TV Billings, Mont., and Mr. Putnam.

Prompt answer sought on CATV tariff issue

The FCC is moving to give expedited consideration to the question of whether common carriers must request commission permission before building facili-
Macdonald to head key House panel

The key House Communications and Power Subcommittee was organized last week with Representative Torbert H. Macdonald (D-Mass.) as chairman of the group.

Representative Macdonald, a seven-term congress- man from the suburbs of Boston, takes the post vacated by former Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) who did not run for re-election.

The new subcommittee chairman joins the group for the first time after serving as head of the Commerce and Finance Subcommittee. The communications unit membership for the 90th Congress has two other new appointees, Representatives Richard L. Ottinger (D-N.Y.), who is new to the parent Commerce Committee, and Donald G. Brotzman (R-Colo.), who regained the congressional seat he held in the past after losing it for the 89th Congress.

Also in the juggling of subcommittee assignments, the communications group lost two members, Representative John E. Moss (D-Calif.), the senior democrat on the subcommittee, and Representative John Murphy (D-N.Y.). Representative Moss, who has hopes of taking over the subcommittee chairmanship, assumed Representative Macdonald's former post as head of the Commerce and Finance Subcommittee.

Other members of the subcommittee are all veterans. They are: Representatives Horace Kornegay (D-N.C.), Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), Fred B. Rooney (D-Pa.), J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.), James T. Brophyhill (R-N.C.) and James Harvey (R-Mich.).

The new leader of the communications subcommittee is a 49-year-old former Boston attorney who has compiled a liberal record in his more than 12 years in Congress. He attended Harvard University and its Law School and achieved athletic stardom as an outstanding back for the Crimson football team and as a baseball outfielder his efforts were notable enough that he received an offer from the New York Yankees. While at Harvard he was a roommate of John F. Kennedy and the two remained friendly after. After service as a PT-boat commander in the Pacific during World War II, where he received several citations, he obtained his law degree and went into practice. In 1954, at 37, he was elected to Congress and has served without interruption since then, being elected by a larger margin each successive term.

He is married to former actress Phyllis Brooks and has four children.

Changing hands...

ANNOUNCED - The following station sales were reported last week subject to FCC approval:


- KNOA-AM-TV North Platte, Neb.; Sold by Fred E. Shrake and associates to Ferris E. Taylor and Richard F. Shively for $106,150. Messrs. Taylor and Shively are owners of Televisus Corp., multiple CATV owner. Mr. Shively also owns 18.8% of WKLY-TV Louisville, Ky. KNOF is on 1410 kc with 1 kw days, and 500 w nights.

APPROVED - The following transfer of station interests were approved by the FCC last week (For other commission activities see For The Record, page 79):

- KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.: Sold by Howard L. Tullis and John P. Hearne to Robert E. Eastman Co., New York, station representation firm, for $600,000. The Eastman company already owns WTRX Flint, Mich. Sellers own KFAM San Bernardino-Riverside, KDOO-FM Riverside-San Bernardino, KDIO El Cajon-San Diego, all California; Mr. Tullis is majority owner of KEAP Fresno, Calif. KAFY is fulltime on 550 kc with 1 kw.

- KULR-TV Billings, Mont.: Sold by Rex Baker, Arthur Miller and Thor Myhre to Harriscope Broadcasting Corp. for $350,000. Harriscope is multiple broadcaster, owning KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.; KTLW-AM-TV Casper, Wyo.; KLIM-FM Long Beach, Calif.; Kkar Pomona, Calif. (831%), and KBAR-TV Bakersfield, Calif. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented; Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox abstained, and Commissioner Nicholas Johnson did not participate. KULR-TV is on channel 8 and is affiliated with all three TV networks.

- KLQ Portland, Ore.: Sold by John F. Malloy and Stanley G. Breyer to Cascade Broadcasting Corp. for $300,000. Cascade is headed by David M. Jack, who is general manager of station. Mr.
Malloy owns KSOL San Francisco; Mr. Breyer is general manager of KSai San Francisco. KQX operates daytime only on 1290 kc with 5 kw.

WJRC Joliet, Ill.; Sold by Harold B. Rothrock, Ray F. Knochel, Dean G. Hill and John W. Evans to Mrs. Rose Morici, Anthony C. Morici, Marianne Aiassa and Carol McNamara for $150,000. Buyers have interests in WQKZ-AM-FM Alton, Ill., and KRAM Las Vegas. WJRC is 500 w daytimer on 1510 kc.

Baker case rises to haunt Los Angeles applicant

The Bobby Baker case was injected earlier this month into a comparative hearing at the FCC on 12 competing applications for 1110 kc Los Angeles, a facility now occupied on an interim basis by noncommercial KRLA.

Five applicants asked the commission to add the character qualification issue as to California Regional Broadcasting Corp. as a result of the activities of California’s principals in raising funds that were turned over to Baker in 1962.

The applicants cited testimony in the Baker trial that the ex-Senate aide had indicated to savings-and-loan officials that a $100,000 campaign contribution to senators facing re-election might help in the effort to head off pending tax legislation which would have adversely affected the savings-and-loan industry.

Mentioned in the petition filed with the commission were the names of Howard F. Ahmanson, chairman of the board and 33.33% shareholder of California Regional, and his nephew, William H. Ahmanson, board member and 28.33% owner of California Regional. The elder Ahmanson is chairman of Home Savings and Loan Association, and William Ahmanson is director.

Newhouse buys paper; expands CATV holdings

Purchase of majority ownership of the Cleveland Plain Dealer by S. I. Newhouse and family (group publisher-broadcaster) brings the Newhouse group into CATV operations in the Cleveland area in partnership with Cox Broadcasting Corp. Cox Broadcasting’s cablevision division is 45% owner of Cleveland Area Television Inc.; 55% owner is the Plain Dealer.

Cleveland Area Television Inc. began operating earlier this year in Lakewood, Ohio. It also holds CATV franchises for Shaker Heights, Beechwood, Rocky River and Strongsville, all
FCC is down to the wire

ITT-ABC merger decision—to reopen or not to reopen—could come this week

The FCC approaches another climax this week in its consideration of the ABC-International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. merger case. At issue is the question of whether the commission will reopen the case and order a hearing, as requested by the Justice Department. But wide-spread speculation has it that the real question isn't whether a hearing will be held, but what kind.

The commission is expected to be ready to act at its meeting Wednesday. All of the evidence and pleadings it requested of the department are in. And Commissioner James J. Wadsworth, who has been out of the country the past three weeks—he was in Mexico City helping negotiate a treaty on use of the AM band—is due back in his office today (Monday).

The speculation that a hearing is a foregone conclusion is fed not by the feeling that the arguments presented by Justice are persuasive. Commission staffers and members are privately scornful of the case the department has thus far made for its argument that the commission failed to consider adequately the anticompetitive consequences that might flow from the $2.4-billion merger.

Rather, the speculation grows out of the conventional wisdom that a rebuke to the Justice Department will be overturned on appeal to the U. S. Court of Appeals—and in probably scathing language, at that.

Not Hopeless • Some members of the commission reportedly don't share that opinion. At least, they say there is no fixed feeling that a hearing is inevitable. In their view, the commission would not be in a hopeless position in the event it rejected Justice's petition and found itself a defendant in an appeal.

They feel that the commission strengthened its case when, instead of deciding whether to grant Justice's request for a hearing, it asked the department to submit the evidence on which it was basing its request (BROADCASTING, Feb. 6).

An opinion could be written arguing that there is nothing in the evidence warranting a further proceeding. The point would undoubtedly be made that although Justice originally claimed it had "important information" not in the commission's files, it was forced to concede that its petition for reconsideration wasn't primarily based on the persuasiveness of its evidence.

And the department's tardiness in attempting to block the merger would undoubtedly also be cited. The department had been studying the case since December 1965 but didn't express its views until Dec. 20, 1966—and then in a letter in which it said it found the possibilities of anticompetitive consequences too speculative to warrant an attempt to block the merger. It also urged the commission to consider the anticompetitive aspects in making its public interest finding. But the commission, taking the letter, in effect, as clearance, approved the merger in a controversial decision the following day.

Court watchers say the merits of the case wouldn't carry as much weight with the D.C. court of appeals as the fact that the Department of Justice had asked the commission to hold a full evidentiary hearing in the case—and been denied. The commission in September had held a two-day oral hearing on the question of whether ABC's 17 AM, FM and TV licenses should be transferred to ITT.

No Consensus • The commissioners discussed the matter at their meeting Wednesday but, according to reports, reached nothing resembling a consensus before deciding to await the return of Commissioner Wadsworth.

A number of alternatives are open to the commission if in fact it decides to order a hearing. It could order a conventional one in which a hearing examiner would take evidence. Or it could direct a panel of commissioners to preside with an examiner (as is being done in the AT&T rate probe), or to conduct a hearing themselves. Another possibility is a hearing before the full commission—as was the case in the September hearing.

The commission would place emphasis on the need for expediting the proceeding, whatever form of hearing was adopted. Some commissioners do not believe that a hearing could be disposed of with dispatch. But there is some feeling that the case could be

FCC sleuths chase 'Keep the Faith, Baby' station

Some people might call it the Radio Free Harlem caper. But the FCC's Field Engineering Bureau regards it as the Radio Free Harlem headache that it hopes will go away.

Periodically since Feb. 12, a short-wave station operating on the 80-meter band, which is used by amateurs, has gone on the air in New York calling itself Radio Free Harlem.

In its first appearances—on Feb. 12 and Feb. 25—it played music. But late Sunday, March 6, and early the next day it issued appeals for financial support for Adam Clayton Powell's church, the Abyssinian Baptist, in Harlem. A rally was held there a few hours earlier protesting Mr. Powell's ouster from his House of Representatives seat.

But regardless of the format, the station is operating illegally. Commission officials say short-wave frequencies are to be used for voice communication, not by stations in the guise of broadcasters.

As a result, the commission's monitoring service of the commission's Field Engineering Bureau has been trying to track down the operator—or operators, and therein lies part of the problem; Curtis Plummer, chief of the commission's Field Engineering Bureau, says more than one station may be involved. In any case, the point of origin seems to shift from time to time. Thus, the station may be operated from an automobile.

But what makes the sleuths' work particularly difficult is that Radio Free Harlem stays on the air only about a half hour at a time.

The gumshoes have been able to trace the station to the general area of New York, but they haven't been able to get a precise fix on the location. That requires block-by-block inspection by agents in cars equipped with special monitoring equipment.

If the Radio Free Harlem operator is nabbed, he faces a stiff penalty. The law provides penalties including a fine of up to $10,000 and a year in jail.

But in such illegal operations, the culprit usually turns out to be a 16-year-old. His punishment is usually limited to a lecture. Even more frequently, the illegal operation simply ceases. That's an ending that would satisfy the bureau.
Radio's biggest out-of-home listeners

Men of 35 and older are the heaviest in-car radio listeners, according to the American Research Bureau.

In a report on away-from-home radio listening, released last week, ARB reported that 63% of all away-from-home radio listening takes place in automobiles during the rush hours of 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Radio listening by persons 12 and older during these hours represents 26% of all radio listening, ARB stated.

Based on a recently completed 31-market survey, ARB said that the highest percentage of in-car listening—71% of away from home listening—occurs in four markets—Columbus, Ohio; Detroit; Houston and Washington. Portland, Ore., showed the lowest in-car audience with 42%; Fort Worth was next, with 44%.

The study found that men aged 18 to 34 do more listening away from home than any other age group, and they do more than three times as much away-from-home listening as women. Teen-agers also ranked higher than women in both in-car and away-from-home listening.

Doing the least in-car or away-from-home listening are women over 35.

wound up in less than two months.

The days ahead will be difficult ones for Chairman Rosel H. Hyde. The case, which has attracted widespread attention, has left the commission bitterly divided. Yet he would want to devise a solution that would attract something more than a one-vote majority.

A nightmarish possibility is that the commission might split on whether or not to hold a hearing 3 to 3, with the old minority—Commissioners Kenneth A. Cox, Robert T. Bartley, and Nicholas Johnson—on one side and pro-merger Commissioners Lee Loevinger, Robert E. Lee and Wadsworth on the other. That would leave it up to the chairman to cast the deciding vote.

Congress watches clock:

New time hassle looms

A new battle is shaping up in Congress and in parts of the country over the law requiring all states to observe daylight saving time.

As of last week, close to 20 members of Congress had introduced legislation to change the application of the law passed last year that requires all states to adopt daylight saving time from the last Sunday in April to the last Sunday in October. Other vigorous battles have been waged in several states where opponents of the measure seek to exempt the state from adopting daylight time. Any state may exempt itself if the entire state adopts one time. However, most of the states where this is a hot topic are states that are divided among at least two time zones.

House Commerce Committee hearings scheduled for this week on the unusual situation in Kentucky, where the legislature is not meeting this year and therefore cannot exempt the state, were called off after transportation secretary Alan Boyd said the application of the law could bypass the state this year.

However, in the Senate, a special Subcommittee on the Uniform Time Act has been formed in the Commerce Committee. Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), who hails from one of the states that have more than one time zone, has been appointed chairman of the group. Last week Senator Hartke said he would call hearings soon on the 1966 act. Other members serving on the subcommittee are Senators Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.), Robert Griffin (R-Mich.) and Thruston Morton (R-Ky.).

States lying in two time zones include Indiana, Kansas, Idaho, Nevada, Nebraska, Florida, Texas, Tennessee, Michigan, Kentucky and North and South Dakota. Opposition to compliance with the new federal law is also strong in Iowa, Arkansas and Minnesota.

In years past a business coalition of the broadcasting and transportation industries fought vigorously for the bill that passed last year.

Fort Myers may get more U's

Two potential UHF applicants have prompted the FCC to adopt a proposed rulemaking that would assign channels 20 and 36 to Fort Myers, Fla. The community (with an estimated population of 28,900) has already been assigned channel 30, which is reserved for
educational TV, and is currently being served by WINK-TV (ch. 11) Fort Myers. The commission based its action on proposals by Kenneth J. Schwartz, a local businessman, and Hubbard Broadcasting Inc., permittee of channel 44 in St. Petersburg, Fla., to apply for authority to operate UHF in Fort Myers once the new channels are assigned.

Preregistration tops last year for NAB meet

Every indication points to another attendance record at the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago April 2-5. At the close of preregistration Wednesday (March 8), NAB had processed 3,808 names. Of these, 2,789 are for the management sessions and 921 are for the concurrent Broadcast Engineering Conference.

The preregistration total is 164 more than the 3,636 that had recorded prior to the 1966 convention. Total registration last year was a record 5,036.

The program for the engineering sessions was locked up last week with the announcement that Dr. James Hillier, vice president of RCA Laboratories, would be the Tuesday (April 4) luncheon speaker. He was chairman of the telecommunication science panel that recommended a complete study of the spectrum by the Commerce Department (Broadcasting, Oct. 24, 1966).

He joined RCA in 1940, went to Melpar Inc. in 1953 as director of research, and rejoined RCA in 1955. He has held his present position since 1958.

Also set last week was the three-part Tuesday morning radio session. The program includes a taped-live-audio presentation "The many worlds of inner space" by Frank Gaither, was Atlanta, a panel on research, and the annual Radio Advertising Bureau report by Miles David, president, and Robert Alter, executive vice president.

Taking part in the panel session—"New developments in local radio audience research"—will be Peter Langhoff, American Research Bureau; Frank Stisser, C. E. Hooper Inc.; James Seiler, Media Statistics Inc., and George Sternberg. The Pulse Inc. It will be moderated by Howard Mandel, NAB vice president for research.

FANFARE

International radio-TV awards favor East

And a little child shall lead them—that pretty much was the story of the seventh annual International Broadcasting Awards competition held in Hollywood last week. For the sweepstakes winner in television—what amounts to the best of the show—was a series of three commercials featuring a little girl and two little boys and their comments about and involvement with a product called Bosco. The TV sweepstakes winner, which was also given the award for the best series, nine minutes or under classification, was produced by N. Lee Lacy & Associates, Los Angeles, for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, agency for Best Foods Division, Concom Products Co., New York.

The soft-sell, light approach, was rewarded, too, in the radio category. Top winner here was "Riddle," produced by J. Walter Thompson, New York, for Ford pick-up trucks division of Ford Motor Co. It also won in the humorous, under 60 seconds classification.

The sweepstakes awards were among 19 others—10 in TV and 9 in radio—given out at a dinner sponsored by the Hollywood Radio and Television Society. J. Walter Thompson and Doyle Dane Bernbach were the most honored agencies, each taking three awards. Other winning agencies were McCann-Erickson; The London Press Exchange Ltd.; N. W. Ayer & Son; Van Sant, Dugdale & Co.; BBDO; William Esty; Geyer, Morey, Ballard and Harold Cabot & Co.

The East Reigns = The New York production center swamped Hollywood in the competition. Ten of the winning commercials were produced in the eastern city as compared with four made in the west coast hub. Other winners came from Baltimore, London, Toronto and Boston.

The complete list of winners, by categories, giving commercial title, product, advertiser, agency and commercial producer, follows:

Industry need for youth seen by NAB's Couric

A call for "qualified young people" with a "fresh, new, responsible, well-reasoned perspective" to enter broadcasting's ranks was issued last week by John M. Couric, vice president for public relations of the National Association of Broadcasters.

Mr. Couric told a Broadcasting Day meeting at the University of Florida, Gainesville, that "the influence of mass communications is amazing; the power of broadcasting is unmatched; it's ability to influence unequaled."

Radio and TV, he said, have given the world "an unparalleled capability to communicate an ever-widening range of human experience, knowledge and ideas." The future is limitless, he added, for those young men and women who are planning to enter broadcasting plays today and who can "relocate the reality of today with a more ephemeral tomorrow."

Better TV group to meet

A steering committee representing groups that want to "develop public participation in commercial broadcasting" meets in Washington Tuesday
Farewell to ARMS

Members of the technical committee which guided the All-Radio Methodology Study brought their work to an end last week and were honored for their efforts by the Radio Advertising Bureau and the National Association of Broadcasters, co-sponsors of the study. Receiving plaques "in recognition of outstanding contribution to advancement of radio audience measurement" were (l to r): Howard Mandel, vice president, research, NAB; Alan Steinberg, director of research, ABC Radio; Ward Dorrell, now retired, who served for a period as managing director of the ARMS project; Melvin Goldberg, vice president, research, planning, John Blair & Co.; Mary McKenna, vice president, research, planning, Metromedia and chairman of the ARMS technical committee; Miles David, president of the RAB; Lester R. Frankel, executive vice president of Audits & Surveys, the company retained for the ARMS study; Harper Carraine, director or research, CBS Radio; Dr. Morris Gottlieb, senior projects director, Audits & Surveys, and Richard Montesano, project director at Audits & Surveys, who recently joined RAB as research director. Hugh Beville, vice president, planning, NBC, another technical committee member, was not pictured.

(March 14) with an eye toward the spring of 1968 and a national convention. The committee was created after 21 organizations met in Washington last year for preliminary discussions on a National Congress on the Rights and Responsibilities of the Public in Commercial Broadcasting (Broadcasting, Dec. 19, 5, 1966). Frank Orme, executive president of the National Association for Better Broadcasting, is executive secretary of the steering committee.


TIO presents essays for English teachers

The National Council of Teachers of English in cooperation with the Television Information Office has published "TV as Art: Some Essays in Criticism." The publication is a compilation of 10 essays by English-language scholars, edited by Dr. Patrick D. Hazard of the English department of Beaver (Pa.) College. The essays were commissioned by TIO in connection with the four-day television film festival it presented at the 54th annual convention of the NCTE a year ago. The papers are inten- ded for teachers of English at every level of instruction and deal with specific television programs and their place in the elementary, high school, college and graduate-school curriculums.

In his introduction to the book, Dr. Hazard noted that "the cultivation of judgment about television programs and other manifestations of cultural democracy must surely be one of the primary responsibilities of the contemporary school."

The essays are gathered into a paperback that is priced at $1.25. It is available from TIO at 745 Fifth Avenue, New York, or from the NCTE at 508 South Sixth Street, Champaign, Ill.

Stations win AP citations

The Associated Press Radio-Television Association has announced awards to member stations for outstanding quality and quantity of their contributions to AP news coverage in 1966. WAKY Louisville, Ky., will receive a special award as first station to contribute 1,000 stories to AP in a single year. Three other top award winners are WQAM Miami, with a state record of 377 credits, WBFR Baltimore with 677 and WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati with 447.

Winner named in VOD contest

Steven Rapp, 18-year-old Cedar Falls, Iowa, student, has won first prize in the Veterans of Foreign Wars' "Voice of Democracy" contest. After delivering his five-minute speech to the 2,000 veterans and guests at the VFW's annual congressional dinner in Wash- ington March 7, the youth was presented with a $5,000 scholarship.

Radio and TV stations throughout the country cooperated with the VFW in promoting, covering, judging and taping the speeches of nearly 350,000 student entries. The contest originated in 1947 under the cosponsorship of the National Association of Broadcasters and the Electronic Industries Association. The VFW assumed sponsorship in 1962.
More time for NABET talks

Network pacts extended as union seeks to resolve intraorganization problems

The National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians was granted an extension last week of its current contracts with ABC and NBC until Aug. 31 as dissident locals in New York and Los Angeles continued their efforts to secede from NABET and join a rival union.

The networks and NABET opened negotiations for a new pact on March 2 (BROADCASTING, March 6), but the unsettled state of the union's affairs resulted in a five-month extension by the networks. The hope is that by that time the matter of representation will have crystallized. The present contract was to expire on March 31.

NABET, meanwhile, filed charges of unfair labor practices against NBC and ABC with the National Labor Relations board last week, claiming that the networks had refused to make wage offers during the course of negotiations.

New York local 11 and Los Angeles local 53 already have voted to bolt NABET and join the American Communications Association, an affiliate of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters. On Monday (March 6) the ACA asked the New York office of the NLRB to hold an election immediately for certification. The NLRB rejected the request for an immediate election, citing contractual obligations.

The regional examiner noted that NABET employees at NBC could make a request for a certification election on Friday (March 10) because their contract was signed on that date in 1963, while ABC employees have to wait at least until March 31 since their pact was not signed until April 3, 1963.

To Seek Reversal: A spokesman for locals 11 and 53 said he was "astounded" by the NLRB's "peremptory" decision and pledged that the locals "will explore every legal avenue to reverse this ruling." He claimed that an overwhelming percentage of the membership in both locals have voted to disassociate from NABET and to seek certification for the ACA. He declined to comment on the contract extension granted by the networks to NABET, saying he has not read the agreement, but added that this development would have no effect on the locals' intention to pursue their objectives.

A NABET official said its contracts with ABC and NBC cover 2,753 employees in New York and Los Angeles. Approximately 2,000 other NABET members at NBC and ABC work in Chicago, San Francisco, Washington and Cleveland. The union represents engineering and technical workers at the two networks and certain publicity and clerical positions.

CBS is not involved in the negotiations. Its technical employees belong to the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

Meanwhile, in Hollywood last week, Teamsters local 399, representing some 1,500 film studio drivers, asked International Brotherhood of Teamsters officials to revoke a charter granted the American Communications Association. At the same time the Hollywood Teamsters local said it would support the AFL-CIO International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employees in a contest with ACA to represent certain employees at ABC on the West Coast.

ACA is busily trying to win technicians and other broadcast industry employees now largely represented by NABET (BROADCASTING, March 6). In asking that the international executive board of the Teamsters revoke ACA's recent charter of affiliation, local 399 members indicated that they "do not agree with the philosophy" of certain ACA leaders.

NAB to act on licensing S O S

Recommendations for an overhaul of the FCC's procedure in granting operating licenses for broadcast engineers will be developed by the National Association of Broadcasters at the request of its small-market radio committee.

At its meeting in Washington Monday (March 6), the committee noted that the commission's test for operator licenses has always stressed knowledge of the safety-at-sea regulations. It said that broadcasting licenses grew up around these regulations and the tests, as given today, still place more emphasis on marine telegraph knowledge than on information more pertinent to broadcasting.

The committee has asked NAB to prepare a report on overhauling these license requirements for broadcasting and to make a report to the radio board in June.

One possible approach would be a recommendation that the FCC issue a basic operator's license, replacing the present first-, second- and third-class radiotelephone licenses. The basic license holder would be allowed to operate nondirectional stations up to a certain wattage. To go beyond that, i.e., operate directional stations, FM, TV etc, the operator would have to serve an apprentice period and then take a license test for each specified engineering area.

The small-market committee continued its efforts to get the FCC to permit local post offices to give tests for third-class licenses. NAB executives pointed out that a few days earlier FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde had told the NAB State Presidents Conference he would "not be unwilling" to look into
such a project. NAB will write to the chairman urging a formal study of the situation.

Mr. Hyde had also pointed out that the commission itself would like to give the license tests more often if it had the budget to do so.

Other Studies • In addition to the FCC request, the committee will survey, with the aid of state broadcaster associations, how much time and expense is involved in sending station personnel to present examination sites.

The committee also was given a report on the project to get junior colleges to institute broadcasting courses. Harold Niven, assistant to the NAB president, reported that such courses are now in effect in Mount Carmel, Ill., and will go into effect in the fall in Great Bend, Kan. In addition, he said about 75 junior colleges had requested information on the plan.

He also reported that the University of Montana in conjunction with the Montana Association of Broadcasters would hold an eight-week course leading to a first-class operator license.

The committee also plans to study how the new uniform-time law, putting states wholly on either daylight or standard time, will affect daytime-only stations.

Trade center TV effect up in air

Over 500,000 people in the New York City area will get "unintelligible TV reception" if a proposed 110-story World Trade Center is constructed in lower Manhattan as planned.

This conclusion, based on recent engineering studies, was presented last week by the TV Broadcasters All Industry Committee, along with a formal petition to the city's board of estimate to adjourn a March 16 hearing on the trade center until further study on TV interference could be made by the committee and the Port of New York Authority, builder of the trade project.

The TV committee, composed of lawyers and engineers, represents eight TV stations now committed to long-term contracts with the Empire State Building for transmission from atop its 1,475-foot-high TV tower. Its concern was voiced over the possible effect of the trade center, to be located three miles south of the Empire State, in bouncing back TV signals and thus creating a 3-to-5 degree arc of signal blockage north of the Empire State (Broadcasting, Feb. 20).

The committee indicated last week the trade center would result in "a major problem to TV reception," since it would act like a mirror to TV signals. Its result would interfere with reception in the affected arc sector, producing instability in pictures plus a band down the center of the home TV screen. Color TV would be received in the incorrect color tones, the committee added.

A new miniaturized color- TV camera just produced by Cohu Electronics Inc. of San Diego is explained to Bill Conner (r), vice president in charge of commercial production for North Advertising, Chicago, by Dick Moss, manager of video-tape commercial sales at NBC-owned WMAQ-TV Chicago.

The Cohu camera uses three vidicon tubes and is said to be the first commercial unit of its kind, earlier units having been sold to the government. It weighs just 47 pounds with viewer. At WMAQ-TV it is part of the station's new compact color video-tape mobile van used for news work as well as commercial production. The camera feeds a small RCA TR-5 color video-tape recorder inside the van.

Another Study • The PA has again commissioned the Alford Manufacturing Co., Winchester, Mass., to compile all data necessary to make a concrete proposal to the broadcasters for antenna installations atop the trade center.

Mr. Tobin indicated space on the trade center would be given rent-free to the TV stations until their present Empire State leases expire in 1984.

The TV committee believed that relocating the antennas to the trade center "would create other kinds of interference, require home receiving antennas to be reoriented and pose problems under FCC regulations."

The PA had retained Alford in a previous $35,000 study that reported on three basic theoretical possibilities for the TV interference problem: altering existing TV antennas' signal strength toward the trade center; changing the trade center's reflecting character (either facing its surface or tilting walls); or relocating TV antennas from the Empire State to the trade center. The third recommendation was favored because "it would result in updating of the equipment" and "improve coverage because of higher elevation."

Before this study, the PA and the TV industry committee jointly paid for a $23,000 study conducted by Alford and by Jansky & Bailey of Washington. The PA also commissioned Donald G. Fink as its consulting engineer for about $10,000. Its estimated costs for the three TV studies is about $91,500. The TV broadcasters committee has paid out an estimated $11,500.

In addition to TV interference, one TV engineer said the World Trade Center would garble stereo FM signals beamed from the Empire State Building. At least four FM outlets now broadcast stereo from that location.

Consumer electronics show is sold out

Exhibitor space for the 1967 Consumer Electronics Show has been sold out, according to Armin E. Allen, Philco Corp., chairman of the Consumer Products Division of the Electronics Industries Association.

The show, to be held June 25-28 at the Americana and Hilton hotels in New York, will consist of more than 100 exhibitors representing 90% of the consumer electronics industry. To be shown will be TV receivers, radio sets, phonographs, packaged high-fidelity components, audio and video tape recorders and players and electronic organs. The Consumer Electronics Show will take place at the same time and also in the same city as the annual convention of the National Appliance and Radio-TV Dealers Association.
TV Zoomar to offer Australian gear

The introduction of an Australian manufacturer's studio equipment for sale to North and South American TV stations was announced jointly last week by Fred Hoe, managing director of HTS Machine Works, Brisbane, Australia, and Bill Pegler, sales manager, Television Zoomar Co., New York.

The HTS studio equipment will be featured at TV Zoomar's exhibit at the National Association of Broadcasters convention March 31-April 2 in Chicago. Displayed will be the HTS Mark I heavy-duty pedestal and companion cam head for color and monochrome cameras. TV Zoomar will distribute some six HTS models of professional TV camera pedestals, cam heads, tripods, mike booms and other accessories for color and black-and-white TV cameras. HTS, which produces more than 26 models of pedestals, heads and related studio equipment, supplies 95% of all accessory equipment used by TV stations in Australia.

Technical topics . . .

Big stick • WTVJ(TV) Miami, a Wo-metco Enterprises station, has erected a new antenna atop its 1,000-foot tower. The new antenna weighs seven tons and has six transmitting bays.

Loan • WPBSU-TV Tallahassee, Fla., noncommercial operated by Florida State University, has received $50,000 color film slide equipment on a permanent loan basis from WREX-TV Rockford, Ill.

New color tape • A new, high-chroma video tape, designed specifically for color television applications, will be introduced by Memorex Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., at the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago, April 2-5. Called Memorex 78V broadcast video tape, the new product is said to have an increased signal-to-noise ratio, more stable control and audio signals, offer improved head life and fewer dropouts than competing brands.

Mobile van packages for color TV offered

The Technical Materiel Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y., a packager of electronics and communications systems, has established an avionics/broadcast division that will offer color-TV mobile vans.

TMC, which also supplies long-distance radio equipment, has expanded its operation to include packaging of both airborne TV-studio vans as well as basic mobile-TV units from 25 feet up to 40 feet in length. Working for the U. S. government, TMC has constructed complete two-channel TV transmitting and AM/FM radio broadcast stations in four airplanes now in Vietnam. The airborne units broadcast live and taped shows and newscasts to the Vietnamese people and to allied forces. TMC is also building four other airborne units for commercial use.

The new TMC division is prepared to service both industrial and commercial buyers with TV mobile color vans tailored to individual station requirements.

Parabolas could provide satellite-to-home TV

Large, sky-hanging TV transmitting antennas that pop open like a jack-in-the-box have a potential for direct TV broadcasting to the home from a synchronous satellite, the Convair Division of General Dynamics Corp. said last week.

Based on a study Convair prepared for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, large parabolics weighing from 590 pounds to 68,000 pounds could be used to carry as many as 14 TV channels directly to home TV sets, according to John A. Fager, project engineer. The 150-foot diameter dishes could provide direct television reception to an area as big as San Diego-Los Angeles. TV viewers would have to buy a five-foot dish, costing between $40 and $90, for home reception. With a higher-powered system, he added, a 22-foot-by-30-foot parabolic antenna on a satellite could provide coverage for an entire U. S. time zone.

In its report to NASA, Convair said self-erecting antennas of this size were feasible for use in the Apollo man-to-the moon program, as well as for navigation- and communication-satellite systems.

INTERNATIONAL

Opposition files against Canadian satellite plan

Canadian television networks and communications common carriers oppose plans to establish a Canadian-owned satellite communications system for television.

Both the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the Canadian Television network, which is privately owned, were joined in their opposition by the communications departments of the two major railroads and by the Telephone Association of Canada. They expressed their negative views at a special meeting of the Board of Broadcast Governors in Ottawa last week.

The TV plan was proposed last fall by the late Kenneth Sobel of CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., and the Power Corp. of Canada Ltd., a holding company. It suggested a 97-station television network using a satellite in space as a relaying point to beam signals from three production centers (Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver) across Canada. These signals would feed a chain of repeater TV stations.

The broadcasters voiced their opposition to the plan on the ground that such a system would become a national TV service concentrating on national advertising. This would leave individual TV stations dependent solely on local and regional advertising, it was said, and this could spell the demise of many present stations.

The railroad and telephone spokesmen emphasized that any satellite system should take into account all telecommunications needs and be integrated into existing facilities.

UA to set up overseas bases

United Artists Corp. revealed last week that it will set up television production bases in Europe and the Middle East. Harold Breacher, formerly in the television program development department of the Ashley-Famous Talent Agency, will direct the production outlets as head of UA International TV, with headquarters in London. The plan is for UA's overseas operation to facilitate production of any company-affiliated programs that have to be filmed entirely or partly in Europe or the Middle East. United Artists is believed to be the first major U. S. company to create such an operation.
BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Stephen R. Rintoul, VP, Venard, Torbet & McConnell, Los Angeles, moves to New York office as executive in TV department. He is succeeded in Los Angeles by Frank Dougherty, who was with San Francisco office. Richard E. Green, manager, Henry I. Cristal Co., San Francisco, replaces Mr. Dougherty at Venard, Torbet & McConnell, that city.

Anthony D’Onofrio, VP and account supervisor, Robert A. Becker Co., New York, and John Carlucci, account executive, Sudler & Hennessey, same city, named VP’s and account supervisors at S&H, that city.

Peter L. Townsend, Los Angeles sales manager for KEYY and KEZB(FM) Anaheim, Calif., named VP and director of national and regional sales.

John E. Peters, David W. Place, and Kenneth L. Robbins, account supervisors with J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, elected VP’s.

Arthur R. Harrington, VP and manager of SCI division of Interpublic, Detroit, named executive VP at division’s New York office.

Albert B. Shepard, who resigned as president of Eastman TV Inc., New York, (BROADCASTING, Feb. 20), named president of Media Surveys Inc.

Howard G. Haas, executive VP and marketing director of Sealy Inc., Chicago, elected president. He will continue to handle national advertising.

Harold Greenberg, sales manager of KDWB St. Paul, appointed general sales manager.

Robert A. Burke, VP and general manager of radio division of Adam Young Inc., New York, joins Broadcast Communications Group, San Francisco, as manager, radio sales.

Tom Merritt named manager, radio-TV studio facilities, Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, succeeding Bob Boriek, who joins Arthur Meyerhoff Associates there as radio-TV director.

Lewis S. Wechsler, assistant VP in charge of programing, Ted Bates & Co., New York, joins Wells, Rich, Greene, same city, as manager of network operations. He will be in charge of TV programing and responsible for network buying.

Bruce Lang, manager, sales liaison and administration, CBS News, New York, appointed director of that department.

William A. Cummings, account executive, ABC Radio, New York, named assistant director of sales for news and special events, ABC-TV.

Nicholas Newton, with WINS New York, appointed sales manager.

Fred W. Sample, with WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla., appointed sales manager.

R. Joseph Adams, with KXOK St. Louis, named national sales manager. Peter Martin, with KXOK for past 12 years, appointed local sales manager. John Corrigan, sales promotion manager for KXOK, becomes station sales coordinator.

Carmel A. Hehn, with WOR-TV New York, named manager of sales service.

Shirley M. Bush, manager of merchandising and promotion department for KMBC Kansas City, Mo., appointed sales service manager for KLAC Los Angeles.

J. Joseph Clarke, with WCBM Baltimore, named sales service manager.

Warren Uttall, program and promotion manager of WLVA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va., appointed to newly created post of manager, sales development and promotion.


Dorothy Parisi, VP and assistant general manager for Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, named VP and general manager.

Robert Cargill, VP of The Marschalk Co., Atlanta, also named associate creative director, with responsibility for total creative product and creative staff of Atlanta office.

Albert J. Silverstein, with Tidewater Oil Co., New York, appointed merchandising manager for firm’s eastern division.

Marge V. Aviles, art director for educational division of Xerox Corp., Rochester, N. Y., joins WPX-FM and WPX-TV New York as art director.

Peter W. Evans, with P. Ballantine & Sons, Providence, R. I., named ad-
vertising coordinator for New England.


Monte G. Newman, account executive for NBC's WABC-TV Washington, appointed account executive for NBC Television Spot Sales, Chicago.

Barton D. Ladd, marketing services manager of international division of A. B. Dick Co., Chicago, joins N. W. Ayer & Son there as account executive.

Howard R. Morgan, personnel assistant with Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Co., Philadelphia, joins Ayer, that city, in plans and marketing department.

Bert Randolph Sugar, formerly account executive with Papert, Koenig, Lois; J. Walter Thompson, and McCann-Erickson, all New York, joins Street & Finney, that city, as account supervisor.

Mary Reilly Wilson, with Weightman Inc., Philadelphia, named creative supervisor.

Anthony S. Ocepek, promotion manager of Olas Corp., Cleveland, joins WKY-TV, that city, as account executive.

Leland A. Jackoway, with WLWC-TV Columbus, Ohio, joins WLWD-TV Dayton, Ohio, as account executive. Both are Avco Broadcasting Corp. stations.

Frank Drake, with news department of WAVY-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk-Newport News, Va., joins station's sales department as account executive.

Paul R. Abrams, with Advertising Time Sales, New York, joins WABC, that city, as account executive.

Michael Roe, media planner and buyer with The Marschall Co., New York, joins WMAL Washington, as account executive.

Jerry Frericks, member of Norfolk Neptunes football team, joins WAVY Portsmouth, Va., as account executive.


Martin Fritze, with Foster Advertising Ltd., Toronto, appointed radio and television producer for W. B. Doner and Co., Detroit.

Peter Ford, with Warwick & Legler, New York, joins Geer, Dubois & Co. there as copy writer. Edward Ward, with Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, joins Geer, Dubois there as art director.

Howard Pearlstine, previously with Firestone & Associates and Lavenson Bureau of Advertising, both Philadelphia, joins Al Paul Lefton Co. there as copy writer.


Thomas Griffin, with Compton Advertising, Chicago, joins Allen, Anderson, Niefeld & Paley there as media buyer.

Dan Tapson, with Metromedia's WP Philadelphia, joins staff of Metro Radio Sales, New York.

Thomas R. Smart, general manager of Van Prag Productions, Detroit, joins staff of Stockwell & Marcuse, Southfield, Mich.

Michael J. Connery, with New York sales staff of Field Enterprises Inc., newspaper division, joins sales staff of firm's WPLD-TV Chicago.

F. A. Wurster, salesmen at CKLW Windsor, Ont.-Detroit, moves to CKLW-TV sales.

Kenneth J. Costa, librarian, Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, named director of RAB's new marketing information bureau, which is expansion of library.

MEDIA

John G. MacAllister, acting president of noncommercial WCNY-TV Syracuse, N. Y., elected president. Frederick Luchsinger, business manager of North Syracuse (N. Y.) Central Schools, named to new post of business manager of WCNY-TV, effective Aug. 1.

John Pearson, sales manager of KMBR-FM Kansas City, Mo., named station director, succeeding Reid Leath, who moves to KSFR-FM San Francisco. KMBR and KSFR are Metromedia stations.

Changes on the Hill

Frederick J. Lordan, administrative assistant to Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) for six years, has been appointed staff director of the Senate Commerce Committee, which is headed by Senator Magnuson.

Mr. Lordan will assume duties previously held by Gerald Grinstein, chief counsel of the committee, who is leaving to take Mr. Lordan's post as administrative assistant to Senator Magnuson, and Edward Jarrett, chief clerk, who is retiring after 25 years' service on the committee. Positions of chief counsel and chief clerk are being abolished.

Michael Perschuk, formerly staff counsel for trade regulation matters, has been appointed the committee's general counsel.

Tom Sheeley, operations manager of Midcontinent Broadcasting's KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., named to new post of VP in charge of broadcast operations for KELO-AM-FM-TV. Jim Molohan, manager of KELO-AM-FM and special assistant to president in charge of CATV, named to new post of VP in charge of Midcontinent's South Dakota CATV operations. Pat Rickert, assistant manager in charge of sales for KELO, named manager. Daniel P. Mitchell, sales manager for KEZY and KEZK (FM) Santa Monica, Calif., named executive VP and general manager.

Peter E. Schruth, senior VP, corporate development, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., adds responsibility as vice chairman of Westinghouse Learning Co., subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Co. Mr. Schruth also is a member of WBC's board of directors and executive planning committee. Learning company's activities are broad-based in field of education. Mr. Schruth will be responsible for developing strategy and long-range planning.

James J. Nathan, station manager of WINS Louisville, Ky., named VP and general manager.

Reid L. Shaw, VP and general manager of General Electric Broadcasting's WGY, WGFM (FM) and WRGB-TV Schenectady, N. Y., also named VP and general manager of General Electric Cablevision Corp., that city.

Ralph W. Beaudin, ABC group VP-radio, named to National Association of Broadcasters radio board, replacing Robert R. Pauley, ABC Radio president.

Arthur Plaut, operator of his own advertising and PR firm in Cincinnati, named VP for administration and community relations at KSDO-AM-FM San Diego.

Frank Minner, Rollins Inc. executive, appointed general manager for company-owned KDAY Santa Monica, Calif. He succeeds Larry Buskett, who resigned. Albert Files, another Rollins executive, named assistant to general
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manager and will take over some of duties of John Thackaberry, sales manager, who also resigned.

Dale S. Low, manager of KWXI Mo- berly, Mo., appointed general manager of KSMN Mason City, Iowa.

Donald D. Sullivan, VP and general manager of KVTV(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, named general manager of Universal Cable Vision Inc., CATV service oper- ating in Florida and subsidiary of Cowles Communications Inc., New York.

Don Whan, chief engineer of KJFT Wichita Falls, Tex., also named assistant manager.

Hosmer W. Roberson, with board of education at Huntsville City, Ala., named director of coordination for Alabama ETV Commission, Birmingham.

Robert K. King, WKBW-TV Buffalo, elected president, New York State Broadcasters Association. Other new appointments include: Walter A. Schwartz, WABC New York, elected VP; William McKibben, administrative assistant, WBNF Buffalo, elected secretary, and John B. Lynch, president, WWSC Glen Falls, re-elected treasurer.

Thomas J. Oslovich, systems con- sultant to CBS Inc., joins WWBR Chicago, as controller.

**PROGRAMING**

James J. Burke, VP and controller, Monroe International division, Litton Industries, New York, joins Paramount Pictures Corp., same city, as VP and chief financial officer.


Irv Wilson, with Lamplighter Pro- ductions, New York, TV packaging firm, joins General Artists Corp., same city, as executive in TV department, in charge of national sales.

Pare Lorentz Jr., with Savage-Fried- man Inc., New York, appointed executive producer/director of specials for industry and documentary division.

Ray Wild, formerly with Field Commu- nications Corp., Chicago, and indepen- dent consultant in TV program syndication, joins Trans-Lux Television Corp. Chicago, as sales manager of firm's Midwest division.

John S. Mullen, with WWLP(TV) Springfield, Mass., appointed program director. Orlando M. (Lon) Mirolli, director at WWLP, named assistant program director and special events director.

Al Covina, producer with KSFR(FM) San Francisco, appointed program di- rector and assistant manager.

Walter Covell, assistant program man-ager and director of religious, educa- tional and public service programing at WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., appointed program director of state Department of Education's applicant for channel 36, noncommercial in Providence, R. I. Peter Bertani, formerly with WJAR-TV and noncommercial WCHR-TV Boston, is to be producer-director for applicant.

Wilbert Roth, with Videotape Center, New York, named di- rector of creative services. Denis K. Har- rington, with Videotape Center, New York, named staff producer.

Adrian Joseph, writer and associate producer for KNXT( tv) Los Angeles, joins KABC-TV there as producer in charge of feature film programing.


Otis Riggs, with NBC-TV, New York, joins Audio Productions Inc., that city, as art director.

Scott D. Palmer Jr., assistant pro- duction manager and announcer for KCBO San Diego, appointed production manager for KDEO, that city.

**NEWS**

Peter Burns, reporter for CBS News, Atlanta, named correspondent.

Don Berges of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., joins Sims News Bureau, Washing- ton, as reporter.

Wallace O’Hara, newsmen with WEEZ Boston, named news director. Lincol- n Harner joins WEEZ as political and city news reporter.

George T. Phillips, day editor on news desk of ABC Radio, New York.

**BUYING TIME IN CHATTANOOGA?**

Don’t sign a turkney contract until you check with

**LET VIKING**

**TURN ON**

**TURNKEY**
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named producer of ABC Reports series of news reports aired five times daily on ABC Radio.

Robert Scott, newsman for KMKN Denver, joins KHOW as news director. He replaces Jack Fitzpatrick, who becomes station relations director.

Wayne Johnson, with WEOL and WBEA(FM) Elyria, Ohio, appointed news director.

Charles Murphy, correspondent for NBC News, Washington, joins network's Saigon news bureau.

Ron Milligan, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. correspondent in Spain, transfers to Saigon to cover war in Vietnam. Ed Dorsey, present Saigon correspondent, returns to WBC's Wind, Chicago.

Gil Haar, with WNEW Oakland, Calif., named news director.


George S. Friedman, newsman with WBBM Chicago, named editorial director.

Joel Fowler, Khoa-TV, elected chairman of Colorado AP Broadcasters Association.

Joseph L. Glover, with WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; Marc Howard, with WPMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio; Jim Miller, with WATE-TV Knoxville, Tenn.; William McCreary, with WLIB New York; James Allday, with Newsweek magazine, and James Sasser, former UPI correspondent and staffer at El Tiempo, New York Spanish language daily, join WNEW-TV New York, as reporters.

Jim Hawthorne and Al Allen join news staff of KGBM-AM Honolulu.

Emmett Cronan, formerly with Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and KCBY-TV Coos Bay, Ore., joins news staff of KFMB San Diego.

Jeff Hendrickson, with WIVV Belle- ville, Ill., appointed to news staff of KKOL St. Louis.

John J. Walsh, overnight cables editor in UPI's New York headquarters, appointed southern division news manager, succeeding John G. Griffin, who becomes national executive sports editor for UPI, New York. Richard H. Growald, with UPI, New York, replaces Mr. Walsh as overnight cables editor.

Charles E. Noland, for 10 years UPI's regional executive for Florida, resigns to join Tampa, Fla., office of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith.

FANFARE

John Lollos, manager, promotion, NBC, New York, appointed director of promotion. Jay Michels, supervisor of guest relations, named coordinator, promotion, in Los Angeles office. Lawrence I. Miller, broadcast promotion specialist, named manager, guest relations, also in Los Angeles.

Sid Desfor, manager of NBC press photography department in New York since June 1955, named director.

Joel W. Caesar, publicity newswriter and radio-TV coordinator at Yeshiva University, New York, named PR manager of WMCA, that city.

Gus Thomas, general manager of WERF Richmond, Va., named promotions director for WGSN Charleston, S. C.

Bill Hahn, with WNAC-TV Boston, named to new post of community relations director.

ALLIED FIELDS

Betty Furness, who has been doing daily radio show for CBS called Ask Betty Furness, named presidential assistant on consumer affairs (see page 36).


Franz Allina, director of marketing and public relations for WMCA New York and parent Straus Broadcasting Group, joins Agency for International Development, Washington, effective April 3, in newly created post of special assistant to director of Agency's information staff. Mr. Allina plans to return to broadcasting after his tour of duty with AID.

INTERNATIONAL

Stephen Simon, general manager of Erwin Wasey Inc., Santurce, P. R., joins Norman, Craig & Kimmel de Puerto Rico, San Juan, P. R., as VP and general manager. Mr. Simon succeeds Gerald Dawson, who returns to Norman, Craig & Kimmel (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, to undertake new account management assignments.

Donald W. Howorth, media supervisor at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, resigns to become partner in T. A. Pryne & Associates, London-based international communications systems consulting firm.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

G. Russell Chambers, director of engineering for Rollins Inc., Wilmington, Del., elected VP-engineering.

Robert B. Fulton, president of Anaconda Wire and Cable Co., New York, resigns to become VP of parent Anaconda Co.


James Cochrane, chief engineer at KORK Las Vegas, appointed chief engineer at WEOL and WBEA(FM) Elyria, Ohio.


Ozro E. Simerly, studio technical operations supervisor for WBTV, named technical operations manager. T. Clifton Livingston, with WBTV, succeeds Mr. Simerly. Howard S. Caldwell named studio technical maintenance supervisor for WBTV.

Thomas K. Prior, formerly with WPXO-TV Providence, R. I., and WTEV-T youtube New Bedford, Mass., to be chief engineer of channel 36, noncommercial in Providence, R. I., being sought by state Dept. of Education.

William H. Myers, manager, market planning, television picture tubes, for RCA, Harrison, N. J., appointed manager, marketing department, for RCA television picture tube division.

Martin Charles and Tom Walkervic, district managers for Channel Master Corp., Ellenville, N. Y., appointed regional managers.

Ray D. Dennis, with entertainment products division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Batavia, N. Y., appointed to newly created post of manager of quality and customer acceptance.

Harold Schumacher, director of engineering of Overmyer Communications.


Gerard H. Berberian, with Computer, Inc., Waltham, Mass., appointed product manager for sound recording tapes.

DEATHS

William J. McDonald, 74, senior VP of Wendell P. Colton division of Wesley Advertising Inc., New York, died March 6 in Harkness Pavilion of Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center in New York.

Robert Q. Glass Jr., 51, director of sales research and development at WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C., died Feb 28 after illness. Glass joined sales department of WFBC 26 years ago, and later moved over to WFBC-TV. Surviving are his wife, Sallie, son and two daughters.

J. W. (Bill) Slates, 57, VP and general manager of KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark., died March 7 at Fort Smith hospital after short illness and surgery. Mr. Slates entered radio as sportscaster with KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., in 1929, working up to general manager before leaving station in 1948. He later was commercial manager of WRAV Savannah, Ga., and manager of KFSA. He is survived by his wife, Maurine, son and two daughters.

Philip Brestoff, 59, former general sales manager for KRLA Burbank, Calif., died of heart attack March 6 in Los Angeles. Mr. Brestoff was once musical director of WXYZ Detroit and later manager of that station. He also was sales manager for KABC Los Angeles for several years. He is survived by his wife and two sons.


Rudolph Block, 61, VP of Fairfax Inc., agency in New York, died Feb. 28 after long illness in Memorial hospital, Hollywood, Fla. Surviving are his wife, Sylvia, and daughter.

Nelson Eddy, 65, once a featured performer on radio's top show, The Chase and Sanborn Hour, with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, collapsed of a stroke on a nightclub stage in Miami March 5 and died in hospital next morning. Mr. Eddy made frequent guest appearances on television. He is survived by his wife, Helen, currently with WLOF Orlando, Fla.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, March 2 through March 8 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: Ann.—announced, ant.— antenna, aur.—aural, CATV—community antenna television, CH—channel, critical hours, CP—construction permit, D-day—day of specified hours, ERT—effective radiated power, kw—kilowatts, LS—local station, me—megacycles, mod—modulation, N—night, SCA—subauditory communications authorization, SSA—specified service authorization, STA—special temporary authorization, trans—transmitter, UHF—ultra high frequency, U—unlimited hours, VHF—very high frequency, vis.—visual, w—watts, —educational.

New TV Stations

APPLICATIONS

Rochester, N. Y.—Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., seeks UHF ch. 61 (756-758 mc); ERP 711 kw vis., 142 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 400 ft.; ant. height above ground 400 ft.; P. O. address: 727 Third Avenue, New York 10017. Estimated construction cost $796,846; first-year operating cost $550,000; revenue $350,000. Geographic coordinates 43° 16' 14" north lat.; 77° 48' 21" west long. Type trans., RCA TTR-30A, Type antenna, see CP-303. Legal counsel: Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, N. Y. and Cohen and Berfield, Washington; consulting engineer Jules Cohen & Associates, Washington, Principal: Applicant has been granted CP for new UHF in Denver, Harbinger Broadcasting Co., in which applicant is partner, has been granted CP for new UHF in Austin, Ga. Applicant has applications pending for CPs for new UHF in Portland, Ore., and Phoenix and is partner in Harbinger's application for CP for new UHF in Salt Lake City, University of Rochester owns 36,000 shares of Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., and is licensee of WEUR-FM Rochester and participates in WXWW(TV) Rochester. Mr. Rimer B. Milliman is a director and has stock in Star Television Corp., one of nine applicants for ch. 13 in Rochester and one of eight applicants in that proceeding which participate in the interim operation of WOR(TV). Mr. George L. Todd has stock in Genesee Valley Telecasting Inc., which is also involved in two operations mentioned. Mr. Paul Miller is president and director of WBEC Inc., wholly owned subsidiary of Gannett Inc. and licensee of WHEC-AM-TV Rochester. Mr. John W. Remington is a director of Gannett Inc. Messrs. LeRoy Thompson and Gilbert C. McCurdy have interests in Star Television Corp. also and Mr. Carl Nixon has interest in Genesee. Ann. March 2.

Rochester, N. Y.—Philip V. Hahn Jr. seeks
UHF ch. 31 (572-578 mc; ERP 294 kw vis.; 236 kw our.; 616 feet above ground; terrain 235 ft.; ant. height above ground 235 ft.) address: 110 East Main Street, Rochester. Estimated construction cost $41,800; first-year operating cost $228,500; revenue for first year $459,600. Geographical coordinates 43° 60' 22" north lat.; 77° 39' 23" west long. Type trans. RCA TGU-15L. Type ant. RCA TGU-203L. Legal counsel fly, Shuebruck, Blume & Giering, 2232 Rush St., Chicago. Consultant engineer Serge Borgen, Fairfax, Va., Prin. Mr. Hain is president, treasurer, director and 100% stockholder in drug company, president, treasurer and director of subsidiary, Paine Drug Co., Paine's Inc. and Paine-Erie Hospital Supply Inc., also subsidiary of Paine Drug Co. J. Dr. Mr. V. L. A. is partner in firm of Chas. B. & Co.

FINAL ACTIONS
Albany, N. Y.—Mercury Media Inc. Broadcast Bureau granted UHF ch. 45 (566-568 mc; 40 kw vis.; 405 feet above ground; terrain 220 ft.; ant. height above ground 221 ft.) address: c/o Gerald V. Arthur, Box 1300, Albany 12, Estimated construction cost $41,378; first-year operating cost $350,000; revenue $688,000. Studio and trans. both to be located in Glensmont, N. Y. Geographical coordinates 42° 55' 06" north lat.; 74° 49' 23" west long. Type trans. RCA TGU-10A; type ant. RCA TGU-25MN. Legal counsel fly, Shuebruck, Blume & Giering, 2232 Rush St., Chicago. Consultant engineer Paul G. C. Co. Upper Montclair, N. J. Prin. Mr. Kraushaar, 101 S. Rush St., Chicago, and J. J. L. Hessen (32% each). Mr. Lazare is in textile business. Mr. Hessen is lawyer. Mr. Kraushaar is publisher of newspapers on Long Island, N. Y. Action May 18.


OTHER ACTIONS
■ Review of applications for UHF ch. 22, 704-710 mc; ERP 58 kw vis. of Tidewater, Ala., televion broadcast proceeding. Docs. 15460 and 16257. Permitted to amend application of agreement filed Feb. 8 by Symphony Network Work Corp. and Steel City Broadcast Corp.; disposed of objection to proposed station call sign. Action pending.
■ By memorandum opinion and order, denied request of Tar Heel Television Inc. for fifth commercial TV channel in Charlotte, N. C., on grounds called attention to its responsibility under communications act, to provide a fair and equitable distribution of television service among various states and communities. Noting that Charlotte already has four commercial and one educational TV channels, other channels have been assigned to nearby communities, and that supply of potential assignments in the future may not meet future needs in other communities is extremely small, commission concluded that Charlotte now has its fair share of available assignments and additional assignment is not warranted at this time, Action March 1.

■ Hearing Examiner James J. McFarland, on merits of applications of Adirondack Television Corp. and Northeast Television Corporation, both Baton Rouge, La., granted joint petition of applicants and order for filing of proposed findings form March 6 to March 16, and rejected from March 20 to March 30 (Docs. 16772-78).

■ Hearing Examiner Iadsnore A. Hong on March 2 in proceeding on TV applications of Romac Baton Rouge Corp. and Capitol Television Broadcasting Corp., both Baton Rouge, granted petition for leave to amend filed by applicant Capitol Television Broadcasting Corp., reflecting business interests of its stockholders (Docs. 17055-66).

■ Hearing Examiner David L. Kraushaar on March 2 in proceeding on TV applications of Monroe Television Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. et al., remand, issued memorandum of ruling on March 1 on arrangements for testimony of witnesses under subpoena, board's memorandum of opinion and order (Docs. 14358-72, 14444-46).

■ Commission adopted notice of proposed rulemaking to assign UHF ch. 25 to Asheville, N. C. Proposals in response to notice of proposed rulemaking to assign ch. 25 to Asheville, filed by applicant Capital Television Broadcasting Inc., were in opposition to proposal for authority to construct and operate new UHF TV channel in Asheville, Action March 1.

■ Commission adopted notice of proposed rulemaking to assign UHF television broadcast ch. 3 to Myerstown, Pa., which is currently assigned UHF ch. 11, and ch. 24 is reserved for educational television broadcasting. Proposal to assign two television channels is based on two separate petitions, one by Kenneth J. Schwarz who proposes to apply for authority to construct and operate new commercial TV station in Myerstown Pgh. if channel is permitted and second by Broadcasting Inc., which proposes to apply for authority to construct and operate new commercial TV station in Myerstown as successor to channel of authorized UHF TV ch. 44 at St. Peterburg, Action March 8.

■ By notice of proposed rulemaking, commission invited comments to proposed rule to assign and reserve for educational use TV ch. 6, was not presently assigned, in Agana, Guam. Governor and Department of Education of Guam have requested reservations as part of future education TV broadcast program of territory, Action March 1.

■ Adopted report and order in Doc. 16988 moving UHF TV broadcast ch. 15 from Portland, Ore., to Scappoose, Or., on grounds of assignment ch. 25 to Ulica as replacement for ch. 15. Pursuant to petition by New York TV broadcasters in Portland, commission originally proposed to move ch. 36 from Elmira, N. Y., to Portland, Or., with ch. 15 in Elmira. Since that time, two applications have been filed for ch. 36 and alternative adopted will leave ch. 36 in Elmira, allowing first TV channel to Portland, Or., and provide suitable replacement for channel vacated by Elmira March 1.

■ CALL LETTER APPLICATIONS
- Medallion Broadcasters Inc., Sioux City, Iowa. Requests KBMI-TV. Action Mar. 6
- Marvin H. Carl, Jackson, Miss. Requests WWHO-TV. Action Mar. 6
- Mississippi Authority for Educational TV, Jackson, Miss. Requests WMAA(TV). Action Mar. 6

■ DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
Memphis—Gamma Televison Corp., John M. McDonald, Jr., filed comments opposing applications of WMMK(TV) for reassignment of WMMK(TV) to its affiliates and Victor Muscar and Cliff Ford d/b a Memphis Broadcasting Associates—a FCC designated consolidated hearing applications for new TV's to operate on ch. 4. Action March 1.

■ Existing TV stations

■ FINAL ACTION
KUHI-TV (Ch. 2) Boston Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ERP to 568 kw vis. 1,136 kw aur., suscept to being sighted to 1,060 ft.; condition. Action March 1.
■ WAFT-TV Kansas City, Mo.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change ERP to 253 kw vis., 56 kw aur., to transmit to 1,136 ft.; install triplexer. Action March 1.
■ WTV-T-Little Rock, Ark.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ERP to 235 kw vis., 56 kw aur., to transmit to 1,136 ft.; install triplexer. Action March 1.
■ WMKG(TV) Muskegon, Mich.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ERP to 253 kw vis., 56 kw aur., to transmit to 1,136 ft.; condition. Action March 7.
■ WECO-TV Pittsburgh—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change ERP to 255 kw vis., 56 kw aur., to transmit to 1,101 ft., conditions. Action March 7.
■ WNWO-TV Portsmouth, Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change ERP to 174 kw vis., 30 kw aur. Action March 7.

■ OTHER ACTIONS
- Commission waived Sec. 73.851(c) of rules to permit following Zenith to accomplish their visual transmission patterns or station identification signals with signals similar to those used in their programming schedules; condition: in their station license identification signals; see Off. Feb. 28, issuance of WXGA-TV Waycross; WYAN-TV Savannah; WNBW-TV Plattsburg, WABF-TV Boston; WDBN-TV Westerly; WDCO-TV Cohasset, and WJIA TV Ashburn, all Georgia. Action March 1.

■ ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
- Hearing Examiner Powell L. McClearing on March 2 in proceeding on TV application of Selma, Ala., granted petition for leave to amend filed by applicant regarding financial matters (Doc. 16988). On March 3 in proceeding on TV application of Selma, Ala., granted petition for leave to amend filed by applicant regarding financial matters (Doc. 16988). Selma, Ala., granted petition for amendment of application dated March 13 to April 12; by separate order granted request of Broadcast Corporation that a representative of WCWT-TV News be permitted to testify (Doc. 16988).
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SUMMARY OF BROADCASTING

Compiled by Broadcasting, March 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Le.</th>
<th>ON AIR</th>
<th>CP'S</th>
<th>NOT ON AIR</th>
<th>CP'S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>4,099</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial FM</td>
<td>1,571</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-UHF</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational FM</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-UHF</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-UHF</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by Broadcasting, March 8

VHF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Le.</th>
<th>CP'S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommercial</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UHF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Le.</th>
<th>CP'S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommercial</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC, Nov. 30, 1966

COM'L AM | COM'L FM | COM'L TV | EDUC FM | EDUC TV

Licensed (all on air) | 4,083 | 1,533 | 576 | 290 | 97 |
CP's on air (new stations) | 25 | 69 | 46 | 10 | 19 |
CP's on air (not new stations) | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
Total authorized stations | 4,180 | 1,844 | 760 | 319 | 167 |
Licensed deleted | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
CP's deleted | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

4 In addition, two AMs operate with Special Temporary Authorization.
5 In addition, one licensed VHF is not on the air, two VHF's operate with STA's, and three licensed UHFs are not on the air.

New AM stations

APPLIcATIONS

Prattville, Ala.—Prattville Radio Inc. Seeks 1410 kc, 1 kw N, 5 kw-D, P. O. address: Box 230. Estimated construction cost $79,000; first-year operating cost $12,000; revenue $120,000. Principals: Calvin M. Whitesell, attorney, has interest in two cemeteries, has interest in retail food business, has interest in company engaged in contracting business, owns property, distributes business publication, is owner of Continental Inc., dormant corporation. Mr. Gilliam is executive vice president and director of textile stockholder, officer and director of accession corporation, finance company, boat sales and storage; director of bank and partner in house rentals. Ann. March 7.

Circleville, Ohio—George E. Worstell. Seeks 1560 kc, 1 kw-D, P. O. address: Route 5, Lucasville, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $67,000; first-year operating cost $40,000; revenue $60,000. Principals: Mr. Worstell is majority owner of home supply company. Ann. March 7.

El Paso, Tex.—Jack R. McVeigh. Seeks 1500 kc, 1 kw-D, P. O. address: 2421 Frankfort Avenue, El Paso 79920. Estimated construction cost $44,854; first-year operating cost $45,000; revenue $75,000. Principals: Mr. McVeigh is president and director and has 25% interest in Broadcasting Inc. and is general manager of XELO Ciudad Juarez, Chih., Mexico. Ann. March 7.

FINAL ACTIONS

Anchorage, Alaska—Richard C. Crever, Broadcast Bureau granted 600 kc, 3 kw-D, P. O. address: 320 4th Ave., Anchorage 99501. Estimated construction cost $4,154; first-year operating cost $8,400; revenue $7,000. Mr. Crever is manager and 25% owner of Army Navy surplus store in Anchorage. Action March 3.

Brisbane, Calif.—Solid Rock Ministries Inc. Broadcast Bureau granted 920 kc, 5 kw-D, P. O. address: Box 480, Burbank, Calif. Estimated construction cost $28,301; first-year operating cost $30,000; revenue $35,000. Solid Rock is non-profit religious organization.

82 (FOR THE RECORD)


Jamesown, Ky.—Russell Broadcasting Corp. Broadcast Bureau granted 1060 kc, 1 kw-D, P. O. address: Box 12, Science Hill. Ky. Estimated operating cost $10,600; revenue $35,000; Principals: Clayborn Scales (26%), Ressa Scales (24%), Morris Gaskins (26%) and Jone Gaskins (24%). Mr. Gaskins is announced as WTLO Somerset, Ky. Action Feb. 28.

OTHER ACTIONS

Fort Pierce, Fla.—Walter A. Duke Jr. (St. Lucie Broadcasting Corp.—has memorandum opinion and order, commission dismissed application for AM broadcasting CP (for new station with following facilities: 1970 kc, 1 kw-D (Day) (permitted to Sec. 154.64(b) of rules. Action March 1.

By memorandum opinion and order, commission returned as untimely application of Cook Inc. for new AM to operate in Elyctville, Ind. and directed for hearing following mutually exclusive proposals: Kflyhawk Broadcasting Corp; Gem City Broadcasting Co., both Kettering, Ohio; Western Ohio Broadcasting Service Inc., Eaton; Tretty City Radio Inc., Greenville all Ohio; Bloomington Broadcasting Co., Bloomington, Ind.; Voice of Ohio Valley Inc., Louisville; Shively Broadcasting Co., Shively, both Kentucky, and Albert S. Tesesco (WWCM), Brazil, Ind. Action March 1.

Princeton, Ky. Well Better Broadcasters Corp.—By order, commission dismissed application for AM broadcast CP (for new station with following facilities: 1500 kc, 1 kw-D (Day) pursuant to Sec. 154.64(b) of rules. Action March 1.

By order, commission denied petition filed Feb. 24, by Sanford A. Schaffitz, to join proceeding, until Schaffitz's right to participate as applicant has been finally determined; specifically that in Lorain, Ohio, standard broadcast (Proceedings (1968-8) 1). Commissioner Johnson not participating. Action March 6.

By order, commission denied petition, filed Feb. 24, by Sanford A. Schaffitz, to join proceeding, until Schaffitz's right to participate as applicant has been finally determined; specifically that in Lorain, Ohio, standard broadcast (Proceedings (1968-8) 1). Commissioner Johnson not participating. Action March 6.


ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on March 4, in proceeding on AM application of Goodman Broadcasting Co, granted application in full to file proposed findings from March 3 to March 13 (Doc. 16880).


Hearing Examiner Millard F. French on March 3 in proceeding on AM applications of Voice of Music Inc. (WFWM) Monticello, Tennessee Valley Broadcasting Inc. and Radio Inc. of Kentucky Burlington, all Alabama, granted request of applicant Tennessee Valley Broadcasting Inc. and scheduled further prehearing conference for March 8 (Docs. 17058-60).


Hearing Examiner Forest L. McAllister on March 1 in proceeding on AM applications of Charles W. Jobbs, Costa Mesa, Calif., granted request of hearing examiner to hold prehearing conference on March 7 to March 9 (Docs. 16744-46).

Hearing Examiner C. Carle of Broadcasting Inc. Scheduled hearing for April 26, 1966 (Doc. 16572).

Hearing Examiner Chester L. Naumoff on March 2 in proceeding on AM applications of Northwest Broadcasters Inc. (KBVU) Bellevue, Wash. et al., denied request for continuation of conference from Northwest Broadcasters Inc. and proceedings will not be held on April 3, as previously scheduled (Docs. 16606-10).

CALL LETTER APPLICATIONS


Lighthouse Broadcasting Co., Macon, Ga., Requests WQIX.

Radio Voice of Dover-Foxcroft, Me., Requests WMZJ.

Swain County Broadcasting, Bryson City, N. C., Requests WBIN.

Widge Ridge Broadcast Co., Harrisonburg, Va., Requests WKKC.

DESIGNATED FOR HEARING

St. Louis Broadcasting Inc. and Metro-East Broadcasting Inc. are seeking new license to operate a broadcast station to operate on 1460 kc, with 250 w-N, 1 kw-L, at East St. Louis, Ill., in lieu of a petition opposed by KSLA Inc. and St. Louis Broadcasting Inc. application. Commission adopted statement of record. Action March 1.


Existing AM stations

APPLICATION

WTTQ, Manistique, Mich.—Seeks mod. of license to change hours of operation from unconfined to conformed hours, Mon. to Sun.: 6 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Ann. March 2.

ACTION APPLICATION

KWNW-AM-AM-AM-AM, inc.-Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change hours of operation to full-time operation; when requesting, to operate in trans-ant. from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. at Las Vegas, Nv. 64, just west of State Highway #1, Winnemucca, Nev.

KATN Boise, Idaho.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change frequency of daytime AE to 960 kc, and for nighttime AE from 1 kw to 5 kw. Commission also granted CP to change direction of installation of directional antenna for 0.3 miles south of city limits on U.S. Highway 20, effective March 3.

KWOK, Charleston, W. Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to increase power of AM station from 5 kw to 1500 kw, unlimited time. Action March 3.

KUML Honolulu.—Broadcast Bureau waived CP granted for additional nighttime facility for Sec 73.57 of rules and accepted for filing application for license. Commission granted CP to change transposition from 5 kw to 5 kw. Action March 3.

NEW FM stations

APPLICATIONS

Jesus, Ga.—Tri-Central Broadcasting Inc. seeks 105.5 mc., call sign KFLY, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain, 370 ft. P. O. address: Box 474, Jesup 31545. Estimated construction cost $21,000; first-year operating cost $10,000; revenue none. Principals: Dr. L. J. Cray Jr., L. E. Hinchman; Rev. R. H. Polston; L. J. Cray Sr., Lo- dwal; L. J. Cray Jr., Mrs. L. J. Cray; L. E. Hinchman, Mrs. L. E. Hinchman. Action March 1.


Lagrange, Ill.—Lyons township High School and Junior College, Seek 88.3 mc., call sign WXXL, 10 kw. Ant. height above average terrain, 370 ft. P. O. address: 100 South Brainard, La- grove 62050, EST. cost $2,106.60; first-year operating cost $5,500; revenue none. Principals: To be adminis- tered by Board of Trustees. Action March 1.


Jo-Jo, Inc.---Oral State College Seeks 93.9 mc., call sign WOTC, 5 kw. Ant. height above average terrain, 370 ft. P. O. address: 1002 E. 16th St., Bloomington, Ill. 61701, EST. cost $17,500. Principals: Mr. and Mrs. John W. Rogers, President. Action March 1.


INFORMATION

Cooper.--Hearing Examiner Basel P. Cooper is in- itiated initial decision looking toward grant of application for license to operate a station at Fort Bragg, N. C., for permit to change facilities of KKMJ Grand Island, Neb., to operate station on 750 kc, 10 kw, directonalized and limited by WSB Atlanta, by relo- cating its transmitter site and operate as class II-A station on 880 kc, with power of 50 kw, 0.1 kw-L, and with different direc- tional antenna patterns day and night (con- ditions include). Commission adopted statement of record regarding new small signal operation at Nehaha- ska Rural Radio Association for permit to change facilities of KKNJ Lincoln, Neb., from operation as class II-A station on 1010 kc, with power of 50 kw, 0.1 kw-L, and with different direc- tional antenna patterns day and night (Nehaha- ska Rural Radio Association). Action March 15.

OTHER ACTIONS

WEBB Almadon Inc. of Florida and WBBK-AM-AM-AM-AM-AM, inc.—Broadcast Bureau by memoran- dum and order, and denied requests for waiver of Sec. 73.24(b) (3) (ii) of rules and returned application as unacceptable for filing. Action March 2.

Barley abstained from voting. Action March 2.

NEW FM stations

APPLICATIONS

KXMS-AM-AM-AM-AM-AM-AM, inc.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change license of WMNA, licensee of WMNA-AM-FM-AM, to reflect change of station call sign from KXMS to WMNA. Action March 2.
mated construction cost $5,760; first-year operating costs, $5,550; revenue $3,000; profit $4,800.

5. Approved waiver to rebroadcast KOLM-FM, Everson, Wash., for one week, subject to curtailment in c/>ondition, Action March 1.

6. New Brownfield, Minn.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for new FM station to operate on ch. 30, in an area about 960 mi. from the station.

7. New KUGR-FM, Kugers, Ariz.—By amendment order of Commissioner Bartley, the station's call sign will be WALI-FM.

8. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted license for a new FM station to operate on ch. 61, with its transmitter at Bantley, Ont., nearubbroadcasting programs of station WCIJ-FM, ch. 61, in an area about 47 mi. from the station.

9. NEXT THURSDAY.—Broadcast Bureau granted license for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89, in an area about 40 mi. from the station.

10. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 80, with its transmitter at Bantley, Ont., near rebroadcasting programs of station WCIJ-FM, ch. 61.

11. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 30, with its transmitter at Bantley, Ont., near rebroadcasting programs of station WCIJ-FM, ch. 61.

12. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

13. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

14. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

15. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

16. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

17. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

18. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

19. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

20. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

21. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

22. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

23. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

24. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

25. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

26. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

27. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

28. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

29. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.

30. NEW YORK.—Broadcast Bureau granted construction permit for a new FM station to operate on ch. 89, with its transmitter at Holton, Kan., near rebroadcasting programs of station WADC-FM, ch. 89.
**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS**

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—MONDAY preceding publication date.)

- BROADCASTING WANTS—WANTED TO BUY, SELL, TRADE.
- DISPLAY ads $25.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED TO BUY STATIONS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY advertising require display space. 5" or over Billed R.O.B. rate.
- All other classifications, $4.00 per word.
- No charge for blind box number.
- Send replies: c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

APPLICANTS: if tapes, films or packages submitted, $1.00 charge each for handling. (Forward remittance separately please.) All transmissions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner’s risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

---

**ANNOUNCERS**

*Florida adult sound needs staffer. Require production, on-air talent, pleasant voice, and third phone endorsed. Offer good pay, congenial staff and wonderful community. Send tape, resume, all personal data and snapshot to Box C-101, BROADCASTING.*

*Disk jockey—fast-paced, happy, young, experienced for top-40 Negro oriented station in large market. Three hour radio board shift plus TV. Offer top salary and chances for advancement within multi-station organization. Have pension plan and other benefits. Contact Bob Gribben, KAYS TV, Kansas City.*

*Excellent opportunity. Box C-105, BROADCASTING.*

*Immediate opening 10,000 watt station in northeastern U.S. Also after noon slot open. Prefer a first ticket but will take right music photo resumee and tape. Box C-146, BROADCASTING.*

*Top-40 AM-FM station, large market. Requires capable DJ, Minneapols, Minnesota. Contact H. W. Hobler, Box 1350, Princeton, N. J.*

---

**HELP WANTED—SALES**

*C & W saleswoman with 4 yrs—Imagination, Initiative, Intelligence. Integrity. Major seaside market 50 miles NYC. Right man can move into Exec post. Box C-28, BROADCASTING.*

*Salem wanted: ambitious young man eager for above average income. Some experience necessary. Must be willing to work Guarantee and commission. Long established. Owner is willing to help and support. Contact: 62 1st St., Watertown, S.D. 57201.*

*Salesman, no order takers. Pleasant climate, salary plus commission, profit sharing. Call Dick Carmichael, KTEN, Temple, Texas.*

*Sales—sales development: Expanding company will offer experienced, rate season salesman also capable of handling of promotion and advertising for separate AM-FM operation plus development of new audio/visual communications. Creative, hardworking, results and will move along to opportunity. Contact H. W. Hobler, Box 1350, Princeton, N. J.*

---

**ANNOUNCERS** (cont’d)

*Top 40 DJ, medium market. New England immediate opening. Send recent photo, resume and tape. Box H-181, BROADCASTING.*

*Morning man. Experienced only. Good music. Pleasant voice. Excellent pay. Operate own board. Send tape and resume to Box L-23, BROADCASTING.*

*Progressive midwest stations seek Jocks and newsmen for small market for top fringe benefits and stability. Send resumes, photos and tape to WQMR, Box 152, Bedford, Indiana.*

*First opening 100 plus. Send tape and resume to Box L-100, BROADCASTING.*

*Send resume and tape to Box C-28, BROADCASTING.*

*Morning man, experienced, M.O.R. Top pay, midwest group operation. KAGE, Winona, Minnesota.*

*Announcer-woman wanted. Young man, 19 to 30, good voice, experience in radio and TV. Apply for job with boardshift plus TV News. Offer top salary and chances for advancement within multi-station organization. Have pension plan and other benefits. Contact Bernie Brown, KAYS TV, Kansas City.*

*Immediate opening 5,000 watt station in northeast. Also afternoon slot open. Prefer a first ticket but will take right music photo resume and tape. Box C-146, BROADCASTING.*

*Top 18 market O, & O that very seldom makes changes in our lineup will soon have openings for professional morning man. Radio is a rapidly growing market. Excellent pay for right man. Send tape and resume to Box C-68, BROADCASTING.*

*First phone man ready to move to good frequency, good power and good facilities in Virginia for good pay. Pepper lings, hops, future. For complete details, send a card to Box C-81, BROADCASTING.*

*Morning man . . . experienced only . . . Middle of the road and Top Forty. Third class broadcast endorsement minimum. Excellent pay for right man. Send tape and complete resume. Applicants will be thoroughly checked before offer is given. You must be strong in production with some exposure to Dub and taping. Good station, single market. University town. Box C-190, BROADCASTING.*

---

**ANNOUNCERS** (cont’d)

*Morning man, up-beat M.O.R.-local news for your experience required. Good salary for right man. WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.*

*WDXE AM-FM, Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, seeks experienced manager. Strong on announcing, some engineering under supervision of well qualified engineer. Excellent opportunity to grow with well established small, only station market. Assistant in thinking, announcing, production, programming, sales & service. Salary and commission. Contact: Graham Jones, WODI, Brookmead, Virginia.*

*First phone, no maintenance, good pay and working conditions. Prefer experienced and announce, will accept beginner. Prefer family man with desire to join a helpful community. Opportunity for advancement in group operation. WPXO, Pontiac, Illinois.*

*WSNI, Litchfield, Illinois is accepting applications for announcer and for early man to manage well established branch studio.*

*I’II pay $180 a week plus 15% sales commission to any adult who can and will sell. Even if you have a first ticket. Not discriminatory—who hire male or female. Basically country-western air show plus some top 100. No beginners. 814-652-5191 . . . after 6 P. M. 814-652-6594. Shorty King, WOODS, Everett, Pennsylvania.*

*Opportunity for first phone-announcer willing to work hard to make it a major-market Country and Western personality. WPXO, Box 560, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.*

*Southwest AM-FM needs 3rd phone with endorsement announcer with good voice and delivery. Possible spots play-by-play. Call 662-537-2545.*

---

**HELP WANTED**

**TECHNICAL**

Chief Engineer—Must have successful supervisory experience to take charge of maintenance for long-established AM-FM station. We can afford to pay for your experience and are prepared to pay you a good salary. Must be willing to handle detailed resume, salary requirements, etc. Reply Box C-291, BROADCASTING.
Technical—(Cont'd)

1st class transmitter engineer with maintenance experience necessary. Box C-68, BROADCASTING.


Chief engineer for top-rated 5000 watt CBS network's 1st local station. Salary top of scale. Wynn company benefits. Write Box C-137, BROADCASTING.

Transmitter engineer. No maintenance. Will train. Engineer. WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.

Help wanted: First class or third class engineer—announcer. Immediate opening. Contact Radio Station WHSM, Hayward, Wisconsion.

Las Angeles—good music station needs immediately an engineer for maintenance and air shift. Send non-returnable air checks. Randridge, Box 1298, Santa Ana, California.

Immediate opening...1st phone, limited maintenance. Must have class B license. Write Box C-34, BROADCASTING.

1st class engineers: Join the "New" growing Northeast radio network. We need experienced transmitter engineers with 1st class B licenses. Will train competent transmitter maintainers in Western New York. Excellent benefits, salary commensurate with experience. Write Northeast Radio Network, Box 1299, Syracuse, New York, 13201.

NEWS

Authoritative newcomer. College town in NE. Experienced only. Willing to pay to get good man. Box R-566, BROADCASTING.

Have immediate openings for news director, morning and p.m. DJ's. Must be experienced. Good pay. Send tape and resume to Box L-34, BROADCASTING.

Over 52? Age no obstacle! Tired of the rat race? Need experienced news editor. Must have some college or equivalent. WHSM, West coast college community. Write Box B-238, BROADCASTING.

Experienced newcomer wanted for non-commercial radio in Western Pennsylvania. Must have at least three years experience in radio, producing, and editing news. Salary $5500. Send tape and complete resume to Box C-66, BROADCASTING.

Newscaster with solid professional air sound for top rated midwest metro. Also television opportunity. Immediate opening. Send tape and resume to Box C-128, BROADCASTING.

Lost our News Director to top 25 market. Award-winning news department (Includes APRTA in 1960), needs man capable of handling 4,000 square-mile area newsbeat that includes broadcast over Armed Forces Network. Want opportunity to grow? Call L. L. Hillard, 303-860-6155, immediately. This ad will run only once.

Production—Programming, Others

Copy writer/announcer/production man. Must be worker. Will be accepting auditions beginning now at American Waves in Watertown, D. C. Must have at least three years experience in writing, producing, and editing news. Salary $5500. Send tape and complete resume to Box C-66, BROADCASTING.

Program manager, announcer, promotion, excellent opportunity, possible sales. Good small market community. Call Manager—Ralph Meador, KLEX, 814-239-2322.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

Energetic professional seeking challenging new opportunity. Presently vice president/general manager of major market independent. Direction more important than position. Finance background, local and national news, programming and administration background. Box C-66, BROADCASTING.

Management position? History of successful management in manufacturing. Strong on sales and administration/organization. Box C-67, BROADCASTING.

Strong, creative, get-it-done manager with proven record in major market challenge opportunity. 17 years sales and management, know-how, including group operation. Family man. Journalism degree. Box C-67, BROADCASTING.

Making lots of money for myself and radio station—as manager—in spite of awkward 4 years experience. Give me a free hand and I'll make money for you. Top refer- ences. Box C-98, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Local sales pro—sales management Ideas—Leadership—Results. Box B-256, BROADCASTING.

Currently single-market sales manager, wants to relocate in Pacific Northwest. Box C-114, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—Announcers

Female, announcer, DJ, newscaster desires management position. Must have some college. Prefer East Coast, Midwest, Far West, or Mexico. 3rd endorsement. Box B-206, BROADCASTING.

Mature voice announcer, MOR DJ, production, news, 3rd endorsement. Military will relocate. Prefer Eastern or Midwest market. Box C-36, BROADCASTING.

Applicants welcome. Will consider news commentator for station in beautiful climate. Box C-71, BROADCASTING.

Experience radio manager, P.D. announcer, traffic, DJ small market station. Will work on weekends, nights, and weekends. Salary $5000. Send tape and complete resume to Box C-66, BROADCASTING.

Newscaster with solid professional experience for top rated Midwest metro. Also television opportunity. Immediate opening. Send tape and resume to Box C-128, BROADCASTING.

Lost our News Director to top 25 market. Award-winning news department (Includes APRTA in 1960), needs man capable of handling 4,000 square-mile area newsbeat that includes broadcast over Armed Forces Network. Want opportunity to grow? Call L. L. Hillard, 303-860-6155, immediately. This ad will run only once.

Production—Programming, Others

Copy writer/announcer/production man. Must be worker. Will be accepting auditions beginning now at American Waves in Watertown, D. C. Must have at least three years experience in writing, producing, and editing news. Salary $5500. Send tape and complete resume to Box C-66, BROADCASTING.

Program manager, announcer, promotion, excellent opportunity, possible sales. Good small market community. Call Manager—Ralph Meador, KLEX, 814-239-2322.
Announcers—(cont’d)


Negro DJ, some exp, 3rd phone—Ohio only—William Pioneer 2128 Elmore Sq., Phils., Pa., 15203.

DJ Broadcast School graduate, 3rd ticket. Jay Jackson, NY 3-2976, 6620 South Drexel, Chicago, Ill. 60629.

Announcer-DJ, 25, 1st phone, some college-drama-music-exp. 567-9247.

Technical

Leading Farm Man, now in major market, wants chance to do real job on the No. 1 station in this century, food and agriculture. Degree, experience, ability. Guaranteed top job for top salary. Box C-68, BROADCASTING.

Great Lakes majors—Intelligent, energetic, award-winning pro. Box C-98, BROADCASTING.

Newman, Experienced, College graduate. Good gathering and writing. Box C-106, BROADCASTING.

Want a CBS mistake in your news depart- ment? Box C-107, BROADCASTING.

Experienced newsman, sidetracked six years present job as announcer-newsman, desires opportunity to specialize in news again. Box C-116, BROADCASTING.

Radio newscaster currently employed in top 15 market in all-news station. Box C-131, BROADCASTING.

News director, radio or TV, Administrator, so if you have, we want your experi- ence. Box C-142, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Male copywriter. Ten years solid self experience, radio and TV. Box B-281, BROADCASTING.

Director with 9 years experience wants re- turn to field with progressive organization. Pro- ducer-Director position desired. Capable, conscientious, versatile, with strong production background. Box C-38, BROADCASTING.

If you're a major operation looking for a creative writer/producer with twelve years experience, all phases including manage- ment, willing to pay for a hard worker and offer growth potential. . . I have what you're looking for and I want what I want. Box C-96, BROADCASTING.

Young—trustworthy professional. 7 years radio, production, TV news. Ready for P. D. Box C-147, BROADCASTING.

Medium Markets: young, versatile, assidu- ous with smooth, intelligent delivery, excel- lent spot production seen music programs, all formats, budget director experience. Best references Bill Teresi, 215-452-4825, Box C-147, BROADCASTING or 5527 Harwood Road, Phila. 19136.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Sales

TV salesman needed by upstate New York station on exclusive basis. Good market. Must be family man. Good salary and room. All replies to Box C-59, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Major midwest station, one of group, wants you if you're a good on-camera television announcer or if you have a solid radio background and can handle TV. Good station, good community, excellent benefits, good deals. Include details, audio or video tape to Box B-289, BROADCASTING.

Have $125 per week for radio pro with good voice who wants to break into TV at midwest VHF (or other) station. Phone,态ume, and audio tape to Box C-135, BROADCASTING.

NEWS—(Cont’d)

Newscaster with authoritative on-air pre- sentation plus excellent writing and news writing ability. Wanted as anchor man to lead team of experienced news per- sonnel by Northern California TV station. Reply to Box C-47, BROADCASTING.

Need qualified newscaster for small market TV-TM operation. Good opportunity for aggressive newswoman. General Manager, KNOP-TV, North Platte, Nebraska.

Production— Programming, Others

Auditor, assistant treasurer. Grown TV-AM group operation does bookkeeping and book keeping accounting experience who is ready to be groomed as treasurer. Immedi- ate assignment will entail travel. Good experience in sales and special events. Immediate opportunity for advancement. Box C-109, BROADCASTING.

WBB Television, Atlanta, seeks young pro- motion assistant, strong on filming, script- ing and publicity. Salary open to discussion. Apply to: WBB, 480 Techwood Drive, Suite 103, Atlanta, Ga. 30308, 214-774-7221.

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted—Management

TV executive with 14 years experience in all phases of TV and film production seeks position as program manager or operations manager. Excellent professional references. 618-532-9229 or write Box C-19, BROAD- CASTING.

Experienced account executive, extensive program and production background. De- sires sales executive or management op- portunity. Medium market preferred. Box C-124, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Four years local; Five years local—regional manager. Five years national; Mature family man. Thirty-nine. Know how to sell. Box C-298, BROADCASTING.

Television sales manager. Excellent record. My system works. Box C-69, BROAD- CASTING.

Ten years television national rep—8 years general sales manager. Key group station seeks sales manager position with future as marketing director or sales manager. Great national field with excellent foundation in station operation. Box C-122, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Technical

Engineer ready for better market- experi- enced in TV, AM direction, video, studio, remote van. Box C-112, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

TV-radio newsmen, announcers, news and commercial writer, public service shows. Strong on news and commercials. Box B-254, BROADCASTING.

Top-rated newscaster, announcer. Seven- teen years experience in television. Two moves. Mature family man. Desire relocate. Resume, color, VTR on request. Box C-49, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen-announcer. Presently in metro market of 400,000. Seek return to TV or commercial work. 8 years experience. Box C-126, BROADCASTING.

On-camera professional newswoman. Mature. Solid background. Box C-143, BROADCAST- ING.
Situations Wanted

Production—Programming, Others

Kids show personality: Are you interested in a children's performer with a refreshing and appealing personality? Are you young, with personal guarantee you have this with proven results. For low cost space on national references, resume and video-tape. Box C-12, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY—Equipment

Late 250 Watt AM transmitter, 1540 frequency monitors. Box C-82, BROADCASTING.

We need used, 250, 500, 1 kw & 10 kw AM transmitters. No Junk Guarantee. Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Turbridge St., Laredo, Tex.

Wanted: Used 5,000 watt AM transmitter—good condition. Box C-88, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: 10 kw-AM transmitter for 1,130 Kc. 230 Ohms output. Air cooled, good price, fair condition. Please send information to us. W.A.L. P.O. Box 194, Kalapa, Ver. Mexico.

Ampeg recorders, all models. Let us sell your equipment through our national listing. M & M Tape Corporation, Box 6626, Birmingham, Alabama.

FOR SALE—Equipment

Television radio transmitters, monochrome, camera, antennas, amplifier, Telefunk, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.


RCA BTF3B 3 kw broadcast transmitter with new exciter (BTF-103) 60.5 MHz. Presently in regular operation. Available immediately for cash. Contact Dennis O'Brien at 335-0400 or write WJL, 1024 Lasalle Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403.

Spotmaster cartridge equipment, QRK turntables, will take any trade. Audivoxx, 4303 S. Nadina St., Nashville, Tenn.

New used towers, ground wire available, R.B. Lines, 75, 350-0400, Greenville, N.C. Bill Angle.

6 bay RCA turnstile channel 9. 8 bay RCA channel 4 tower, 320 feet, 2400 plus line reflectors. 1000 foot tower with elevator. Complete building equipment, Write Box B-25, BROADCASTING.

Former Channel 4-15 Jampro Antenna, available March 1st. Write Box C-43, BROADCASTING.

New Cross Bins Beacon FC-12... Gates frequency monitor MO-285, like new, on your tower for 400 Three Gates 101 spotters, how in use... thirty days delivery, KBJC, South Lamas Road, Midland, Texas.

ITA 100-8-1 2 kw FM transmitter, 4—bay Andrew antenna, and 200 feet jacketed 1-5/8 air-dielectric helix. Now operating on 102.7 MHz, $3,500. Lloyd A. Ridder, K-J5M Radio, 152 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

For sale—we used RCA type TTV-12A transmitter tuned to channel 5. This transmitter is available immediately at an attractive price. Box C-104, BROADCASTING.

Two Ampex colorite units each in excellent condition, $1,000,000 each if O.B. LOGOS Teleproductions, 3230 S. 27th Street, Akron, Ohio.


FOR SALE—Equipment—(Cont'd)

For sale: Large assortment tube type television equipment. Generators, sys- tems, excitors. Generators, cameras, audio-visual equipment, 1001 West Peachtree Street, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia.

MISCELLANEOUS

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical laugh service comedy routines. Free cataloq, Orben Comedy Books. All include—

Deejays: 8800 classified gag lines, $5.00 Comedy catalog free. Ed Orrin, 8034 Gentry, North Hollywood, Calif. 91606.

30 minute tape—"quickie" pop-in voices-secy gag lines $1.00. Hundreds different voices—effects. $10 tape shipped return mail. Davis Electronics, P.O. Box 88, Lexington, Kentucky.

Instant zags for Deejays—Thousands of one-liners, gags, bits, station breaks, etc. Listed in free "Broadcast Comedy" catalog. Write: Show-Biz-Blues, 1733 East 26th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232.

Market brochures, coverage maps, rate cards, custom designed sales aids and presentations. National Radio Co., Inc 920 W. Warren Avenue, Downers Grove, Ill. 60540 (312) 587-0227.

Send for 50 fresh, exciting radio sales plans, ideas, spec spots, gimmicks, to get you a fast sale. Pay $10 if, after 30 days you have not made $150. Phone or write. Wведения, 1219 Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Deejays! Comedy vignettes are sweeping the country, and the "Wait Johnson Mobile Rep- porter" is riding the country syndicated satire on mobile reports is being used at stations large and small across the country! It's hilarious! May we tell you more about it? For all information and a free sample tape, write to Red Oak Productions, Box 5210, San Diego, California.

INSTRUCTIONS

FCC License Preparation and/or Electronics Associate Degree training. Correspondence courses; resident classes. Schools located in Hollywood, Calif.; Washington, D.C. For information, write Grantham Institute of Radio Electronics, Desk 7-B, 1550 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

Learn Radio-TV announcing, programing, production, newscasting, sportscasting, commercial operation, disc-jockeying, and all phases of broadcasting on the nation's only permanent FM training school operated for training purposes by a private school—KERR-FM. Highly qualified professional teachers. Write: Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75225.

The masters, Elkins Radio License School of Minneapolis offers the unmatched success of six weeks Top quality theory and labora- tory training. Fully G.J. approved. Elkins Radio License School, 418 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.


Elkins has—The Nation's largest—the na- tion's most respected—the nation's highest success rate—six all six-week Elkins FM Li- cense courses. (Well over ninety percent of all enrollees receive their licenses). Fully G.J. approved. Elkins Institute—2603 Inwood Road—Dallas, Texas 75225.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and the FCC—First Class License. Fully G.J. approved. 114 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

America's premier training center 1934, National Academy of Broadcasting, Bond Bldg, 3rd Floor, 1604 New York Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.


"Warning" accept no substitute, REI is #1 four weeks—$125 course for the first class Radio-telephone license that is available in Sarasota, Florida. Sarasota radio license schools will also be available in Kansas City, Missouri—3255 Gillham Road, Telephone WE-1-4044. Classes begin—April 17—May 2—June 29—July 31—September 5—October 8—November 13. For details and reservations write to home office, R.E.I., 1306 Main Street, Sarasota, Fla.

Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITU- TIONS, Box 401, New Orleans, for radio announcing careers.

New York City's only school specializing in 1st class license prep, and radio-TV an- nouncing. Active Job Placement. Veteran approved—licensed by N. Y. State. Offers FM and TV herself. Send for course. Wire Radio Engineering Institute, 1330 Main Street in beautiful Sarasota, Florida.

R.E.I. opens in Kansas City. The same fa- vorable FM course for the first class Radio-telephone license that is available in Sarasota, Florida will also be available in Kansas City, Missouri—3255 Gillham Road, Telephone WE-1-4044. Classes begin—April 17—May 2—June 29—July 31—September 5—October 8—November 13. For details and reservations write to home office, R.E.I., 1306 Main Street, Sarasota, Fla.

Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITU- TIONS, Box 401, New Orleans, for radio announcing careers.

First phone in six to twelve weeks through resident programs. Full time personal instruction in Washington, Min- neapolis, Hollywood, or Memphis. Fifteen year experience. FCC license waived, no experience. Proven results. 85% passing. Bob Johnson telephone school, P.O. Box 26 W. 42nd St, New York, N.Y. 4-9245.


See our display ad under Instructions. Don Martin School of Radio & TV.

Help Wanted—Management

GENERAL MANAGER

Group station top twenty market, Salary plus profit sharing bonus. Applicants must have successful management and sales management experience.

Box C-61, Broadcasting.

Radio Management

Aggressive, Experienced, sales-oriented, progressive General Manager for major market. Send resume and salary required in strict confidence to:

Box C-99, Broadcasting.

Sales

Schafer Electronics has an unusual and challenging op- portunity for the right man to start a territory in a Schafer "bus" to demonstrate and sell Schafer Auto- mation, High income potential. Send complete resume and photo to:

Sales Department

Schafer Electronics

9119 De Soto Avenue

Chatsworth, Calif. 91311

BROADCASTING, March 13, 1967
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES

A challenging and rewarding career in Broadcasting Equipment Sales can be yours if you meet our high standards for territorial managers. Age 28 to 36. Degree or associate degree with equivalent experience. Experience as Chief Engineer or Engineering Supervisor of AM-FM-TV broadcast station. Enthusiastic. Intense desire to be successful in selling career. Convince us with your resume that you could be the man and you will have an immediate interview with the Sales Manager of this successful growth company.

Box B-246, Broadcasting.

HEAVEN ON EARTH
(and a good living, too—)
Selling, fishing, trail riding, the relaxed atmosphere of the “Oasis of the Pacific” in Golden Southern California—away from the smog and the rat race of the big cities along with an annual income that should exceed $18,000! Position is Account Executive for highly rated (Pulse) station, well financed and administered, aggressive in promotion and creative in concepts. Substantial draw with liberal commission. Please forward resume, references and estimated time of availability.

Box C-47, Broadcasting.

Help Wanted—Announcers—(Cont’d)

Announcer-Director
KOVR
Stockton, California

Booth announcer who combines as Director. Minimum of two years identical experience required for consideration. Must be willing to work evenings and weekends. Send audio tape or VTR, and resume:
Pers. Dept.
McClatchy Broadcasting
21st & Q
Sacramento, California

Help Wanted—Sales (Cont’d)

Sales Manager Major Metro Market
Group station. Good salary and incentive plans. Experienced applicants only.
Box C-62, Broadcasting.

Help Wanted—Announcers

WGY-WRGB-WGFM
Schenectady, N. Y.
now accepting applications for summer relief announcers. Guaranteed 18-36 weeks. Starting date approximately May 1. Must be experienced in all phases of broadcast operation. Audition tape should include news and DJ work. No tapes returned.

Broadcasting, March 13, 1967
**CATV—Help Wanted—Management**

**CATV PLACEMENT**

Immediate openings nationwide for Division Managers, Division Engineers, Branch Managers, and Technical for local systems. Also, all other positions in CATV and related fields. Send type-written resume today to


**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted—Technical**

Chief Engineer

WIRL-TV

Peoria, Illinois

has an immediate opening for experienced, highly qualified Chief Engineer-Dept. Mgr. Must be capable of executing installation of all studio & transmitter equipment including complete color facilities.

Contact Howard Frederick immediately with full qualifications.

**BROADCAST FIELD ENGINEERS**

**RCA**

If you have experience in the maintenance of UHF or VHF transmitters, television tape or color studio equipment we can offer you a career opportunity as a field engineer. Relocation unnecessary if you are now conveniently located near good air transportation service.

RCA offers outstanding benefits, including liberal vacation, eight paid holidays, life insurance, retirement plan. Plus free medical insurance for you and your family.

Write: Mr. E. C. Falwell, RCA Service Company, Bldg. 201-1, Cherry Hill, Camden, N. J. 08101.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

**********

**Sacramento Army Depot**

has openings for engineers with maintenance experience AM-FM-TV. Must be qualified design & supervise installation Armed Forces Radio & TV stations. Home Sacramento, California, with considerable world travel. Salary $15,027 per year. Permanent civil service.

Contact Mrs. Lucy Phillips, Sacramento Army Depot, Sacramento, California 95813. Phone 916-388-2940.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

**********

**Help Wanted News**

**NEWSCASTER**

South Florida Station

Immediate opening. Strong professional delivery. Working newswoman with newswriting and production experience. Send VTR audition.

Box C-136, Broadcasting.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**BEST BUY IN BUDGET**

$ RADIO JINGLES $

Audible Advertising Productions, Inc 603 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y. 10022

Obtain YOUR FCC 1ST CLASS LICENSE IN 6 WEEKS (or Less) at the

DON MARTIN SCHOOL

OF RADIO & TV

(America’s Foremost School of Broadcasting est. 1937!) * Learn Basic Comm. Electronics * Individualized Instruction * Highly qualified instructors * Most comprehensive teaching methods * One low cost * Inexpensive accommodations nearby

Next Class Scheduled to Start April 17.

Register Now—Classes Limited For additional information call or write:

DON MARTIN SCHOOL

OF RADIO & TELEVISION

ARTS & SCIENCES

1653 N. Cherokee HO 2-3281

Hollywood, Calif. 90028

WANTED TO BUY—Equipment

WILL PAY CASH FOR OKLAHOMA RADIO STATION!

All replies confidential. We will contact you personally. Rush full details to:

Box C-141, Broadcasting.

**WANTED TO BUY**

Equipment—(Cont’d)

**AM SITUATION DESIRED**

Middle Aged executive with background looking for opportunity in BROADCASTING. Would consider a partnership in purchasing or buying a station while existing facility. East Coast only. Contact me by Jersey to Florida. Full particulars in first letter.

Box C-89, Broadcasting.

**EMPLOYMENT SERVICE**

**FOR SALE—Stations**

**Station Owners**

Well financed individuals currently active in broadcasting will purchase for cash station doing volume of $350,000 or over. Our credentials and financial statements available for inspection. Sole owners. No brokers. Principals available in Chicago during NAB April 8 thru 12.

Box C-45, Broadcasting

**CAL. INDIE TV STATION**

**ALL OR PART**

Relatively small cash down needed. Will be at NAB conv. Chicago ready to do business.

Write PO Box 4364, Fresno, Cal. Phone (209) 439-2953.

**ORIGINAL OWNER-OPERATOR**

selling long established station in southwest. Single station market, good population growth. Economy diversified in cattle, oil, industry, recreation. Prefer buyer with radio experience to be active in management. Good profit, substantial cash flow. $55,000.00 cash required, long term payout. State radio background, financial qualifications.

Box C-118, Broadcasting.

**ILLINOIS**

Desirable downstate 1 kw daytimer. Single station market. Excellent operation showing profit.

Box C-135, Broadcasting.

**SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA**

1Kw daytimer grossing approximately $100,000. Excellent growth and living area. Equipment like new—lots of 11. 09 percent down. Qualified principals only.

Box C-151, Broadcasting.
In this proceeding, Commissioner Bartley concurred in part and dissented in part and issued a statement: Commissioner Loevinger abstained from voting. Action March 8.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied request for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1105(e) of commission's rules, filed by WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me.; granted petition filed under Sec. 74.1105 by WAGM-TV for issuance of construction permit in Presque Isle, Me.; granted petition filed under Sec. 74.1105 by Presque Isle TV Inc., Johnstown TV Inc. and Carroll TV Inc. and jointly by Houlton TV Inc. and Van Buren TV Inc. Commissioner Bartley concurred in part and issued a statement. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied request for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by WAMC-TV Plazaview, Ala., and WAMC-TV Catamoo, Me.; denied request for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me.; granted petition filed under Sec. 74.1105 by WAGM-TV for issuance of construction permit in Presque Isle, Me.; granted petition filed under Sec. 74.1105 by Presque Isle TV Inc., Johnstown TV Inc. and Carroll TV Inc. and jointly by Houlton TV Inc. and Van Buren TV Inc. Commissioner Bartley concurred in part and issued a statement. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by Plazaview Cable TV Inc., operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley dissented and issued statement: Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity requirements of Sec. 74.1103(a) and (e) of rules, filed by Barks TV Cable Co. owner and operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley and Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by Plazaview Cable TV Inc., operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley dissented and issued statement: Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by Plazaview Cable TV Inc., operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley dissented and issued statement: Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.

By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition for waiver of program exclusivity provisions of Sec. 74.1103(e) of commission's rules, filed by Plazaview Cable TV Inc., operator of CATV system in Plazaview, Tex., Commissioner Bartley dissented and issued statement: Commissioner Loevinger concurred. Action March 2.
owner of laundry and dry cleaning establishment, Mr. Mallyck is attorney. Mr. Allard, two computer scientists, owns 2.5% of KAYJ Little Rock, Ark.


In regard to CATV franchise broadcastingsituation, as far as is known, no one, except the United States, is planning to sell, or has a plan to sell, any of the franchise businesses.

COMMUNITY ANTENNA ACTIVITIES

The following are activities in community antenna television reported to BROADCASTING, through March 8. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's, grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

- Indicates franchise has been granted.

Duarte, Calif. - International Cable TV Corp. has filed an application to operate a CATV system.

Laurel, Del. - General Television Inc. began microwave service to its 750 subscribers in the above systems on March 3. The systems have been receiving transmissions from the Laurel, Del. WBLA-TV, WJZ-TV and WAMR, and a new cable network is now being provided to the community.

Miami Beach, Fla. - All of the systems are pilots for a new service to be offered to the FCC for a microwave link. The systems are part of the General Television Inc. network, which operates the 12-channel television station in Miami and its affiliated stations in Key West, Fla. and Miami Beach.

Marietta, Ga. - Marietta Cablevision, a franchise holder, has applied for a franchise.

Mariano Island, Fla. - Robert Nelson, president of WANN-FM (FM) Bradenton, has applied for a franchise.

Arcadia, Fla. - Universal Cablevision (Harry Bennett, president) has applied for a franchise.

Ossawatomie, Kan. - Ossawatomie Telecable Corp. has applied for a franchise. The firm will offer a 24-channel service.

Butler, Mo. - United Television Inc. has been granted a franchise. The company will offer a 12-channel service.

Catskill, N.Y. - Mid-Hudson Television Inc. has been granted a franchise. The company will offer a 12-channel service.

Goshen, N.Y. - Goodtime CATV Inc. has been granted a franchise. The company will offer a 12-channel service.

Jonesville, N.C. - Yadkin Valley Cablevision Corp. (represented by E. Forrest), has applied for a franchise.

Ashland, Ore. - Ashland Cable TV has applied for a franchise. The company operates a 12-channel system.

Sparks, Nev. - Southernmost Communications Inc. (represented by Carl Fisher, president) has been granted a franchise.

Salem, Ore. - Northwest Communications Inc. (represented by Carl Fisher, president) has been granted a franchise.

Fresno, Calif. - Fresno TV has been granted a franchise.

Bellingham, Wash. - Bellingham TV has been granted a franchise.
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Station chief knows his way around city hall

is atop Cheyenne Mountain. Inside the mountain is the vast electronic city of NORAD, the bomb-proof automated combat operations center.

Add to all of this a burgeoning scientific and industrial complex, the Broadmoor hotel, and the other resort attractions which regularly draw the celebrities of the worlds of sports and business, and how could a radio or TV station fail to find something interesting and exciting to cover, Mr. Hoth asks.

WEEK’S PROFILE


The stations have considerable mobile gear to do just that, he adds.

The Roses . . . Mr. Hoth feels most proud of the recognition that fellow broadcasters have given him for his efforts. The Colorado Broadcasters Association honored him last year for his work as mayor and "in recognition of your vital role in maintaining freedom of broadcasting in America." He served as president of the CBA in 1958 and has been active in many of the association’s projects.

One of these was the association’s effort to open Colorado courts to TV and radio coverage, an achievement that was obtained for a time. But Mr. Hoth hastens to point out that several pioneer Colorado broadcasters deserve the credit for this vital crusade. Similarly Mr. Hoth is quick to give full credit to his stations’ staffs for maintaining their consistent quality of performance while he is busy elsewhere. He is well aware of the licensees responsibility to set policy and keep careful control.

As a broadcaster he also is proud of the honors his peers in municipal government have bestowed. In 1965 he was elected president of the Colorado Municipal League, comprised of 220 municipalities in that state.

. . . And the Thorns . . But political life has its thorns as well as its roses. Mayor Hoth has been obliged to take stands on issues such as proposing a sales tax which may lose business for Broadcaster Hoth among merchants who otherwise might be more inclined to advertise on KRDO-AM-TV.

Take business-friend turned political foe Charles E. Hughes, president and general manager of Halle’s Inc., for example. Mr. Hughes began advertising his appliance store on KRDO-TV eight years ago and “absolutely” credits the broadcast media for contributing substantially to the growth of his firm. Radio is used too, supplementing newspapers.

Mayor Hoth named Mr. Hughes to head a city government study group two years ago and the sales tax fight evolved. To date Mr. Hughes seems to be winning and Colorado Springs has no sales tax. “We’re friendly enemies now,” he relates, admitting that issues like this can put something of a strain on business relationships even though mutual respect continues.

Clashes of philosophy roll off Mr. Hoth as readily as the clashes of competitors did in sports 20 years ago when Mr. Hoth was a student at Colorado College. His participation in sports enabled him to handle sports coverage play-by-play when he got a part-time selling job for KRDO. Both the radio and TV outlets still put heavy emphasis on sports programing and some of the original sponsors he sold for such shows are still regular accounts.
Henry Luce's legacy

I am tempted to think that if I was starting out as a young man today, I might opt for TV rather than 'print journalism'—at any rate, as that is called 'the local level.'

The author was the giant and genius of magazine journalism—Henry R. Luce, who died suddenly Feb. 28 at 68. The recipient was Clayton H. Brace, young president-general manager of one of Time-Life Broadcast Inc.'s properties, KOOG-TV-AM-FM San Diego. The time, 13 months ago (Feb. 10, 1966) after Mr. Luce had visited the San Diego properties and had read Clayt Brace's annual accounting of stewardship of the stations in his charge.

Mr. Luce said he found the accounting "truly exciting reading." Then came the wistful observation of the innovator who had revolutionized print journalism. We cannot conceive of a a better testimonial for broadcast journalism.

Promising change

It may be a while before the joking about the appointment of Betty Furness as special assistant to the President on consumer affairs abates. Mr. Johnson turned full circle in naming a broadcast-oriented personality to succeed Esther Peterson at the White House.

On calm, objective appraisal the change was necessary. Mrs. Peterson had become an anti-advertising zealot. She had needled and goaded and had all but become the head of a consumers' lobby. She was no longer in a position to maintain rapport with the business sector.

Miss Furness admits she hasn't shopped for her own groceries, what with her business commitments. But she intends to learn.

It really doesn't matter about her not knowing the price of eggs. The big challenge will be whether she can steer clear of the fixations of the eggheads.

Not yet out of control

Broadcasters have been warned that they may some day lose their $200 million a year in cigarette advertising. They were given that gloomy advice a fortnight ago by officials of the National Association of Broadcasters.

As things are going now, the NAB officials were making realistic readings of the political scene. As they said, the pressure is growing in federal circles to do something about cigarette smoking. As they said, cigarette advertising is more vulnerable to federal restraint than cigarette manufacture and distribution. We are not convinced, however, that broadcasters are as helpless to affect events as the NAB officials suggested.

For the foreseeable future, there will no disposition in the Congress to attack cigarettes at their source; the revenues from tobacco cultivation and cigarette manufacture are critical to the economies of several states represented by influential members of the House and Senate. Hence those who want to make a case against cigarette smoking will concentrate, as the NAB officials pointed out, on less direct assaults. They will suggest, as Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) has already suggested, that broadcasters who accept cigarette advertising ought to donate time for programs warning that cigarettes may be injurious to health. They will suggest modifications in cigarette advertising, as Senator Frank Moss (D-Utah) suggested that the act of smoking be prohibited in cigarette commercials. None of these restraints is apt to have any discernible effects on the sale of cigarettes, but they could lead to a diminution in the effectiveness of the commercials and therefore in the money that cigarette makers were willing to spend on radio and television advertising.

It seems to us that the only answer that broadcasters can put forward with assurance is that as long as the distribution of cigarettes is legal, the advertising of cigarettes must be legal too. If there is to be a federal finding that cigarette smoking is a serious menace to public health, let the cure be the same as that applied to any other product that is prohibited from general marketing. It isn't the broadcasters who run the cigarette business.

Teenybopper on the FCC

Once again last week the FCC's youngest member, Nicholas Johnson, sounded off against his elders. This time Mr. Johnson found grievous fault with the FCC majority's assent to the routine approval of some 200 radio-station license renewals.

Mr. Johnson, in a statement that attracted wide attention, including page-one display in the influential Washington Post, demanded a wholesale revision of the commission's system of evaluating broadcast programing. He did so in a manner that can only inflame the antagonisms that he has created in earlier criticisms of FCC policies and actions.

He accused the majority of abdicating its responsibility. He described the majority's attitude toward program regulation as a "complacent and comfortable hear-no-evil, see-no-evil slouch in front of the radio and television sets of America." He sounded as if he might be warming up to conduct a teach-in at the FCC.

It is interesting to contrast Mr. Johnson's statement of last week with one issued coincidentally by Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox, who for years has been an unwavering advocate of federal supervision of broadcast programing. Mr. Johnson took issue with the FCC's fundamental approach to the whole matter of program surveillance. Mr. Cox confined his dissent to several specific cases that failed to meet his private standards of balanced programing. By comparison to Mr. Johnson, Mr. Cox was almost conservative, a label this publication had not previously thought to pin on him.

A detailed report of Mr. Johnson's latest outburst may be found elsewhere in this issue. A reading of it strengthens the conclusion that Mr. Johnson needs to grow up.
Everything looks like the 4th of July when you sell it on KPRC-TV, Houston
Before ordering a custom installation for your control room, check your requirements against these features of Collins' standard 212T-1 and 212T-2 Audio Control Consoles:

REMOTE CAPABILITY. Rack-mounted assembly containing amplifier cards can be located in an equipment room and linked by cable to the audio control panel in the studio. Sensitive audio wiring is concentrated in a card cage away from interference. Noiseless switching and audio level control are accomplished by photoconductive cells which employ a light beam to isolate control voltages from the audio circuits.

COMPONENT ACCESSIBILITY. Plug-in etched circuit card construction ends time-wasting troubleshooting. Attenuator input switches, amplifiers, and amplifier output switches are replaced by simply taking one card out of the rack-mounted assembly and plugging in another card.

The 212T Audio Control Consoles consist basically of three units:

CONTROL PANELS. The control panel constitutes the difference between the two systems.

The 212T-1 control panel provides 28 inputs to 14 faders, 2 program output channels, and 2 10-watt monitor speaker outputs. The overall dimensions are 15½" high by 24" wide.

The 212T-2 control panel has 32 inputs to 16 faders. The panel is divided into two sections. The fader operating controls are mounted on a panel 10½" high by 19" wide; the VU meters and monitoring controls are mounted on a panel 5½" high by 19" wide.

RACK-MOUNTED ASSEMBLY. The assembly contains 16 pre-amplifier cards. Quantity and types of cards depend upon individual requirements. The assembly includes three program amplifier cards—one for cue and two for program channels. Two amplifiers are for speaker monitors, two switching cards select monitor inputs. The rack-mounted assemblies for the 212T-1 and 212T-2 are identical.

POWER SUPPLIES. Two power supplies are housed with the rack-mounted assembly. One power supply provides variable illumination for meters and push button controls. Another provides powering for cards, attenuators, amplifiers, switches, and photoconductive cells.

Most studio audio requirements can be met by adapting the standard 212T-1 or 212T-2 Console through strapping options and minor wiring changes. Expansion and adaptation can be accomplished easily with additional space which the units provide for two extra preamplifier cards, two additional program amplifiers, and two unwired space card receptacles.

For a copy of a new descriptive brochure on the 212T series, contact Broadcast Marketing, Collins Radio Company, Dallas, Texas 75207 Ph. (214) AD 5-9511.